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Abstract

SNe Ia can be used as standard candles to measure the dark energy equation of state parameter,
w. Having observed a good number of these objects, current studies are limited by systematic
uncertainties, among which relative (color) flux calibration is dominating. There are ongoing
efforts in all the current (SNLS, Pan-STARRS, DES) and future (LSST, WFIRST) major
surveys to develop new techniques and instruments for calibration in order to gain a 1%
precision knowledge of the instrumental artifacts. This work presents a way to solve, or at
least limit, the problem with the SNIFS Calibration Apparatus (SCALA). SCALA’s goal
is to provide high precision calibration for the “telescope+SNIFS” system and refine the
primary standard star network, to eliminate the uncertainties due to the knowledge of their
models. SCALA produces 18 quasi-parallel and collimated monochromatic (and wavelength
tunable) beams with opening angles of 1 degree. The combination of these beams allows
us to achieve an illumination of the focal plane of the UH88 telescope, that is flat to within
1%. SCALA was commissioned in 2014 and fully deployed in 2015. In the in-situ set up,
one of the SCALA beams is constantly monitored by a photodiode (calibrated against a
NIST-calibrated photodiode), which is used as flux standard to transfer the NIST-calibration
to the telescope+instrument first, and the standard star spectra afterwards. We use another
of these calibrated photodiodes to reconstruct the spectral relative efficiency of the light
produced by the other 17 beams, by moving it from beam to beam. We are able in this way
to reproduce the overall wavelength trend of the illumination from SCALA with a precision
better than 1%, by comparing this in-situ measurements with a laboratory characterization of
the SCALA beams. We are able to produce throughput curves of the SNIFS+UH88 system.
The measured systematics affecting our results sum to errors smaller than 0.7%. We are
currently comparing the calibration of the system achieved with SCALA with the traditional
calibration obtained by observing standard stars.
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Zusammenfassung

SNe Ia können als Standardkerzen verwendet werden, um den Parameter für dunkle Energie
w in der Zustandgleichung zu messen. Nachdem viele dieser Objekt beobachtet wurden,
wird die Genauigkeit aktueller Studien durch systematische Fehler beschränkt, wobei die
Flusskalibrierung die dominierende Fehlerquelle ist. In dieser Arbeit wird eine Möglichkeit
präsentiert, das Problem mit dem "SNIFS Calibration Apparatus" (SCALA) zu lösen oder
wenigstens zu verringern. Das Ziel von SCALA ist es für das System, das aus dem Teleskop
und SNIFS besteht, eine Hochpräzisionskalibrierung zu erreichen, sowie das Standardstern-
Netzwerk zu erweitern, um die Ungenauigkeiten zu unterdrücken, die aus den Modellen
resultieren. SCALA erzeugt 18 nahezu parallele und kolimierte monochromatische Strahlen
(mit regulierbarer Wellenlänge), die Öffnungswinkel von einem Grad haben. Durch die
Kombination dieser Strahlen lässt sich die Bildebene des UH88 Teleskops (Universität
Hawaii 88 inch Teleskop) mit einer Genauigkeit von 1% gleichmäßig ausleuchten. SCALA
wurde im Jahr 2014 installiert und ist seit 2015 regulär in Betrieb. Im in-situ Aufbau wird
einer der Strahlen ständig mit einer Photodiode überwacht, die mit einer NIST-kalibrierten
Photodiode kalibriert wurde. Sie dient als Standard, um die NIST-Kalibrierung zuerst auf das
System aus Teleskop und Instrument und danach auf die Standardsterne zu übertragen. Eine
zweite so kalibrierte Photodiode wird von Strahl zu Strahl bewegt, um den Helligkeitsverlauf
der anderen 17 Strahlen als Funktion der Wellenlänge zu messen. Auf diese Weise sind
wir in der Lage die Ausleuchtung von SCALA mit einer Genauigkeit von besser als 1% zu
reproduzieren, indem wir die in-situ Messungen mit den im Labor gemessenen Eigenschaften
der Strahlen vergleichen. So können bei bekannter Farbe des emittierten und des beobachteten
Lichts die Durchsatzkurven des SNIFS+UH88 Systems gemessen werden. Die gemessenen
systematischen Ungenauigkeiten der Messung betragen weniger als 0.7%. Da in der selben
Nacht sowohl die Standardsterne als auch SCALA beobachtet wurden, besteht der nächste
Schritt darin, die Kalibration, die SCALA erreicht, mit der traditionellen Kalibration, der
Beobachtung von Standardsternen, zu vergleichen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

There is no such thing as a perfect measurement. Every time a measurement is made, whether
it is of the length of a table or the number of electrons in a Charge-Coupled Device (CCD)
chip, this includes an error. However, we can try to minimize the error by making sure to use
a tool for the task that reduces these problems.

For example, how could one derive the diameter of an ideal, perfectly spherical, orange
below the skin, without peeling it? One could measure the diameter of the orange with its
skin, and then use a known (in this case fictional) law that connects the thickness of the skin
to the overall diameter. So we can now derive the diameter, but how well will we know it?

We are facing two major kinds of error. First, we have an error directly related to the
knowledge of the object we want to study. How precise is the relationship between skin
thickness and diameter? Are we sure that it is really an orange and not a grapefruit, or a very
large mandarine? Unfortunately, our current (lack of) knowledge of oranges prevents us from
ignoring those questions completely, but there are ongoing studies which will hopefully shed
light on the matter.

The second source of error is due to the precision with which we measure the diameter.
Is our ruler good enough? Does it have mm or nm notches? How well does it compare to
the official standard? How carefully is the measurement made? By improving the technique
with which the ruler is built and used we can directly reduce such measurement errors.

Leaving now the fictional world with all its theories of thickness of fruit’s skin, the oranges
I studied are called type Ia Supernovae (SNe Ia). They are extremely bright explosions of
stars, and the quantity to measure is their luminosity.

During my PhD I worked on reducing both kind of errors: trying to improve the knowl-
edge we have of SNe on one hand (see Appendix B.1), and building an instrument to improve
the precision of the tools used to observe them on the other hand.

The reason that makes these objects worth so much trouble is their use as standard
candles for cosmological research. Whatever physical process causes SNe Ia, this is almost
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always closely repeated, creating nearly identical light-curves (brightness as function of
time). Furthermore, they are extremely bright and can thus be observed also at very large
distances. Through measuring how faint SNe Ia appear to us, we can thus estimate their
(relative) distances.

Such a strong probe of the universe is very appealing to cosmologists who wants to
investigate its origin and evolution. SNe Ia provided the first evidence for the accelerated
expansion of the universe (Perlmutter et al., 1999; Riess et al., 1998), and they are currently
used to measure finer quantities of cosmological theories (e.g. the dark energy equation of
state parameter, w). However, after having observed many of these objects, current studies
are limited by systematic uncertainties, among which the flux calibration is dominating
(Betoule et al., 2014; Conley et al., 2011). Flux calibration in astronomy is a fundamental
step in data reduction, in which the counts recorded on the detector (CCD) are transformed
into physical flux entering the Earth atmosphere. This calibration is performed by comparing
the observed spectra of so called standard stars with their assumed intrinsic spectra. These
spectra are today ultimately derived from models of star atmospheres (pure hydrogen white
dwarfs).

It is the flux ratio between nearby and very far SNe that allows us to constrain cosmologi-
cal parameters. When photons from very distant objects travels towards us, the expanding
universe causes an effect called cosmological redshift, which acts in an equivalent way as
a Doppler effect in shifting the light towards redder wavelengths. Therefore, photons from
distant SNe are redshifted, and thus, while the absolute flux (the intrinsic brightness of
SN Ia) cancels in the flux ratio relevant to cosmology, one has to establish a reliable (relative)
flux calibration as a function of wavelength. A relative flux calibration only provides the
conversion of counts as function of wavelength ignoring the absolute scaling, that instead
defines the absolute flux calibration.

Reducing the systematic calibration uncertainties (the second kind of error in the orange
thought experiment) can be divided into two tasks: knowledge of the instrumental artifacts
and of the atmospheric extinction (Stubbs and Tonry, 2006).

There is an ongoing effort to develop new techniques and instruments for calibration
(Regnault et al., 2015; Stubbs et al., 2010) in order to reach a 1% precision knowledge of the
instrumental artifacts. My PhD thesis focuses on a new approach to the problem using the
SNIFS Calibration Apparatus (SCALA), an in-situ flux calibration device developed for the
SuperNova Integral Field Spectrograph (SNIFS, Lantz et al., 2004) mounted on the 2.2m
telescope of the University of Hawaii. SCALA’s main purpose is to calibrate the relative
instrumental response of the “telescope+SNIFS” system to 1% precision. Such a device
will provide an independent verification of the flux calibration by recalibrating the network
of standard stars currently observed for flux calibration. SCALA was commissioned in 2014
and fully deployed in 2015. It is operational and remotely controllable.
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SCALA is unique in that it is is built to calibrate an Integral Field Spectrograph. As
already mentioned, calibration is crucial to improve the cosmological constraints obtained
from SN observations. However, even with a perfectly calibrated system, systematic uncer-
tainties also arise since the SN explosion mechanism, and all the physics involved, is not yet
fully understood. An IFS has unique possibilities to obtain photometric and spectroscopic
information. Photometric because it produces images of the field of view observed, keeping
the spatial information on where the sources are located, and spectroscopic because these
images are produced for each wavelength observed. This means that every pixel in the image
has a spectrum.

The Nearby Supernova factory (SNfactory) observes nearby SNe with SNIFS. The
spectrophotometric time series – a series of spectrophotometric observations of the SN at
different times from the explosion – produced by SNIFS also enable to test and improve
the algorithms used to determine the peak SN luminosity ("standardization") and, hence, to
prevent possible biases in their results (i.e. corresponding to verifying what kind of fruit
is at hand!). With all these qualities IFSs are the kind of instrument that allows to avoid
systematic uncertainties in SN cosmology that affect traditional photometry-based surveys.

Improving the calibration of such an instrument and reducing the instrumental systematic
uncertainties by doing so, would directly propagate to reduced systematic uncertainties on
cosmological parameters. With SCALA we aim to calibrate SNIFS at a 1% precision level
and use it to recalibrate the standard star network. This newly calibrated network could be
used by every other survey that observes the same stars and in turn uses them to calibrate its
own instruments.

In the next chapters of this thesis some theoretical background on cosmology will be
given (chapter 2) and some of the observables used to constraint cosmological parameters
will be described (chapter 3). We will then exclusively focus on the observations of SNe
Ia, the current results achieved and their limitations (chapter 3). We will then discuss the
importance of calibration and the techniques currently used to calibrate astronomical images
and instruments (chapter 4). We will describe the SNfactory project (chapter 5), of which I am
part, and give the required details on the integral field spectrograph that we want to calibrate
(SNIFS). We will describe the design of SCALA (chapter 6) and show some of the pre-
commissioning simulations and system-tests that helped refining design and characterization
of SCALA. We will then focus on the calibrated photodiode data used to monitor the light
produced by SCALA (chapter 7). In chapter 8, the first commissioning phase in 2014 and
the final deployment in 2015 are described along with the different tests and measurements
performed to reproduce the pre-commissioning characterization of SCALA. In chapter 9 we
explain how we process the SCALA observations acquired by the reference photodiode and
by SNIFS. During the deployment phase we measured the SNIFS+telescope system response
as function of wavelength and compared it to the response obtained with the calibration
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achieved through standard stars observations. The results of this measurement and the
comparison between these calibration methodologies are shown in chapter 10. In the same
chapter the systematics that affect our measurements are also discussed. We conclude in
chapter 11.

My contribution to SCALA development The construction and commissioning of SCALA
required the work of many people. Since the beginning of my PhD I simulated its perfor-
mances to refine the design, initially laid out by Prof. Marek Kowalski, Dr. Akos Hoffmann
and Eymen Alyaz. After the construction, I lead the lab testing of the system and the two
commissioning phases, with inputs by Daniel Küsters (halogen lamp and primary mirror
mask design), Dr. Akos Hoffmann (technical assistance), Dr. Klaus Reif (design consultant),
Dr. Mickael Rigault (development of controlling software). I also built the pipeline for
processing the calibration data and analyze them. Determining the fully correlated error on
the calibration, as well as recalibrating the standard star network, are part of an ongoing PhD
thesis work by Daniel Küsters and outside the scope of this work.



Chapter 2

The evolution of the Universe

The goal of cosmology is to explain the origin and evolution of the universe. Einstein’s
theory of General relativity provides the necessary formalism for doing so. It is based on a
geometrical interpretation of gravity and makes use of a metric that relates coordinates to
physical distances:

ds2 = gµndxµdxn , (2.1)

where gµn is the metric, ds an infinitesimal line element and dx the coordinates. In this
chapter we will derive some of the fundamental equations and describe some of the possible
observables which are used in the rest of the thesis.

2.1 A metric for the universe
The theories that describe how the universe evolves are based on two assumptions, supported
by observational evidence, called the cosmological principles: spatial homogeneity and
isotropy at large scales (larger than 100Mpc), which means that the universe is invariant
under translation and rotation. Under these assumptions the metric assumes a simpler form.

2.1.1 FLRWMetric

Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) (Friedmann, 1922; Lemaître, 1927; Robert-
son, 1929; Walker, 1933) derived a four-dimensional metric tensor in spherical coordinates,
for a homogeneous and isotropic universe:

ds2 =�c2dt2+a2(t)[dc2+Sk(c)2dW2], (2.2)

where
dW2 ⌘ dq 2+ sin2qdf2 (2.3)
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and

Sk(c) =

8
>><

>>:

p
| K |�1 sin(

p
| K |c), for K > 0

c, for K = 0
p

| K |�1 sinh(
p
| K |c), for K < 0 ,

(2.4)

with K varying between a closed (K > 0, spherical), flat (K = 0) and open (K < 0) universe,
a(t) is the scale factor, which describes how distances between objects contract or expand
as function of time, c is a comoving radial coordinate, q and f are angular coordinates.
The comoving distance, c , between two objects remains invariant, which means that if the
universe expands it will stay the same, while the proper – physical – distance grows with the
scale factor.

2.1.2 Einstein equations

Einstein’s field equation provides the relation between geometry (described through the
Einstein tensor, which in turn is constructed from gµn and its derivatives) and the energy
content described by the energy-momentum tensor, T µn .

Gµn =
8pG
c4

Tµn +Lgµn , (2.5)

where Gµn is the Einstein tensor, G is Newton’s gravitational constant1, and L is the cosmo-
logical constant introduced by Einstein to achieve a static universe. The energy-momentum
tensor for a perfect fluid in thermodynamic equilibrium is T µn = (r + p/c2)uµun + pgµn ,
where p is the pressure, r is the mass-energy density and uµn is the fluid four velocity. L
has been considered equal to zero for many years before the discovery of the accelerated
expansion of the universe (Perlmutter et al., 1999; Riess et al., 1998), which will be discussed
in the next chapter.

2.1.3 Friedmann equations

We can, as first a approximation, fill the universe with a perfect isotropic fluid, to expand
the right-hand side of eq. 2.5 under the cosmological principle assumptions. We want to see
how the universe evolves in time. Since the universe is assumed homogeneous and isotropic,
the spatial components of Tµn do not provide further information. We, thus, compute the
evolution on the time-time component of the energy-momentum tensor, T00 = r , and using

1G= 6.67⇥1011 m3/kg/s2.
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eq. 2.5, we obtain the first Friedmann equation (Friedmann, 1922):

H2 ⌘
✓
ȧ
a

◆2
=

8pG
3

r +
Lc2

3
� Kc2

a2
, (2.6)

where H is called the Hubble parameter.

We have to obtain the evolution of the density r to solve this equation. Due to conserva-
tion of energy, the energy-momentum tensor must have a vanishing divergence, hence:

0=5µT
µ
0 =�ṙ �3

ȧ
a

⇣
r +

p
c2
⌘
. (2.7)

For a perfect fluid, density and pressure are related by an equation of state p= wrc2 with
a constant parameter w. Eq. 2.7 is, then, simplified to:

ṙ
r
=�3(1+w)

ȧ
a
, (2.8)

r µ a�3(1+w). (2.9)

From the first Friedmann eq. 2.6 differentiated in time and the substitution of equation eq. 2.7,
a relation between density, pressure and the acceleration of the expansion of the universe can
be found:

ä
a
=�4pG

3

⇣
r +3

p
c2
⌘
+

Lc2

3
. (2.10)

We have, hence, obtained the second Friedmann equation. Looking at eq. 2.6 we see that
adding the L term has the same effect of introducing another component to the universe with
density:

rL ⌘ L
8pG

. (2.11)

This component will be further discussed in the following sections.

2.2 Redshift definitions

Lets assume we are observing an object that emits light at a time te. We will observe this
light, that traveled along a null geodesic (ds2 = 0), at a time to 6= te. This simplifies eq. 2.2:

c2dt2 = a(t)2dc2, (2.12)
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If we consider that the time between the two emitted wavelength crests, as well as the
time between the observed crests, is much smaller than the time needed for the scale factor
to change, then a(t) is constant over that time interval. When we rearrange eq. 2.12 and
integrate it over time, we obtain:

le

a(te)
=

Z te+le/c

te

dt
a(t)

=
Z to+lo/c

to

dt
a(t)

=
lo

a(to)
. (2.13)

From eq. 2.13 we can relate the scale factor to the cosmological redshift, z, considering
a(to) = 1.

1+ z=
a(to)
a(te)

=
1

a(te)
=

lo

le
. (2.14)

It is called a "red-shift" because objects observed at high redshift show lines in their spectra
shifted towards redder wavelengths with respect to the laboratory frame. This means that, as
the universe expands, these objects look like they are moving faster away from us, and thus
seem to emit Doppler shifted light described by:

z=
lo�le

le
, (2.15)

where le is the emitted wavelength and lo is the observed one.

2.3 Cosmological parameters and energy content

If one assumes that the universe is filled with non-interacting fluids, its energy density can
be broken down into separate components that can be identified by their equation of state
parameter w. The three basic components are: matter, radiation and cosmological constant.
Eq. 2.9 holds for each single component since they are assumed to be non interacting perfect
fluid. We can therefore obtain their evolution with the scale factor.

Matter All non relativistic particles (v⌧c) are part of this group. Such particles have zero
pressure and therefore wm = 0, which, when substituted in eq. 2.8, yields:

ṙm+3
ȧ
a

rm = 0) rm µ a�3. (2.16)

The energy gets diluted as the volume expands. This is expected, since the energy is only
proportional to the mass of the particles.
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Radiation In this category are relativistic (v'c) particles such as photons and neutrinos.
The equation of state in this case is p= r/3, hence wr = 1/3 and therefore:

ṙr+4
ȧ
a

rr = 0) rr µ a�4. (2.17)

The energy is diluted faster than in the matter case since they are redshifted, as the universe
expands, and lose energy (E = hn µ a�1, where n is the frequency of the wave), as seen in
sec. 2.2 (hence the additional factor a).

Cosmological constant As mentioned, this was introduced by Einstein to produce a static
universe. The interpretation would be a so far unknown form of energy with constant density.
The only way to satisfy eq. 2.7 with a constant energy density is with p=�r which means
w=�1. The negative pressure means that this energy accelerates the expansion.

It is possible to constrain w without necessarily involving the cosmological constant,
considering a more general dark energy. From the second Friedman equation, 2.10, we derive
a pDE <�c2rDE/3, without considering the term L and under the assumption that the effect
of such a density has to be the accelerating expansion of the universe. From this we find:
wDE < �1/3 so it does not have to be exactly �1. The current main focus of cosmology
is in exploring the possibility of a varying wDE as function of redshift. A simple way of
describing this variation is in a linear relation as:

w(z) = w0+wa

✓
1� 1

1+ z

◆
. (2.18)

More information on these cosmological parameters, and their values, can be derived from
observations, to favor or disfavor some models, as will be explained in greater detail in the
next chapter (sec. 3.1).

To compare the densities described above, it is useful to define a reference quantity. For a
spatially flat universe, we can define a critical value, from eq. 2.6, for the density content as:

rcr(t) =
3H2(t)
8pG

, (2.19)

where rcr is called the critical density. If we now include again the possibility of a non
flat universe we find that for r > rcr the universe is closed – dominated by gravity, which
will cause the collapse on itself – and for r < rcr it is open – dominated by the expansion,
while r = rcr is for a flat universe. rcr is therefore the quantity that distinguish the different
geometry of the universe and, consequently, its destiny. Considering that H0 is the Hubble
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parameter today (at time t0) H0 = ȧ/a |t=t0 (given in units of km/s/Mpc), we have:

rcr,0 =
3H2

0
8pG

, (2.20)

for the critical density today.
Cosmologists use this scale to define dimensionless density parameters for matter, radia-

tion and cosmological constant as follow:

Wm =
rm,0

rcr,0
; Wr =

rr,0

rcr,0
; WL =

rL
rcr,0

. (2.21)

Using these parameters, the first Friedmann equation, eq. 2.6, becomes:

H2 =

✓
ȧ
a

◆
= H2

0 (Wra�4+Wma�3+Wka�2+WL) (2.22)

with Wk = 1� (Wr+Wm+WL) =�Kc2/H2
0 .

Different components will come to dominate eq. 2.22 at different times due to the
evolution of the scale factor a(t). Eq. 2.22 is analitically solvable for a flat universe (Wk = 0)
and assuming a dominating density parameter:

a(t) µ

8
>><

>>:

t1/2 radiation dominated

t2/3 matter dominated

eH0t cosmological constant energy dominated.

(2.23)

The behavior of the different energy densities is shown in fig. 2.1 as function of redshift.
We can see that after a radiation dominated initial epoch, the universe was dominated by
matter and is now by the dark energy. The most appealing physical explanation for this
unknown component is vacuum energy. However, the value computed in Quantum Field
Theory for such energy disagrees by ⇠ 120 orders of magnitude with the current critical
density of our universe (Rugh and Zinkernagel, 2000). Current studies are trying to test the
validity of eq. 2.18. If wa is found to differ from zero, vacuum energy would be ruled out as
the source of the accelerating universe.

2.4 Observables: distances in cosmology

In the previous sections we have outlined the formalism describing the evolution of the uni-
verse. We now have to find appropriate observables to estimate the cosmological parameters
from observations.
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6 Frieman, Turner & Huterer

dark energy, w can di�er from �1 and vary in time. [Hereafter, w without a
subscript refers to dark energy.]

The present energy density of a flat Universe (k = 0), �crit ⌘ 3H2
0/8�G =

1.88⇥ 10�29h2gm cm�3 = 8.10⇥ 10�47h2 GeV4, is known as the critical density;
it provides a convenient means of normalizing cosmic energy densities, where
�i = �i(t0)/�crit. For a positively curved Universe, �0 ⌘ �(t0)/�crit > 1 and for
a negatively curved Universe �0 < 1. The present value of the curvature radius,
Rcurv ⌘ a/

p
|k|, is related to �0 and H0 by Rcurv = H�1

0 /
p

|�0 � 1|, and the
characteristic scale H�1

0 ⇡ 3000h�1 Mpc is known as the Hubble radius. Because
of the evidence from the CMB that the Universe is nearly spatially flat (see Fig.
8), we shall assume k = 0 except where otherwise noted.
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Figure 1: Evolution of radiation, matter, and dark energy densities with redshift.
For dark energy, the band represents w = �1± 0.2.

Fig. 1 shows the evolution of the radiation, matter, and dark energy densities
with redshift. The Universe has gone through three distinct eras: radiation-
dominated, z � 3000; matter-dominated, 3000 � z � 0.5; and dark-energy
dominated, z ⇠< 0.5. The evolution of the scale factor is controlled by the

dominant energy form: a(t) � t2/3(1+w) (for constant w). During the radiation-
dominated era, a(t) � t1/2; during the matter-dominated era, a(t) � t2/3; and
for the dark energy-dominated era, assuming w = �1, asymptotically a(t) �
exp(Ht). For a flat Universe with matter and vacuum energy, the general solu-
tion, which approaches the latter two above at early and late times, is a(t) =
(�M/�VAC)1/3(sinh[3

�
�VACH0t/2])2/3.

The deceleration parameter, q(z), is defined as

q(z) ⌘ � ä

aH2
=

1

2

�

i

�i(z) [1 + 3wi(z)] (6)

where �i(z) ⌘ �i(z)/�crit(z) is the fraction of critical density in component i
at redshift z. During the matter- and radiation-dominated eras, wi > 0 and

Fig. 2.1 Evolution of radiation, matter and dark energy densities with redshift. The blue
area shows the different values depending on the model for dark energy. In this plot H0 =
100h km/s/Mpc (h = 0.7) and the convention for which g= 5.62⇥ 1023 GeV and cm�1 =
1.98⇥10�14 GeV have been used. From Frieman et al. (2008).

Since we are interested in the history of the universe, the observations concern distant
objects. We have already described the cosmological redshift, z, in eq. 2.14 but this depends
only on the scale factor and not directly on the cosmological parameters.

We can observe two kinds of distances: radial (or line-of-sight) and angular diameter
distance (how large objects appear on the sky). The radial comoving distance dC can be
calculated by integrating over the Hubble expansion (eq. 2.22 written as function of redshift)
since the time of emission at a redshift z:

dC(z) = dH
Z z

0

dz0

H(z0)/H0
= dH

Z z

0

dz0p
Wr(1+ z0)4+Wm(1+ z0)3+Wk(1+ z0)2+WL

,

(2.24)

where dH = c/H0 is the Hubble distance.
The ratio of the physical diameter, D, of an object to its apparent angular diameter, dq ,

defines the angular diameter distance dA:

dA =
D

dq
. (2.25)

This ratio defines the separation between two objects at the same redshift (or the proper size
of an object). It can be related to the transverse comoving distance by the scale factor:

dA =
dM

(1+ z)
, (2.26)
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where, making use of eq. 2.4, dM is:

dM =

8
>><

>>:

(dH/
p

| Wk |)sinh(
p
| Wk |dC/dH), Wk > 0

dC, Wk = 0

(dH/
p

| Wk |)sin(
p

| Wk |dC/dH), Wk < 0.

(2.27)

dA is used to determine the baryon acoustic oscillations scale for each redshift (see sec. 3.1.2):
a category of standard ruler observed to obtain cosmological parameters constraints.

The luminosity distance dL is another distance used with similar purpose. It is defined by
the ratio of the observed flux S of a light source to its intrinsic luminosity L:

dL =

s
L

(4pS)
. (2.28)

For a flat and static metric dL and dM would be equal. In an expanding universe, instead
the flux is diluted because the photon energy diminishes and the time is diluted while the
universe is expanding. Therefore the flux S is reduced by a factor (1+ z) in both effects
leading to:

dL = dM(1+ z) = dA(1+ z)2. (2.29)

This kind of distance is of particular interest for this thesis, since it is the one used
for standard candles like Type Ia supernovae, described in the next chapter (sec. 3.2). It
is therefore useful to further discuss the equations describing how to relate such distance
measurements to the observed flux.

Magnitude is a common logarithmic unit to measure fluxes in astronomy. The absolute
magnitude of an object is defined as:

M =�2.5log10
L
L⇤

, (2.30)

where L⇤ ⌘ 78.7 L� is the luminosity of the star Vega, historically used as reference, L� is
the solar luminosity2 and L is the intrinsic luminosity of the object. Since most of the time
we do not know this intrinsic luminosity, another quantity is defined, the apparent magnitude:

m�m⇤ =�2.5log10
f
f⇤

=�2.5log10
L
L⇤

d2L⇤
d2L

, (2.31)

2L� = 3.828⇥1026 W.
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where f⇤, L⇤, dL⇤ and m⇤ are respectively flux, luminosity, luminosity distance and magnitude
of the reference star, and f , L and dL the observed flux, luminosity and luminosity distance
of the star.

The apparent magnitude m can also be defined by comparing it to the absolute value, M,
that it would have if the object were located at dL = 10 pc3

µ ⌘ m�M = 5log10
dL

10pc
. (2.32)

The distance modulus µ is the quantity used to quantify the distances of standard candles (see
sec. 3.2.3 in the next chapter). If a standard candle – object with constant M – is observed at
different redshifts, we can study how µ evolves with redshift. This way through eq. 2.32 and
2.29 a set of cosmological model predictions for dL can be tested.

Astronomical observations typically use broad-band filters (passbands wider than 30 nm),
which means that their light passes through these filters and is therefore integrated in a certain
range of wavelengths according to the filter transmission. The usual set of filters for the
optical range consists of: U for ultra-violet (centred around 365 nm), B for blue (centred
around 445 nm), V for visual (551 nm), R for red (658 nm), I for infra-red (806 nm) and Z
(900 nm). An example of astronomical filters is shown in fig. 2.2 for the SDSS filter-set. All

Fig. 2.2 Example of filter curves from filters produced for SDSS. In this case the effective
central wavelengths are: 354, 477, 623, 762, 913 nm for u-, g-, r-, i- and z-band respectively.
From http://www.asahi-spectra.com/opticalfilters/sdss.html (on the 08.01.2017).

3A parsec corresponds to pc= 3.086⇥1016 m.

http://www.asahi-spectra.com/opticalfilters/sdss.html
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the magnitudes (e.g. from eq. 2.32) observed, will be therefore integrated over these filters.
As the equation for the evolution of the universe have been laid out, we can focus,

in the next chapter, on how the cosmological parameters are obtained from astronomical
observations.



Chapter 3

Observational cosmology

In the previous chapter the formalism needed to explain the evolution of the universe was
introduced and linked to quantities that can be measured from observations. We are now
going to discuss some of these observations and their results.

3.1 Cosmological probes

We here present the major current cosmological probes: the Cosmic Microwave Background
(CMB), Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO) and type Ia supernovae (SN Ia). Later chapters
will focus on SN Ia as their observation is the underlying science goal of this thesis.

3.1.1 Cosmic Microwave Background

In short, the CMB is a "relic radiation" from the time of recombination. According to the Big
Bang theory, in the very early phases, the universe consisted of a hot and dense plasma of
matter and radiation in thermal equilibrium. This plasma became colder and colder, while the
universe expanded, until it reached a temperature of T ⇠ 3000K. At this point, the energy
of photons was not enough to ionize hydrogen and the thermal equilibrium was broken,
allowing the formation of neutral light elements (H, He, Li). The CMB is the radiation from
the last scattering photons with free electrons, when the universe was 380,000 years old
(i.e. z⇠ 1100, called the recombination time), and has propagated in and redshifted with the
universe ever since.

The CMB was first detected by Penzias and Wilson (1965), and its predicted blackbody
spectrum was measured with high accuracy by the COBE (Mather et al., 1994) satellite,
which found a temperature of TCMB = 2.726±0.010K. On top of the overall temperature,
the CMB also shows temperature fluctuations at much smaller amplitudes. The latest results
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Fig. 1. Preferred masks for analysing component-separated CMB maps in temperature (left) and polarization (right).
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Fig. 2. Component-separated CMB temperature maps at full resolution, FWHM 5�, Nside = 2048.

mask is not included in the union because it removes a signif-
icantly smaller fraction of the sky. This union mask has fsky =
77.6%. We refer to it as UT78 and adopt it as the preferred mask
for analysing the temperature maps. It is shown on the left in
Fig. 1. An extended version of the mask has been constructed
by adding to the UT78 mask those pixels where the the stan-
dard deviation between the four temperature maps is greater than
10 µK. This mask has fsky = 76.1%, and we refer to it as UTA76.
A union mask has been created for the FFP8 simulations in the
same way as for the data. It has fsky = 73.5%, and we refer to it
as FFP8-UT74.

The CMB temperature maps produced by the four methods
are shown in Fig. 2. No obvious di�erences are seen in these
maps, and they appear visually consistent outside the mask. An
important assessment of the robustness and consistency of the
CMB T component separation solutions is provided in Fig. 3,

which shows the di�erences between the Planck 2013 and 2015
maps for each method. Several interesting features may be seen
in these di�erences, most of which correspond directly to a better
understanding of the systematic uncertainties in the new maps.

Starting with Commander, the most striking features are
large-scale swaths tracing the Planck scanning strategy with a
peak-to-peak amplitude of approximately 10 µK. This pattern
is very similar to that originally pointed out by Larson et al.
(2015), who found this by subtracting the 9-yr WMAP ILC
map (Bennett et al. 2013) from a template-cleaned version of
the Planck 2013 100GHz map. Similar patterns are also seen
in the Commander residual maps shown in Fig. 2 of Planck
Collaboration X (2016), corresponding to detector maps that are
rejected from the new 2015 analysis. These structures are pri-
marily due to two e�ects, namely destriping errors from band-
pass mismatch between detectors and far sidelobe contamination
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Fig. 3.1 CMB temperature map. The monopole and dipole contributions have been removed.
From Planck Collaboration et al. (2016).

from the Planck mission show a CMB temperature fluctuation map of the universe with very
high sensitivity and resolution, fig. 3.1.

The colder and hotter temperature fluctuations represents small anisotropies. The
anisotropies were caused by the interactions between photons and barionic matter while it
follows the gravitational potential wells of the dark matter. The perturbations propagated
as acoustic waves in the initial plasma of matter and photons and after recombination they
no longer oscillate. The CMB photons have, hence, imprinted a snapshot of the state of the
fluid at that time. From the map in fig. 3.1 one can compute the power spectrum of these
oscillatory mode, and the shape of its peaks is related to the content of matter of the universe.
Fitting this power spectrum, Wk (the curvature of the universe) and Wb (the barionic matter
content, i.e. visible matter) can be constrained and from these WL is inferred. Some of these
results are shown on the right plot of fig. 3.4 and will be discussed later.

3.1.2 Barion Acoustic Oscillations

As mentioned above, the CMB map tracks fluctuations of the photon-baryon density plasma
and can be seen as a map of overdensities and underdensities of matter. These fluctuations
are the seeds for formation of galaxies, stars and all the objects we can observe. The acoustic
waves from which the anisotropies formed, traveled a comoving distance of about 150Mpc
before reaching the recombination and stalling. Therefore, there will be an overdensity at
150Mpc from the original perturbation, which means that it will be slightly more probable to
find a galaxy at such comoving distance from another. This BAO scale represents a standard
ruler that can be used to measure the distance of objects at different redshifts. Since the
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comoving distance between galaxies is constant, the physical distance becomes larger and
larger while the universe expands (see eq. 2.26). Hence, measurements of the effective
distances between galaxies allow to reconstruct the expansion history of the universe.

In the latest years many wide field redshift surveys, such as the 2dFGRS1 (Colless et al.,
2003) and the SDSS2 (Alam et al., 2015), provided 3D maps of the galaxy distribution in the
nearby universe. From these it is possible to find the BAO scale at each redshift (Eisenstein
et al., 2007). The constraints on the cosmological parameter of interest for this thesis can be
found in fig. 3.4 and will be discussed later.

3.2 Supernova cosmology

A supernova is an explosion of a star, either fully disrupting the object or leaving a small,
dense remnant (neutron star or a black hole). When they explode, these objects are bright
enough to be visible at very large distances and are therefore of great interest for cosmology.
There are several types of supernovae which have been classified based on their spectral
features. We here first discuss SN classification, after which we explain in detail how Type Ia
supernova are used for cosmology.

3.2.1 Classification and origin of type Ia supernovae

The first distinction is between the SN that do not show H lines in their spectra, type I, and
the ones which do, type II. Type I supernovae are further subdivided in: type Ia with strong
Si II absorption lines, type Ib with He I, but no Si II, and type Ic without Si II and He I.
The different spectra with their main spectral features are shown in fig. 3.2. Only SN Ia are
currently used for cosmology. It is thus essential to determine the SN types. From now on
we only consider type Ia.

There are two main scenarios that are believed to generate a SN Ia and both involve
a thermonuclear explosion of a carbon-oxygen white dwarf (C-O WD). One of them is
a binary system composed of a white dwarf (single degenerate scenario) which accretes
mass from a companion (which can be a red giant). When the WD reaches and exceeds the
Chandrasekhar mass limit MCh ⇠ 1.4M� (where M� is the mass of the Sun3), due to the
accretion of mass, the electron degeneracy pressure is no longer able to balance the white
dwarf’s own gravitational self-attraction and the star collapses (Chandrasekhar, 1931). At
this point the density of the core is such that an explosion is triggered initially as a subsonic
deflagration that later turns into a detonation. In the second scenario the accretion of matter

1http://2dfgrs.net/
2http://sdss.org/
3 M� = 1.9891030 kg.

http://2dfgrs.net/
http://sdss.org/
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Fig. 2. The spectra of the main SN types at maximum, three weeks, and one year
after maximum. The representative spectra are those of SN1996X for type Ia [109], of
SN1994I (left and center) [35] and SN1997B (right) for type Ic, of SN1999dn (left and
center) and SN1990I (right) for type Ib, and of SN1987A [99] for type II. At late times
(especially in the case of the type Ic SN1997B) the contamination from the host galaxy
is evident as an underlying continuum plus unresolved emission lines. In all figures of
this paper the spectra have been transformed to the parent galaxy rest frame.

3 Type Ia Supernovae

Type Ia SNe have become very popular in the last decade because of their role
in determining the geometry of the Universe with their high luminosity and
relatively small luminosity dispersion at maximum. An extensive review of the
properties of SNIa has recently appeared [69].

SNIa are discovered in all types of galaxies, also in ellipticals [8], and are not
associated with the arms of spirals as strongly as other SN types [85,128]. The
spectra are characterized by lines of intermediate mass elements such as calcium,
oxygen, silicon and sulfur during the peak phase and by the absence of H at any
time (see, e.g., Fig. 2). With age the contribution of the Fe lines increases and
several months past maximum the spectra are dominated by [Fe II] and [Fe III]
lines. The overall homogeneous spectroscopic and photometric behavior has led

Fig. 3.2 Spectra of the main types of supernovae at three different epochs (time from
explosion), and the main spectral features that distinguish them. From Turatto (2003).

would be due to two C-O WDs merging (double degenerate). However, the full explosion
mechanic is not yet completely understood. There are many proposed models (Hillebrandt
and Niemeyer, 2000), but they still do not fully describe the observations.

Whatever the explosion trigger is, the detonation of a "simple" C-O system creates light
curves – the flux of the object as function of time – which are more similar between each
other than the ones of the other subcategories of supernovae. This is what makes Type Ia
supernovae particularly useful as standard candles (this concept will be further investigated in
the next section). SN Ia light curves are powered by radioactive decay of elements produced
during the explosion. During the thermonuclear disruption, 56Ni is produced in an amount
that depends on the explosion itself. For example in the well explored single degenerate
scenario, the amount of Ni synthesized is found to vary between 0.18 and 0.81M� (Blondin
et al., 2013). The light curves are powered by energy generated as 56Ni decay to 56Co, which
then decays to 56Fe. There are also other radioactive ions produced, that come to play at the
later phases.

3.2.2 Standardizable candles

We have now described how SNe Ia are classified and why they produce relatively uniform
light curves. However, the maximum absolute magnitudes of SNe Ia have a scatter of
about 0.4mag that, while small for astronomical objects, corresponds to a 20% scatter in the
distance measurement. With standardization this scatter can be reduced (to 0.17mag; Hamuy
et al., 1996) allowing high precision in the determination of the cosmological parameters.
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The standardization is achieved empirically and it is based on two relations observed in
the SN light curves: brighter-wider – the brighter the SNe appear the slower the light curves
decline – and brighter-bluer – the brighter the SNe appear the less their light is affected by
dust absorption.

The first relation for standardization, brighter-wider, was introduced by Phillips (1993)
and it means that the slower the light curve declines (or the smaller the difference in magnitude
in the B band is between peak and 15 days after it), the brighter the SN is at peak, as shown
on the left-hand side plot of Figure 3.3. We also notice from the right-hand side plot that
after applying the correction for this effect the scatter is reduced.

It is possible to define a color index of an astrophysical object by computing the difference
in magnitude observed in two different filters. The second relation, brighter-bluer, therefore
means that SNe with bluer SED, typically measured through a lower B�V color, are found
to be brighter. This relation is partially due to wavelength dependent extinction by dust.
This effect makes the object appear redder, because bluer wavelengths are more absorbed in
proportion to the amount of dust along the line of sight (Cardelli et al., 1989). To properly
account for this effect, SN light curves are observed in more than one filter. Even if dust
extinction can explain part of this relation, the extinction properties from SN Ia observations
do not match with dust properties in the Milky Way (Hicken et al., 2009; Tripp, 1998). This
suggests that part of the brighter-bluer relation is due to intrinsic effect.

There are several ways to parameterize these two relations in order to obtain the correction
needed for standardization. Possible tools include SALT (Guy et al., 2005), SALT2 (Guy
et al., 2007), MLCS (Riess et al., 1996) and MLCS2k2 (Jha et al., 2007). SALT2 is the
one mostly used and make use of two parameters called stretch (x1), which is for the
brighter-wider correction, and color (c) for the brighter-bluer correction. In short, a time and
wavelength dependent model, parametrized by x1, is fit to the data together with an empirical
color law, parametrized by c.

3.2.3 Hubble diagram

SNe Ia have already proved to be a great tool to study the evolution of the universe, since the
discovery of its accelerated expansion by Perlmutter et al. (1999) and Riess et al. (1998).

After a light curve has been standardized, the distance modulus µ , defined in eq. 2.32,
can be computed from the data. Using the SALT2 formalism, the distance modulus can be
written as:

µ ⌘ mB�M +ax1�bc, (3.1)

where mB is the light curve peak magnitude in rest-frame B band and M , a and b are
nuisance parameters which are fit together with the cosmological parameters. InM is also
included a correction that allows a magnitude offset between the cases with high and low
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clear that essentially the same physical processes are oc-
curring in all of these explosions.

The detailed uniformity of the type Ia supernovae im-
plies that they must have some common triggering mech-
anism (see the box on page 56). Equally important, this
uniformity provides standard spectral and light-curve
templates that offer the possibility of singling out those su-
pernovae that deviate slightly from the norm. The complex
natural histories of galaxies had made them difficult to
standardize. With type Ia supernovae, however, we saw
the chance to avoid such problems. We could examine the
rich stream of observational data from each individual ex-
plosion and match spectral and light-curve fingerprints to
recognize those that had the same peak brightness.

Within a few years of their classification, type Ia su-
pernovae began to bear out that expectation. First, David
Branch and coworkers at the University of Oklahoma
showed that the few type Ia outliers—those with peak
brightness significantly different from the norm—could
generally be identified and screened out.4 Either their
spectra or their “colors” (the ratios of intensity seen
through two broadband filters) deviated from the tem-
plates. The anomalously fainter supernovae were typically
redder or found in highly inclined spiral galaxies (or both).
Many of these were presumably dimmed by dust, which
absorbs more blue light than red. 

Soon after Branch’s work, Mark Phillips at the Cerro
Tololo Interamerican Observatory in Chile showed that
the type Ia brightness outliers also deviated from the tem-
plate light curve—and in a very predictable way.5 The su-
pernovae that faded faster than the norm were fainter at
their peak, and the slower ones were brighter (see figure
1). In fact, one could use the light curve’s time scale to pre-
dict peak brightness and thus slightly recalibrate each su-
pernova. But the great majority of type Ia supernovae, as
Branch’s group showed, passed the screening tests and
were, in fact, excellent standard candles that needed no
such recalibration.6

Cosmological distances
When the veteran Swiss researcher Gustav Tammann and
his student Bruno Leibundgut first reported the amazing
uniformity of type Ia supernovae, there was immediate in-
terest in trying to use them to determine the Hubble con-
stant, H0, which measures the present expansion rate of
the cosmos. That could be done by finding and measuring
a few type Ia supernovae just beyond the nearest clusters
of galaxies, that is, explosions that occurred some 100 mil-
lion years ago. An even more challenging goal lay in the

tantalizing prospect that we could find such standard-
candle supernovae more than ten times farther away and
thus sample the expansion of the universe several billion
years ago. Measurements using such remote supernovae
might actually show the expected slowing of the expansion
rate by gravity. Because that deceleration rate would de-
pend on the cosmic mean mass density rm, we would, in ef-
fect, be weighing the universe.

If mass density is, as was generally supposed a decade
ago, the primary energy constituent of the universe, then
the measurement of the changing expansion rate would
also determine the curvature of space and tell us about
whether the cosmos is finite or infinite. Furthermore, the
fate of the universe might be said to hang in the balance:
If, for example, we measured a cosmic deceleration big
enough to imply a rm exceeding the “critical density” rc
(roughly 10–29 gm/cm3), that would indicate that the uni-
verse will someday stop expanding and collapse toward an
apocalyptic “Big Crunch.”

All this sounded enticing: fundamental measure-
ments made with a new distance standard bright enough
to be seen at cosmological distances. The problem was that
type Ia supernovae are a pain in the neck, to be avoided if
anything else would do. At the time, a brief catalog of rea-
sons not to pursue cosmological measurement with type Ia
supernovae might have begun like this: 
! They are rare. A typical galaxy hosts only a couple of
type Ia explosions per millennium.
! They are random, giving no advance warning of where
to look. But the scarce observing time at the world’s largest
telescopes, the only tools powerful enough to measure
these most distant supernovae adequately, is allocated on
the basis of research proposals written more than six
months in advance. Even the few successful proposals are
granted only a few nights per semester. The possible oc-
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Figure 1. Light curves of nearby, low-redshift type Ia super-
novae measured by Mario Hamuy and coworkers.7 (a) Ab-

solute magnitude, an inverse logarithmic measure of intrinsic
brightness, is plotted against time (in the star’s rest frame) be-

fore and after peak brightness. The great majority (not all of
them shown) fall neatly onto the yellow band. The figure

emphasizes the relatively rare outliers whose peak brightness
or duration differs noticeably from the norm. The nesting of

the light curves suggests that one can deduce the intrinsic
brightness of an outlier from its time scale. The brightest

supernovae wax and wane more slowly than the faintest. (b)
Simply by stretching the time scales of individual light

curves to fit the norm, and then scaling the brightness by an
amount determined by the required time stretch, one gets all

the type Ia light curves to match.5,8
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clear that essentially the same physical processes are oc-
curring in all of these explosions.

The detailed uniformity of the type Ia supernovae im-
plies that they must have some common triggering mech-
anism (see the box on page 56). Equally important, this
uniformity provides standard spectral and light-curve
templates that offer the possibility of singling out those su-
pernovae that deviate slightly from the norm. The complex
natural histories of galaxies had made them difficult to
standardize. With type Ia supernovae, however, we saw
the chance to avoid such problems. We could examine the
rich stream of observational data from each individual ex-
plosion and match spectral and light-curve fingerprints to
recognize those that had the same peak brightness.

Within a few years of their classification, type Ia su-
pernovae began to bear out that expectation. First, David
Branch and coworkers at the University of Oklahoma
showed that the few type Ia outliers—those with peak
brightness significantly different from the norm—could
generally be identified and screened out.4 Either their
spectra or their “colors” (the ratios of intensity seen
through two broadband filters) deviated from the tem-
plates. The anomalously fainter supernovae were typically
redder or found in highly inclined spiral galaxies (or both).
Many of these were presumably dimmed by dust, which
absorbs more blue light than red. 

Soon after Branch’s work, Mark Phillips at the Cerro
Tololo Interamerican Observatory in Chile showed that
the type Ia brightness outliers also deviated from the tem-
plate light curve—and in a very predictable way.5 The su-
pernovae that faded faster than the norm were fainter at
their peak, and the slower ones were brighter (see figure
1). In fact, one could use the light curve’s time scale to pre-
dict peak brightness and thus slightly recalibrate each su-
pernova. But the great majority of type Ia supernovae, as
Branch’s group showed, passed the screening tests and
were, in fact, excellent standard candles that needed no
such recalibration.6

Cosmological distances
When the veteran Swiss researcher Gustav Tammann and
his student Bruno Leibundgut first reported the amazing
uniformity of type Ia supernovae, there was immediate in-
terest in trying to use them to determine the Hubble con-
stant, H0, which measures the present expansion rate of
the cosmos. That could be done by finding and measuring
a few type Ia supernovae just beyond the nearest clusters
of galaxies, that is, explosions that occurred some 100 mil-
lion years ago. An even more challenging goal lay in the

tantalizing prospect that we could find such standard-
candle supernovae more than ten times farther away and
thus sample the expansion of the universe several billion
years ago. Measurements using such remote supernovae
might actually show the expected slowing of the expansion
rate by gravity. Because that deceleration rate would de-
pend on the cosmic mean mass density rm, we would, in ef-
fect, be weighing the universe.

If mass density is, as was generally supposed a decade
ago, the primary energy constituent of the universe, then
the measurement of the changing expansion rate would
also determine the curvature of space and tell us about
whether the cosmos is finite or infinite. Furthermore, the
fate of the universe might be said to hang in the balance:
If, for example, we measured a cosmic deceleration big
enough to imply a rm exceeding the “critical density” rc
(roughly 10–29 gm/cm3), that would indicate that the uni-
verse will someday stop expanding and collapse toward an
apocalyptic “Big Crunch.”

All this sounded enticing: fundamental measure-
ments made with a new distance standard bright enough
to be seen at cosmological distances. The problem was that
type Ia supernovae are a pain in the neck, to be avoided if
anything else would do. At the time, a brief catalog of rea-
sons not to pursue cosmological measurement with type Ia
supernovae might have begun like this: 
! They are rare. A typical galaxy hosts only a couple of
type Ia explosions per millennium.
! They are random, giving no advance warning of where
to look. But the scarce observing time at the world’s largest
telescopes, the only tools powerful enough to measure
these most distant supernovae adequately, is allocated on
the basis of research proposals written more than six
months in advance. Even the few successful proposals are
granted only a few nights per semester. The possible oc-
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Figure 1. Light curves of nearby, low-redshift type Ia super-
novae measured by Mario Hamuy and coworkers.7 (a) Ab-

solute magnitude, an inverse logarithmic measure of intrinsic
brightness, is plotted against time (in the star’s rest frame) be-

fore and after peak brightness. The great majority (not all of
them shown) fall neatly onto the yellow band. The figure

emphasizes the relatively rare outliers whose peak brightness
or duration differs noticeably from the norm. The nesting of

the light curves suggests that one can deduce the intrinsic
brightness of an outlier from its time scale. The brightest

supernovae wax and wane more slowly than the faintest. (b)
Simply by stretching the time scales of individual light

curves to fit the norm, and then scaling the brightness by an
amount determined by the required time stretch, one gets all

the type Ia light curves to match.5,8
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clear that essentially the same physical processes are oc-
curring in all of these explosions.

The detailed uniformity of the type Ia supernovae im-
plies that they must have some common triggering mech-
anism (see the box on page 56). Equally important, this
uniformity provides standard spectral and light-curve
templates that offer the possibility of singling out those su-
pernovae that deviate slightly from the norm. The complex
natural histories of galaxies had made them difficult to
standardize. With type Ia supernovae, however, we saw
the chance to avoid such problems. We could examine the
rich stream of observational data from each individual ex-
plosion and match spectral and light-curve fingerprints to
recognize those that had the same peak brightness.

Within a few years of their classification, type Ia su-
pernovae began to bear out that expectation. First, David
Branch and coworkers at the University of Oklahoma
showed that the few type Ia outliers—those with peak
brightness significantly different from the norm—could
generally be identified and screened out.4 Either their
spectra or their “colors” (the ratios of intensity seen
through two broadband filters) deviated from the tem-
plates. The anomalously fainter supernovae were typically
redder or found in highly inclined spiral galaxies (or both).
Many of these were presumably dimmed by dust, which
absorbs more blue light than red. 

Soon after Branch’s work, Mark Phillips at the Cerro
Tololo Interamerican Observatory in Chile showed that
the type Ia brightness outliers also deviated from the tem-
plate light curve—and in a very predictable way.5 The su-
pernovae that faded faster than the norm were fainter at
their peak, and the slower ones were brighter (see figure
1). In fact, one could use the light curve’s time scale to pre-
dict peak brightness and thus slightly recalibrate each su-
pernova. But the great majority of type Ia supernovae, as
Branch’s group showed, passed the screening tests and
were, in fact, excellent standard candles that needed no
such recalibration.6

Cosmological distances
When the veteran Swiss researcher Gustav Tammann and
his student Bruno Leibundgut first reported the amazing
uniformity of type Ia supernovae, there was immediate in-
terest in trying to use them to determine the Hubble con-
stant, H0, which measures the present expansion rate of
the cosmos. That could be done by finding and measuring
a few type Ia supernovae just beyond the nearest clusters
of galaxies, that is, explosions that occurred some 100 mil-
lion years ago. An even more challenging goal lay in the

tantalizing prospect that we could find such standard-
candle supernovae more than ten times farther away and
thus sample the expansion of the universe several billion
years ago. Measurements using such remote supernovae
might actually show the expected slowing of the expansion
rate by gravity. Because that deceleration rate would de-
pend on the cosmic mean mass density rm, we would, in ef-
fect, be weighing the universe.

If mass density is, as was generally supposed a decade
ago, the primary energy constituent of the universe, then
the measurement of the changing expansion rate would
also determine the curvature of space and tell us about
whether the cosmos is finite or infinite. Furthermore, the
fate of the universe might be said to hang in the balance:
If, for example, we measured a cosmic deceleration big
enough to imply a rm exceeding the “critical density” rc
(roughly 10–29 gm/cm3), that would indicate that the uni-
verse will someday stop expanding and collapse toward an
apocalyptic “Big Crunch.”

All this sounded enticing: fundamental measure-
ments made with a new distance standard bright enough
to be seen at cosmological distances. The problem was that
type Ia supernovae are a pain in the neck, to be avoided if
anything else would do. At the time, a brief catalog of rea-
sons not to pursue cosmological measurement with type Ia
supernovae might have begun like this: 
! They are rare. A typical galaxy hosts only a couple of
type Ia explosions per millennium.
! They are random, giving no advance warning of where
to look. But the scarce observing time at the world’s largest
telescopes, the only tools powerful enough to measure
these most distant supernovae adequately, is allocated on
the basis of research proposals written more than six
months in advance. Even the few successful proposals are
granted only a few nights per semester. The possible oc-
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Figure 1. Light curves of nearby, low-redshift type Ia super-
novae measured by Mario Hamuy and coworkers.7 (a) Ab-

solute magnitude, an inverse logarithmic measure of intrinsic
brightness, is plotted against time (in the star’s rest frame) be-

fore and after peak brightness. The great majority (not all of
them shown) fall neatly onto the yellow band. The figure

emphasizes the relatively rare outliers whose peak brightness
or duration differs noticeably from the norm. The nesting of

the light curves suggests that one can deduce the intrinsic
brightness of an outlier from its time scale. The brightest

supernovae wax and wane more slowly than the faintest. (b)
Simply by stretching the time scales of individual light

curves to fit the norm, and then scaling the brightness by an
amount determined by the required time stretch, one gets all

the type Ia light curves to match.5,8
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Fig. 3.3 Light curves of nearby, low-redshift type Ia supernovae, without correction (on
the left), brighter-wider corrected and normalized to peak magnitude (on the right). From
Perlmutter (2003).

host galaxy masses – galaxies where the SN exploded – (Childress et al., 2013; Kelly et al.,
2010; Sullivan et al., 2010). From eq. 2.32 we see how the distance modulus is related to
the luminosity distance, dL, and hence to the cosmological parameters. Fitting the distance
moduli from eq. 3.1 with the model from eq. 2.32, we obtain the Hubble fit which provides
constraints on the cosmological parameters. This is plotted vs z in a Hubble diagram. On the
left-hand side of fig. 3.4, the Hubble diagram of the joint light-curve analysis (JLA) is shown
(Betoule et al., 2014). It is made with a total of 740 SNe from several low-redshift samples,
high-redshift Hubble Space Telescope (HST) SNe, and from SDSS-II (Frieman et al., 2008)
and SNLS (Astier et al., 2006) surveys.

Hubble diagram results

One of the goals of cosmology is to measure the equation of state parameter w. One
would like to determine if its value is compatible with �1 and if it is evolving in time or
constant. The models tested using the data are therefore: LCDM, which is a FLRW model
where the acceleration is caused by a cosmological constant with wL =�1, and the wCDM
where it is caused by dark energy with wDE < �1/3, as previously discussed in sec. 2.3.
The combination between the Hubble diagram results from the JLA sample and the other
cosmological probes, such as BAO and CMB, provides more stringent constraints to the
cosmological parameters. Betoule et al. (2014) find a matter density of Wm = 0.305±0.010
and curvature consistent with zero Wk = 0.03± 0.02, and therefore the rest of the energy,
⇠70%, is into dark energy. Fitting a flat wCDM they determine w = �1.027± 0.055
(and Wm = 0.303± 0.012), which is consistent with a cosmological constant. When they
allow for an evolution of w, according to eq. 2.18, they do not find an evolution, with
w0 =�0.957±0.124 and wa =�0.336±0.552.
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Fig. 3.4 Left: Hubble diagram of the JLA sample, with best-fit to LCDM cosmology (black
line), and related residuals in the bottom. Right: Wm and w cosmological parameters for the
flat wCDM illustrates the orthogonality of the results from different probes. The confidence
contours are shown at 68% and 95% (including systematic uncertainty). From Betoule et al.
(2014).

In the right plot of fig. 3.4, w is plotted against Wm using results from different probes
(the CMB is noted as "Planck+WP"). From this plot we see the complementarity of these
probes and the particular importance of SN Ia cosmology in the determination of w, since
the CMB contours and the JLA ones are almost perpendicular to each other.

Hubble diagram systematic errors

Many are the improvements needed for better distance moduli measurements and better
constraints on the cosmological parameters. In the following sections we will focus on some
of these aspects and give a general overview of the current status of systematic errors for SN
cosmology.

K-corrections A technical but important aspect of SNe light curve standardization is that
the light observed from distant supernovae is redshifted and therefore must be shifted back to
rest frame to compare their fluxes. This is further complicated since even a relatively small
redshift difference means a different (rest-frame) wavelength region is measured. Thus, if
one observes many objects at different redshifts, with the same filter, a correction factor
must be applied to properly convert their fluxes and compare them. This correction has to be
computed for each filter used for the observations and they are called K-corrections (Kim
et al., 1996).
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In fig. 3.5 we show an example of how a spectrum changes when redshifted. The dotted
line in the left figure is the flux calibrated spectrum of SN2011fe observed 3 days before peak
brightness (taken from Pereira et al., 2013). The black curve is the same spectrum multiplied
with a generic detector efficiency in function of wavelength (in %) that rises up to 5000Å,
then is mostly constant until 6500Å and decrease almost linearly reaching almost zero at
10000Å. The spectrum is, hence, more suppressed in the blue side. Finally, the blue curve is
the original spectrum redshifted to z= 0.1 and multiplied for the same detector efficiency
as before. The two distorted spectra look very different from each other and this holds true
even after we blueshift the blue curve so that it has the same z as the black one (right side of
fig. 3.5). This happens because the SN spectra are observed in wavelength ranges where the
detector has different efficiency.

In this example we considered only the simplified case where just the detector efficiency
has an impact on the observed spectra. As will be explained in the next chapter, every optical
element will have an influence on the transmissivity and for ground based observations one
has to consider also the atmospheric extinction. Adding to this, there is an intrinsic variation
in the SED of the SN Ia. In computing K-correction, assumptions are made for all those
parameters (for the SN SED, e.g., this is usually the SALT template). As was shown in
(Saunders et al., 2015), any error in these assumptions will directly propagate to systematic
errors for SN cosmology. It is therefore essential to know the transmissivity of the system
used to perform the observations well. These considerations become even stronger when
comparing surveys that sample all the redshift ranges of the Hubble Diagram. In this case,
many different instruments are compared with each other and different filters matched to
each other making the error consequently bigger. Since the Hubble diagram is based on the
ability to compare fluxes of SNe at different redshifts, limiting this uncertainty is a key aspect
to improve SN cosmology.

As direct consequence of a mis-color-calibration (or mis-calculation of the K-correction),
one would have a wrong estimate of the distance moduli, µ . An error of ⇠1% on µ for
high redshift SNe, would translate into an uncertainty of ⇠2-3% on w (Amanullah et al.,
2010) with respect to the case with w=�1. A fast and easy way to derive this result is to
use several values for w and see which distance modulus value one retrieves as function of
redshift for a fixed Wm. One can rewrite eq. 3.2 as function of w obtaining:

dL(z,w) = dH(1+ z)
Z z

0

dz0p
Wm(1+ z0)3+(1�Wm)(1+ z0)3(1+w)

, (3.2)

where we neglected Wr, and compute the distance modulus for a SN at redshift z according
to eq. 2.32.
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Fig. 3.5 SN2011fe spectra (from Pereira et al., 2013) at -3 days from peak brightness as
it was emitted (dotted line in the left and right plot). Left: the spectra has been multiplied
for a generic detector efficiency in function of wavelength (black line), and it has also been
redshifted at z= 0.1 (blue curve) before applying the detector efficiency. Right: the dotted
and black curve are the same as in the left figure, the blue curve represents the redshifted SN
as it appears in the restframe (z' 0). The difference in the three curves is due to the presence
of the detector efficiency.

Low redshift sample From the Hubble diagram of the JLA sample (fig. 3.4) we also
note that: there are not too many data-points in the low-redshift area. These ones are very
important since they constitute the anchoring sample for the Hubble diagram and play a
fundamental role in training the fitters used for standardization. Furthermore such a sample
can be used to verify the homogeneity of the SNe light curves as well, checking for possible
biases which would be harder to detect in a higher-z sample. Having a good anchoring
sample can also significantly lower the statistical uncertainties, as exemplified in fig. 3.6
where a factor of two of improvement is reached when the nearby sample is included.

Current possibilities and limitation With almost 1000 SNe Ia observed to date, and big
surveys planned to significantly increase their number, such as the Large Synoptic Survey
Telescope (LSST) and the Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF), the statistical uncertainties will
be consequently reduced.

However, the dominant source of uncertainty is nowadays due to systematics. Tab. 3.1
lists the contributions to the error budget on Wm. The systematics contributions in the table
from the second line on are mostly due to the knowledge of the astrophysical processes
involved with supernovae explosions, e.g. possible bias due to differences in the brightness
related to the progenitor environment (host relation), or difficulties in the classification
(contamination), or in the light-curve fitter (light-curve model).
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0.01 mag (roughly equivalent to expectations for the
Nearby Supernova Factory [8]). The sample SN09 corre-
sponds to 500 SN uniformly distributed between z !
0:2–0:9 with dispersion 0.15 mag and a systematic of

0:04"1# z$=1:9 (roughly equivalent to a completed
Supernova Legacy Survey [3]). SN17 has 2000 SN be-
tween z ! 0:2–1:7 with roughly constant numbers per
cosmic time interval, with dispersion 0.15 mag and system-
atic 0:02"1# z$=2:7 (roughly equivalent to the SN sample
of the future Supernova/Acceleration Probe (SNAP [9])).
In all cases we take a flat, fiducially !CDM with "m !
0:28, universe and include a CMB prior of 0.7% on the
distance to last scattering.

Without the local SN, constraints from the current SN
experiments will be a factor of 2 worse on both "m and an
assumed constant equation of state wconst. For the future
SN experiment with tight systematics control to z ! 1:7,
the leverage on the dark energy equation of state parame-
ters is approximately a factor of 2 worse without local SN.
Thus it is crucial to implement a properly designed low
redshift SN survey in order to realize the capabilities of a
SN cosmological probe experiment.

III. NUMBERS VS. REDSHIFT

Given the critical need for a low redshift SN experiment
to complement higher redshift data, it is important to craft
the appropriate requirements for the local sample to fulfill
its role. Here we investigate from a cosmological perspec-
tive the optimal criteria for the numbers and redshift dis-
tribution of the local SN to strengthen a higher redshift
sample, within a Fisher matrix approach. We initially treat
this for the experiment extending to z ! 1:7 having the aim
of understanding the dark energy properties, through its
dynamics. Then we consider this for the current/near term
experiment to z ! 0:9, which can only see an averaged, or
constant, view of the dark energy equation of state. Sec. IV
returns to the issue of requirements by considering the role
of the local sample in controlling SN systematics.

A. Numbers and leverage

If one thinks of the local SN as providing a prior on the
parameter M (which is an overstrong view as we will
shortly see), then fixing M would require an infinite
number of SN and the absence of any systematics floor.
However, even a perfect determination of M does not give
an unbounded improvement on the other cosmological
parameters. Their estimation uncertainties become

 !2"pj$fix M ! !2"pj$fit M % "CMj$2=!2"M$ (2)

 ! !2"pj$fit M"1% r2$; (3)

where C is the covariance matrix and r is the correlation
coefficient. For the SN17# CMB case, perfect determina-
tion of M would improve the estimation of "m, w0, wa by
21%, 70%, 55%, respectively. However, as we saw from
Fig. 1, a local sample of 300 SN at z ! 0:05, with system-
atics, already offers substantial improvement, indeed 90%,
71%, 73% of the improvement possible from the unreal-

 

FIG. 1 (color online). A well controlled low redshift sample of
supernova is an essential complement to higher redshift SN
experiments. Lack of local SN (here 300 at z ! 0:05) diminish
the cosmological leverage by a factor of 2 on both the matter
density and the (assumed constant) dark energy equation of state
for a near term SN survey to z ! 0:9 (top panel), or again by a
factor two in the equation of state plane for a future SN survey to
z ! 1:7 (bottom panel). Contours show 1! joint (68%) confi-
dence levels and systematics are included as in the text.
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Fig. 3.6 Contours of w-Wm (left) from a data-set with 0.2< z< 0.9, and w0-wa (right) from
a data-set with 0.2< z< 1.7. In both plots they are shown with and without a sample of 300
nearby SNe (z⇠ 0.05). We see that the errors are twice smaller when the nearby sample is
present. From Linder (2006).

Uncertainty sources sx(Wm) % of s2(Wm)
Calibration 0.0203 36.7
Milky Way extinction 0.0072 4.6
Light-curve model 0.0069 4.3
Bias corrections 0.0040 1.4
Host relation 0.0038 1.3
Contamination 0.0008 0.1
Peculiar velocity 0.0007 0.0
Stat 0.0241 51.6

Table 3.1 List of uncertainties on Wm of the JLA sample of SNe. From Betoule et al. (2014).
Statistical uncertainties will decrease with Dark Energy Survey (DES) /LSST, and the error
will be fully dominated by calibration systematics.
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Even if these invoices are numerous they only contribute in small amount to the total
error budget. The dominant component is in calibration errors, the first element of the list
which accounts for ⇠37% of the variance of Wm. The calibration error is itself a combination
of any systematic uncertainties from the many steps where counts, on the detector, are
transformed into flux observed. The importance of achieving an extremely precise calibration
is therefore evident: even increasing the number of objects observed, the cosmological
parameters determination will be anyway limited by this error.

It is therefore fundamental to improve the technique with which measurements are
performed and build devices that help tracking down the different sources of errors and
correct for them. This is the underlying motivation for this thesis work: to propose a new
approach and take the first steps to implement it.

Before explaining this, we will in the next chapter describe how photometric calibration
is currently performed.





Chapter 4

Calibration systematics

In astronomy, the detectors for optical light are Charge-Coupled Devices (CCDs). In this
Chapter, these devices and their main characteristics are first briefly described (sec. 4.1).
Then we will focus on how images acquired with CCD (hence CCD images) are reduced
and the standard techniques employed for this purpose. This process will be described in
steps: removing all counts from the image that do not directly belong to the science object,
correcting for the instrumental artifacts that are directly caused by the set-up used for the
observations (sec. 4.2) and, finally, converting the counts recorded on the image into physical
flux (sec. 4.3).

4.1 Charge-Coupled Devices

Charge-Coupled Devices are arrays of silicon detectors (pixels). The functioning principle of
CCDs is based on the internal photoelectric effect, which causes the production of electron-
hole pairs within the semiconductor when it is hit by electromagnetic radiation within a
certain frequency range. Silicon responds to photons with wavelengths between 3000 and
11000Å. The pixel structure allows to hold the electrons in potential wells until readout.
To measure the amount of charge in each pixel, they have to be transported across the full
detector surface to an output amplifier, which is usually located at one of the four corners of
the detector surface (or at each corner).

The charge packet transport across the detector surface is due to potential barriers applied
to the pixels. By changing their voltages, charges can be transported from one pixel to the
other during what is called parallel shift. The whole “charge image” is shifted by one row at
a time which brings the lowest row into the output shift register (or serial register), that is
just another row of pixels hidden from illumination. Before the parallel shift occurs again,
each pixel in the serial register is shifted out in the output electronics. This whole process is
schematized in fig. 4.1 using the famous analogy of CCD pixels with water buckets.
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2.1 CCD operation

The simplest and very understandable analogy for the operation of a CCD
is also one that has been used numerous times for this purpose (Janesick &
Blouke, 1987). This is the “water bucket” idea in which buckets represent
pixels on the CCD array, and a rainstorm provides the incoming photons
(rain drops). Imagine a field covered with buckets aligned neatly in rows and
columns throughout the entirety of the area (Figure 2.1). After the rainstorm
(CCD integration), each bucket is transferred in turn and metered to determine
the amount of water collected. A written record (final CCD image) of the
amount of water in each bucket will thus provide a two-dimensional record
of the rainfall within the field.

Referring to the actual mechanisms at work within a CCD, we start with
the method of charge generation within a pixel: the photoelectric effect.1

Incoming photons strike the silicon within a pixel and are easily absorbed if

Fig. 2.1. CCDs can be likened to an array of buckets that are placed in a field
and collect water during a rainstorm. After the storm, each bucket is moved
along conveyor belts until it reaches a metering station. The water collected in
each field bucket is then emptied into the metering bucket within which it can
be measured. From Janesick & Blouke (1987).

1 Albert Einstein received his Nobel Prize mainly for his work on the photoelectric effect, not,
as many think, for relativity.

Fig. 4.1 Basic functioning of charge transfer for a CCD. We see the analogy of pixels with
water buckets that unload their water content in the serial register buckets. Each of the
serial register bucket, then, unloads the water in the final bucket that can measure the water
collected. From Janesick and Blouke (1987).

At the amplifier, charge packets are converted to voltage. Amplification of these signals
and conversion to digital numbers occurs in the CCD control electronics. The longer a CCD
is illuminated, the more charges it accumulates. The illumination is regulated by a shutter
(mechanical or electronic).

Two characteristic quantity describing a CCD detector are the Gain and Quantum Effi-
ciency (QE). The former determines how the amount of charge collected in each pixel will be
assigned to a digital number in the image, given in e�/ADU (Analog to Digital Unit). The
QE is the chip’s ability to detect light: it is the ratio of produced electrons to the number of
photons hitting the detector surface and depends on the wavelength of the incoming radiation.
An example of CCD QE is presented in fig. 4.2 where we see that it is lower for small and
large wavelengths (up to 4000Å and from 8000 to 10000Å), reaching a maximum around
5000-6000Å.

4.2 Step one: extra counts removal and instrumental arti-
facts correction

A CCD image, unfortunately, does not only show the counts from the science object, but also
extra counts, e.g., due to non-uniformity of the detector or the readout technique itself.

4.2.1 Image reduction

In order to properly account for and remove these effects, several steps are needed during the
image reduction of CCD frames:
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Fig. 4.2 Example of CCD Quantum Efficiency curve for an e2v CCD, from http://www.e2v.
com/products/imaging/qe-curves/ (08.01.2017). The curve can be different depending on the
model and producer, and sometimes between chips from the same batch.

• bias and dark subtraction;

• flat fielding;

• fringing correction;

• sky background subtraction.

In the following paragraphs, these steps are explained as applied to imagers. For spectro-
graphs data reduction, the bias, dark and flat field steps are performed in an equivalent way.
Fringing and sky background removal are obtained in a different way. These and the other
additional steps required for spectrographs will be detailed in sec. 5.2 specifically for the
case of SNIFS – the spectrograph used for this thesis work.

Bias and dark subtraction For each image acquired, the CCD electronics are set up to
provide a positive offset value called the bias level, which prevents from recording negative
numbers at the analog-to-digital converter (ADC). This level will, however, not be exactly
constant for each pixel. There are two common processes that are used to evaluate it: bias
frames and overscan regions.

Bias frames are made by exposing the CCD for 0 seconds with the CCD shutter closed.
Ten or more bias frames are combined, and their median frame can be subtracted from all
other images to create a proper bias-corrected image. The median bias frame is free from
cosmic rays, that appear as brighter or saturated pixels, and random fluctuations that would

http://www.e2v.com/products/imaging/qe-curves/
http://www.e2v.com/products/imaging/qe-curves/
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appear in a single bias frame. The bias frames represent any two-dimensional structure in the
bias level.

Overscan strips are produced with every readout of a CCD frame, and are additional
columns and/or rows of pixels located next to the exposed frame but not exposed to light.
These pixels hence give information about the bias level in each frame, and are important
when dealing with a CCD camera known to have a varying bias level. As the bias level varies
throughout the day, the median value of the overscan stripes must be subtracted from all
images first, including the individual bias frames. The overscan strips are then cut away from
all frames (the frames are “trimmed”).

Dark frames are also exposures acquired with the shutter closed, but the CCD is “exposed”
for a time period equal to the longest exposure time used in the science images. These frames
measure the dark current in the CCD. Dark current is due to the thermal agitation of the
electrons within the semiconductor. This agitation can free the electrons which are, hence,
collected in the potential wells of the pixels, becoming indistinguishable from the charges
due to a direct illumination. The dark current has a strong dependence on the temperature.
As CCDs are usually cooled with liquid nitrogen (LN2) a good camera reach temperatures in
which the dark current is essentially negligible, which means that the need of dark frames
strongly depends on the camera in use.

Flat fielding Each pixel in a CCD has a slightly different QE (mentioned in sec. 4.1)
value compared to its neighbors. Flat field images are used to take these differences into
account and flatten the relative response of each pixel. The next section (4.2.2) will be
entirely devoted to discuss this basic concept and techniques for flat fielding, since it is a
very complex task and extremely important for the purpose of this thesis work.

Fringing Photons with longer wavelengths might be reflected within a CCD chip, instead
of absorbed by the silicon layer, and cause interference with the incoming radiation. This
translates into a wave pattern due to constructive or destructive interference on the CCD chip.
This phenomenon known as fringing is mainly visible for infra-red (IR) wavelengths. It is
possible to create a model to remove this effect from the image data (it is an additive effect for
the imagers). Fringes in spectrographs, instead, modulate the detection efficiency depending
on the wavelength and can be removed by applying the flat field (it is a multiplicative effect
for spectrographs).

By applying these corrections according to:

corrected image=
rawimage1�overscan1� (bias2�overscan2)
flatfield3�overscan3� (bias2�overscan2)

, (4.1)
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and masking out bad pixels and columns, which are either saturated or dead, it is possible to
considerably reduce the impact of miscounting due to artifacts in the camera used. The index
1, 2, and 3 in eq. 4.1 indicate the type of image – science, bias or flat field – and the overscan
value belonging to it.

Sky background subtraction Even if the night sky is mostly dark, there are still counts,
in the empty part of the sky, that might belong to unresolved sources, scattered light by the
Moon, emissions from N2, O2 and OH. These extra counts are also overlapping with the
science object and have to be removed. One way to do that is to select some pixels (few
hundreds) around the object and use their values to compute an average sky background.
This is then subtracted from the total number of counts in the science object.

4.2.2 Flat fielding techniques

As previously mentioned, flat fields corrects for the different QE of each pixel. However,
they do not only monitor the CCDs response. The CCD chip is in fact the last part of a
complex optical system: in case of astronomical observation, we also have a telescope (with
primary, secondary and, possibly, tertiary mirrors) and likely several additional correcting
optical elements. Usually there are also filters, to perform observations in many wavelength
bands, as mentioned in sec. 3.2.2, or spectrographs.

Every optical surface the light crosses will have an effect on the image produced on
the CCD, modifying the way the flat fielding image would look. It is, however, difficult to
disentangle the contribution of each one of them, since they will overlap in the final image.
Sometimes dust grains stick to the optical surfaces, such as mirrors, lenses, filters, entrance
windows and even CCD chips, and absorb part of the light creating "donut" like darker
regions on the images. One can use the flat field to remove these features too, since they
appear in the science exposure and in the flat field images.

An example of that is in fig. 4.3, where in the upper left image we notice the darker
corners, due to vignetting – reduction of brightness in the edges of the image with respect
to the center – and the presence of donut regions, due to dust grains, on the image. These
are corrected by applying the flat field (lower left image), usually normalized to 1, to have
a resulting corrected image on the right. A flat field is therefore essential to correct for all
these effects and its importance becomes even more evident when considering that the object
of interest, in the science image, might lay below one of these features, thus leading to a
wrong estimate of its counts.

Ideally, a flat field is a uniform illumination of the CCD such that every pixel sees the
same amount of light. Any measured difference between pixels would then be due to the
characteristics of the pixels themselves. As seen above in fig. 4.2, the QE of CCDs depends
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Fig. 4.3 Upper left: science image. Lower left: flat fielding image. Right: corrected
image resulting from the ratio of the science image and the flat field. The images are from
http://www.astropix.it/appunti/ripresa-ccd.html (at the 08.01.2017).

on wavelength and different filters have different sensitivities. It is, therefore, necessary to
produce these calibration images in several bands.

An even more ideal flat field has another important characteristic: it should illuminate the
system – telescope+instrument – in the same way as the science object, so that the optical
path of the light is the same in both cases. Hence, there is no scattered light detected which
is not present in the science observation as well, and the calibration is not contaminated by
any artificial effect introduced by the flat field itself.

Standard techniques

Building a calibration system that can illuminate the entire field of view and mimic the
science cases is extremely difficult. This ideal system should illuminate the entire primary
mirror of a telescope (few meters) as a star would, i.e. parallel beam. However for practical
reasons the flat field system has to be at a finite distance from the telescope, since it would
be placed in the dome. The standard technique for flat fields are based on illumination of
white screens with lamps. Such screens scatter light in all directions and are observed by the
telescope. In the flat field image of fig. 4.3, for example, a white fabric was illuminated from
the back. This technique has evident limitations since it is very difficult to predict the real
uniformity with which the screen scatters the light. Furthermore, the random light produces

http://www.astropix.it/appunti/ripresa-ccd.html
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stray light in the optics of the instrument, generating unwanted ghosts – internal reflections
on optical surfaces – and features difficult to eliminate.

A visual summary of the flat fielding techniques compared to the science case is shown
in fig. 4.4. Even if features like ghosts can be present in science images as well, from fig. 4.4,
we easily see that the optical path of the standard flat field is very different from the one of
the science object, and, therefore, the ghosts in the flat field might be brighter and in different
places, leading to a wrong correction.

Additionally, the Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) of the scattered light is usually
unknown and possibly very different from the science object one, making the color calibration
(calibration as function of wavelengths) precision difficult to evaluate.

It is thus extremely important to have a calibration source with known SED, or at least
very similar to the science object, because it weights the spectral features of the instrumental
response. For example: imagine we are observing a calibration lamp whose spectrum has
some emission lines in a certain wavelength range where the filter used is sensitive. We don’t
know its SED and we just consider it continuum. With the same system, we now observe a
science object which has no emission lines in that wavelength region. When we flat field the
science image with the calibrating image obtained before, we scale it with a wrong number
by assigning to the system used for observation an incorrect transmissivity as function of
wavelength. If we want to observe the same object with many filters, having every time a
different offset, the color calibration of these measurements will have large systematics.

The same kind of consideration holds for another typical flat field technique: the twilight
flats. Astronomers sometimes observe the sky just after sunset and before sunrise, during
the brief period when the stars are not visible and the sky is relatively uniform, to obtain flat
fielding images. This is again a scattered light source which can create artifacts and has an
unknown spectrum. Again, this makes any precise color calibration very hard as also in this
case the science object spectrum is different from the twilight one.

Another method, the star flats, can be used to build corrections for large scale variations
on the detector plane. A star flat is obtained by observations of crowded fields (patches of
sky with many stars) dithering the exposures (moving the telescope to have a new image
where the star positions are shifted with respect to the previous one) in such a way that
the (nonvariable) stars are observed across the entire field of view of the instrument. This
operation has to be performed for each filter used for observations, and the measured
brightness at different positions can be used to map the instrumental response over large
detector scales. This technique is, for example, used by Betoule et al. (2013) to calibrate the
MegaCam imager, allowing a correction to the twilight flat depending on the distance from
the center of the image. Even if these flat field corrections are telescope time-consuming,
they can be performed just a few times per year, under the assumption that the calibrated
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Fig. 4.4 Top: a star, at infinite distance, illuminates an optical system which focuses the
light into a spot on the CCD chip generating the image on the right side. Middle: ideal flat
field, it mimics the science image producing an artificial star. Bottom: standard flat fielding
technique performed with a screen that scatters the light in all directions.
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system is stable over long time scales (years). In that case, the twilight flats would correct all
the other variations on a night-by-night basis and on small pixel-scales.

Once the initial reduction steps have been performed and the flat field has been applied to
the science image, as in eq. 4.1, we can finally assume that the counts on the CCD belong to
the science objects in the image, assuming that the previous steps were correct. The next step
is to convert the counts into fluxes.

Ideal flat field To summarize, these are the characteristics of an ideal flat field:

• same light path of the science objects;

• same SED of the science object;

• not too time consuming, or allows calibration during daytime.

4.3 Step two: flux calibration
After ensuring that each exposure has a constant sensitivity, the next step is to convert the
observed quantities, i.e. counts or electrons, to physical quantities such as fluxes. A way
to perform this step is observing a non-variable star of known Spectral Energy Distribution
(SED). If we observe a standard star of known flux F and measure J electrons per second
(the Gain of the CCD has already been applied to convert counts in number of electrons)
with a spectrograph – as we are, for this example, interested in observing its spectrum –
we obtain the response of the instrument as S = F/J. We then use the same instrument to
observe a science object, with j electrons per second. The relation f = S j gives the flux, f ,
of the object. In this case we implicitly assumed that the reference flux F is known with the
same spectral resolution of the measurements performed, and that the system is linear (direct
proportionality between counts and flux) and stable. This is very far from being as trivial as
it first might sound, as knowing a star’s SED with the precision required is rather hard.

To understand why, we first need to make a more general distinction between the cate-
gories of flux standards: there are primary and secondary flux standards. The primary are
sources calibrated against calibrators whose properties can be described by basic physics,
such as black-bodies1 or stellar atmosphere models whose errors are limited only by the
knowledge of the physics involved. The primary standards are also quite bright. The sec-
ondary standards are calibrated against the primary and are usually fainter, to be closer to the
science objects and not saturate the instruments used.

1The power radiated per unit area of emitting surface in the normal direction, per unit solid angle and per
unit frequency is described by the equation: In = 2hn3

c2
1

ehn/kT�1
, where h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of

light and k is the Boltzmann constant. It is characterized by the temperature T (for the shape of the spectrum)
and the area of the cavity aperture which sets its absolute flux.
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4.3.1 Past lab standards and comparison with primary standard stars

The star originally assumed as primary standard is Vega (Alpha Lyrae), and there have
been many observational campaign to obtain absolute flux calibrated measurements of its
spectrum. Some of these, in the optical wavelength range, involved the usage of laboratory
flux standards based on calibrated black-body cavities and Tungsten ribbon filament lamps,
whose main property was that their spectrum was considered known. Such lab standards
were calibrated by different standards laboratories one of which was the National Bureau of
Standards (NBS), today known as National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).

The experiments were usually planned as follows: the calibrated light source was mounted
at a known large distance (few km) from the telescope used for observations, during the
same night observations of both the laboratory standard and of the stars to calibrate were
performed. Oke and Schild (1970), Hayes (1970) and Hayes and Latham (1975) produced
several independent measurements of the flux of Vega for different wavelengths with this
method, obtaining an averaged value at 5556Å of 3.39⇥ 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 Å�1 with a
precision of 2%. The biggest source of uncertainties was due to the atmospheric extinction
correction applied to the measurements.

However, with the technological development of the last decades and the increase in
sensitivity of modern telescopes, fainter objects are easily accessed, and observations of Vega
are difficult because of its high brightness (it saturates the detectors). Additionally, even if
it is still considered the primary standard (at least from visible wavelengths up to NIR), its
non-variability has still to be proven through observations. As consequence of all of this, it is
essential to find other primary flux standards.

4.3.2 Today’s primary star and standard star network

There have been many attempts to define other primary standard stars. Computing models
of stellar atmospheres is less complicated when dealing with only one element. Therefore
Holberg et al. (1986) and Finley et al. (1990) proposed to use atmospheric models of pure
hydrogen White Dwarfs (WD) to refine the UV calibration of the International Ultraviolet
Explorer Satellite (IUE). These models, and subsequently updated versions with non-local
thermal equilibrium model atmospheres’ (NLTE, Rauch et al., 2013), were used to perform
the calibration of the instruments on board of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). Using
a satellite to observe stars has the advantage of eliminating the error from the terrestrial
atmospheric extinction.

Three WDs were selected as primary flux standards: G191B2B, GD153 and GD71.
Observations of these three standards, together with their NLTE models, provided the relative
calibration, as function of wavelengths, of the STIS and other instruments on the HST. Their
absolute flux level is obtained from the spectrophotometry of Vega (Bohlin, 2007; Bohlin
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and Gilliland, 2004), measured with the same instrument and compared to the WDs, and
its absolute flux at 5556Å of 3.44⇥10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 Å�1 (with an uncertainty of 0.5%,
Bohlin, 2014). A possible source of error in this methodology would arise if the response of
the instrument is non linear over the large range of magnitude required to observe the WDs
and Vega (about ⇠ 4 ·105 in flux), for which there is currently no evidence, and if Vega is
variable.

After having calibrated the HST instruments in this way, many other stars – selected to
be the secondary flux standards – have been observed with the same instruments and thus
calibrated against those three primaries. These secondary stars, which together with the
primary form the standard star network, are necessary, since there are just three primaries and
they are not always visible everywhere on Earth. Furthermore, it is very important to calibrate
the science object against stars with similar magnitudes and SEDs, as detectors often have
some amount of non-linearity or color error. Ideally one should observe the secondary stars
in the same image where the science object is, but as their number is also limited, this is not
always possible.

The CALSPEC2 archive contains the spectra of the standard star network from HST
observations, including the models of the three primary stars. It is currently the best set of
flux standards available and it is the most used one. Modern surveys observing SNe Ia for
cosmological studies are calibrated against the CALSPEC standard star network. Since SN
cosmology is based on comparison between fluxes in different wavelength ranges (sec. 3.2),
depending on the redshift of the object, we see that the CALSPEC color calibration is
fundamental to reducing the systematic uncertainties. It is very difficult, however, to estimate
the error in the models of NLTE of the primary standards precisely, and any error into the
calibration chain is propagated to the next steps.

In many cases, for imaging surveys, the calibration chain does not end with the secondary
standard stars, but continues to tertiary stars. These stars are observed in the same field as the
science object and their fluxes are compared to the ones from other surveys (typically SDSS
because of its extended standard star catalog and precise calibration), which, in turn, have
been calibrated against HST primary and secondary stars. The comparison of the tertiaries
with their reference values provides what is called zero point, zp, correction, for each image.
This zp, computed for each filter used, has to be applied to the measured science object
magnitude and represent a correction for instrumental response (it is an absolute scaling in
flux space). The color calibration of the instrument would, hence, depend on the different
SEDs of the tertiary stars used, which might be very different from the science object ones.
The SEDs would in fact act as weighting function for the instrumental response spectral
features as explained already in sec. 4.2.2. Therefore, the web of the error propagation on

2http://www.stsci.edu/hst/observatory/crds/calspec.html

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/observatory/crds/calspec.html
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Fig. 4.5 Metrology chain to transport the NIST calibration to the imager or spectrograph,
with which standard stars and science objects are observed.

the calibration chain, mentioned above, is usually more extended and complicated (and, as
mentioned, contributes to 36.7% on the variance of Wm for the JLA).

The precision of the absolute physical flux measurable with modern laboratory standards
can be lower than 1%. It would be in principle possible to verify the NLTE model precision
by relating the stars calibration to such flux laboratory standards, or eliminate the need for
primary standard stars (since in the case of SN Ia observations only color calibration matters).
Even if the current WD models are absolutely accurate, reducing systematic uncertainties in
SN Ia cosmology requires us to prove that this is the case.

The advancements in precision for laboratory fluxes, together with the consideration
that with modern telescopes and photometric technique one can achieve a measurement
of flux of bright non-variable stars with repeatability (obtained with current flat fielding
techniques) better than 0.6% (Astier et al., 2013; Betoule et al., 2013), would in principle
allow a 1% photometry precision. This has been set as the goal for next decade photometric
surveys to lower the uncertainty in SN Ia cosmology (discussed in sec. 3.2.3) and improve
the cosmological constraints.

4.3.3 Modern laboratory standards

NIST calibrates several flux standards traceable to a Primary Optical Watt Radiometer
(POWR). This primary standard relates optical power to well defined electrical power, by
comparing the temperature increase due to the light absorbed in a 100% absorbing light trap
to the one needed to cause the same rise by heating up a resistor with current (Larason and
Houston, 2008). The precision reached for the final products, Si photodiodes in the case
of interest for this thesis work, is around 0.2% in the wavelength range 2000-10000Å. The
main goal of the calibration efforts, can be summarized by the scheme in fig. 4.5. Ideally,
one would like to transfer such precise absolute calibration from NIST standards to a light
source used to illuminate the telescope. With this source one calibrates the telescope and
the instrument (imager or spectrograph), and then with such a calibrated system it would
be possible to refine the calibration of the standard star network and/or the science object
directly. For ground-based surveys one has the difficulty of additionally computing the
atmospheric extinction with high precision, in order to recalibrate the objects of interest.
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Several calibration devices have been built in the past years to provide in-situ mea-
surements of the passband shapes, mostly featuring a diffusive screen illuminated by a
lamp-monochromator system or tunable laser (Marshall et al., 2013; Stubbs et al., 2007,
2010), constantly monitored by a NIST calibrated photodiode. These systems have the big
advantage of illuminating the entire entrance pupil at once as well as producing enough
light to keep the calibration time short, thus, allowing their usage on a daily basis. However
the amount of stray light produced is often very difficult to correct for and, with screen
non-uniformity, constitute the limiting factor of these systems (precision around 5%).

Regnault et al. (2015) have built a device (SNDICE) that produces a quasi parallel beam
in the focal plane of the telescope, by illuminating one small region of the telescope pupil at
a time. Their goal is to transfer the NIST calibration to the MegaCam imager and with this
calibrated system, recalibrate the CALSPEC standard star network to close the metrology
chain. This system is highly stable and controllable. The extended and diverging beam
produced, however, generates chromatic ghosts, the removal of which can be challenging.
Currently these are being investigated through demanding ray-tracing simulations - it is still
unclear whether these will be accurate enough to remove the ghosts sufficiently. However,
even with a perfectly calibrated system the recalibration of standard stars will only be valid for
the MegaCam imager at that time since the stars SEDs is integrated in the filters bandpasses.
This consideration holds for all imaging surveys. An imager, in fact, produces images of
the field observed using different filters, which means that the spectra of the sources are
observed already integrated over a certain wavelength range (specific for the filter used).
Even knowing the exact spectral behavior of the filters and of the whole system used for the
observations, it would not be possible to reconstruct all the spectral features (emission and
absorption lines) of the standard star spectrum.The recalibrated star spectrum would thus be
different for different instruments (with different filter curves, etc.) and at a different time for
the same instrument, in case the filter has degraded and/or changed

Albert (2012) focuses on a more radical approach where the new flux standards are built
onto balloons or satellites to calibrate several telescopes with only one system. This approach
has another interesting advantage: the possibility to calibrate the atmospheric extinction
at the same time which is, for ground based telescopes, another source of uncertainties in
the flux calibration. The flat field produced by this system will be closer to the ideal one
mentioned in sec. 4.2.2 (as it is an artificial star), but it will not be able to produce an uniform
illumination of the detectors to calibrate. Thus, this means that one would have to illuminate
with this device every region of the instrument where the image of the science objects will
lie.

One way to completely avoid atmospheric extinction is to build a small telescope with
spectrograph and imager, fully calibrate it against NIST standard in the lab, and deploy it
in space to observe a set of standard stars. This is the current plan for the Absolute Color
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Calibration Experiment for Standard Stars (ACCESS Kaiser and Access Team, 2016; Kaiser
et al., 2008) which will cover a wavelength range of 3500-17000Å with an accuracy goal
of 1%. Unfortunately, it will be able to observe just few stars as bright as Sirius (lowest
observable magnitude 9.5 mag in V ), too bright for future surveys such as LSST.

All the calibration devices described above provide not only a laboratory flux standard to
obtain color calibration, but also a finer flat field. With such systems one can, in principle,
produce a flat fielded and flux calibrated image in one step. The goal of this thesis work is to
provide an alternative device to refine the standard star network. A reader interested in more
information regarding astronomical flux standards can find them in the reviews from Bohlin
et al. (2014) and Deustua et al. (2013).

Ideal flat field with flux calibration To summarize this section we can just say that an
ideal flux calibration source is one for which its SED is known better than the precision level
of the flux calibration goal. The perfect calibration device would provide both flat field and
flux calibration at the same time. Its characteristics are similar to the ones of the ideal flat
field:

1. illuminates the detector uniformly both spectrally and spatially;

2. same light path of the science objects (as alternative to 1 and preferred to it);

3. known SED (in case of spectral non-uniformity);

4. highly stable (over time) or has a monitoring system;

5. not too time consuming, or allows calibration during daytime.

If one would like to produce calibrated flux measurements that can be used by every other
surveys, then we have to add an item to the list: one would have to build this calibration
device for a spectrograph. Based on these, we designed SCALA, the only device that can
potentially address all these goals. Before detailing how, we will in the next chapter describe
the telescope instrument used, SNIFS.



Chapter 5

The Nearby SNfactory project and
SNIFS

The Nearby Supernova factory (SNfactory) was created with this purpose: observing many
SNe Ia at low redhift range, 0.03< z< 0.1, to provide an anchoring sample for cosmological
studies and to improve SN standardization. The greatest difference to other surveys is that
this one employs an Integral Field Spectrograph (IFS, sec. 5.1), which allows a set of new
and different studies, as described in sec. 5.3. An IFS allows, for example, to have at the
same time spectral and spatial information of the field observed. Also the study of the SN
spectral features and their evolution through the full light curve is allowed by an IFS. All
these qualities, which will be better described in sec. 5.3, make this kind of instruments very
interesting, also in the case one wishes to obtain calibrated standard star spectra, as for this
thesis.

5.1 SNIFS design and characteristics

The Supernova Integral Field Spectrograph (SNIFS, Lantz et al., 2004), located at the
direct bent Cassegrain port of the University of Hawaii 2.2m telescope (UH88), consists of
three channels: two spectroscopic (blue and red, respectively) and one imaging1. The dual-
channel spectrograph simultaneously covers 3200–5200Å (B-channel) and 5100–10 000Å
(R-channel) with standard deviation values of the line spread function of 2.22 and 3.07Å
respectively.

The spectrograph samples a 6.4”⇥6.4” field-of-view through a combination of a micro
lens array made of 15⇥15 lenses, a collimator, a grism and a camera. Each of the 225
0.43”⇥0.43” spatial elements is called a spaxel. In fig. 5.1 a schematic representation of

1It is called imaging, and not photometric, because the images are not calibrated
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SNIFS is shown, and, in the following subsection, its working principle and its main data
products will be described. In the bottom figure of fig. 5.1 we can see the pick-off prism
(called pick-off mirror in the image). This is the element that redirects part of the light
(the 6.4”⇥ 6.4” field-of-view) towards the spectroscopic dual channel. This light would
otherwise reach the imaging channel. On the left hand side of the pick-off prism is the
calibration unit, composed of two lamps used in combination with an integrating sphere to
mimic the entrance pupil of the telescope and illuminate the spectrograph. These lamps, arc
and continuum are necessary to ensure a proper calibration of the spectrographic channel, as
detailed in sec. 5.2. The imaging channel covers a 9.40 ⇥9.40 field-of-view with two CCDs.
It is equipped with a filter wheel containing ugriz (SDSS-like, fig. 2.2) filters, a pin-hole grid,
a multiple-band filter, which is a mosaic of filters – centered at 4000, 5900, 7250, 8500 and
9500Å – covering the area of one of the CCDs and a V filter covering the remaining CCD.
In regular SNIFS observations, the filter-wheel is set on the multiple-band filter + V filter
and the non-calibrated photometric images are used for guiding and relative flux calibration
during non-photometric nights – when the atmospheric trasmission is variable during the
night because of, e.g., clouds. As discussed in sec. 10.2, in the context of this analysis, we
also use the imaging channel for systematic tests of SCALA.

The working principle of SNIFS is illustrated in fig. 5.2 where we see two objects
observed in the focal plane. After crossing the enlarger doublet, the dichroic mirror and the
field doublet, the light passes through the micro lens array which splits the field of view in
225 elements (spaxels). The light from each lens is then dispersed by a grism and focused on
the CCD, where all the 225 spectra are visible as vertical lines. Using an optical model that
maps the wavelengths belonging to each spaxel on the CCD, the pipeline software is able to
reconstruct the spatial and spectral distribution of the light (like it was in the focal plane of
the telescope) assigning to each spaxel the correct spectrum. The end product is a datacube
in which there is an image of the field observed for each wavelength.

5.2 Current calibration pipeline and atmospheric extinc-
tion

The pipeline for processing the data and transforming the CCD images into datacubes is a
complex net of scripts, mostly developed and updated since the beginning of the SNfactory
project by DrYannick Copin (Copin, 2013). Since the main goal of this thesis work is to
build and to characterize a calibration device for SNIFS, understanding the steps and the
data produced by this pipeline was required and several pipeline steps needed significant
modifications to process SCALA observations. The SNIFS calibration pipeline is shortly
described in the following section.
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Fig. 5.1 Top: general schematic for SNIFS. From Pereira et al. (2013). Bottom: detailed
schematic for the SNIFS optics. From Copin (2013).
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5 Data

The data used in this thesis result from a hardware and software combination built and

developed by the SNfactory collaboration (SNfactory, 2001) and briefly presented in this

section.

5.1 Acquisition

Spectra of supernovae and their direct environment are acquired by the SuperNovae Integral

Field Spectrograph (Lantz et al., 2004) which is installed on top of Mauna Kea on the

2.2 meter telescope of the university of Hawaii (HU). After detection and confirmation of

their type, preferably before their peak brightness, SNIa spectrophotometric measurements

are acquired roughly every two or three nights. SNIFS is a spectrograph equipped with

an integral field unit (IFU) relying on a micro-lens array and is thus capable of obtaining

spatially resolved spectra. It has a square field of view of 6”x6” and its mode of operation is

illustrated in Figure 9.

 Focal plane Spectrograph entry

Microlens array

15x15 lenses 225 spectra

Grism

Spectra on 
the CCD

Fig. 9: Mode of operation of the SNIFs integral field unit. The telescope focal plane is split up by a
micro-lens array (15x15 lenses). A grating prism (grism) performs a spectral decompositions of the
225 input beams. The photons are imaged on several CCD sensors. A reconstruction algorithm
maps the flux values of each CCD pixel to a micro-lense (i.e a spatial position) and a wavelength.
The resulting data is stored in file format called 3d cube which is briefly detailed in section 5.2 .

The spectrograph consists of two channels placed on either side of a dichroic mirror. The

blue channel covers the wavelength range from 3299Å to 5150Å with a resolution of 2.4 Å.

The red channel goes from 5098Å until 9701Å with a resolution of 2.9 Å. The fluxes recorded

in the dichroic region between 4800Å and 5200Å are not accurate and cannot thus be relied
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on. For the typical SNfactory targets (0.01 � z � 0.1), it coincides with the wavelengths at

which the H� line can be detected. Therefore, the amplitude ratio between the H� and H�

lines cannot be used as extinction estimator. SNIFS also has a photometric channel which is

typically used for spectrophotometric calibration.

5.2 Format and type

Exposures from SNIFS are provided after reduction in the standardized FITS data format

Pence et al. (2010). Each file consists of several float32 arrays and header tables. The arrays

represent the visible photon fluxes registered at di�erent wavelengths in erg

s · cm2 · Å
for a given

position on the x-y image plane. The later is subdivided into sub squares referred to as

spaxels. This 3-dimensional data structure lend the name cube.

�

y

x

Fig. 10: Schematic visualization of a
cube. The information is structured in
three-dimensional (x,y,�) form; x and
y represent two spatial dimensions and
� the spectral dimension. An (x,y)
element is called a spaxel. SNIFS has
15x15 spaxels.

As result of the design of SNIFS Copin (2013), each observation results in two cubes, i.e

one cube per channel. Furthermore, two types of cubes2 are distinguished. One type called

’Final Reference’, or ’FinalRef’ in short, corresponds to exposures acquired after an extended

period of time after the supernovae explosion, often years. Those exposures are free from

supernovae signal which exceeds by several order of magnitudes the flux emitted by the local

environment. Another type called ’PSF subtracted’, or PSFSub in short, refers to exposures

acquired within the time frame of the Ia thermonuclear runaway. A point spread function

(PSF) is adjusted at the supernoave location and subtracted from the cube’s flux (Buton,

2009). Because of the photon noise, the variance near the estimated supernovae position is

higher compared to the FinalRef cubes.

5.3 Environmental scales

The amount of observable matter in front of and behind the transverse disc with diameter

x depends on the morphology and inclination of the galaxy towards the observer. To avoid

an excessive bias, edge-on galaxies with an inclination angle greater than 80% were rejected.

The inclination was derived after Tully and Fisher (1977) using the ellipticity3 values fitted

by SExtractor (Bertin and Arnouts, 1996).

2all created with the python software framework CubeF it version 4 (SNFactory, 2015)
3Defined by 1� B

A
where A and B are the lengths of the fitted semi major and minor axes respectively
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Fig. 5.2 SNIFS concept: the focal plane image is split in 225 parts by a micro lens array. The
light from each of these lenses in then dispersed by a grating, leading to the reconstruction of
a datacube where there is an image of the field observed for each wavelength. From Buton
(2009).

The internal calibration unit of SNIFS has arc and continuum lamps to illuminate both
the red and blue channel of the spectrograph. The arc provides discrete emission lines which
are used to derive the wavelength calibration, typically used to calibrate a spectrograph.
Calibration exposures with the arc lamp are needed for each science exposure that is acquired,
as the position of the entrance pupil images slightly changes for each wavelength and at every
telescope pointing. Even with the optical model, a small adjustment is required to correct for
these movements. The comparison of the positions of the observed arc emission lines on the
CCD with their known central wavelengths allows this correction.

The continuum lamp produces a spatially uniform continuum-like emission, and is used
as spectro-spatial flat field to compensate for spaxel-to-spaxel variation of the spectrograph
and spectral non-uniformity. In this case the flat field does not correct directly pixel-to-pixel
effects, as described in sec. 4.2.2, but these variations will anyway be partially corrected, and
consequently reduced, as a spaxel contains a group of pixels (and it is integrated over them).
It is also used to remove fringing patterns, which become non-negligible from 8500Å. The
element splitting the light between blue and red channel is a dichroic, the transmission of
which depends on humidity and temperature. These variations are largely confined to some
small regions of the spectrum and a continuum exposure is acquired to correct them, for
each science acquisition. Since only small regions of the spectra are needed, a small portion
of the CCD is read out to save time (a raster image). Full continuum exposures, for spatial
and spectral flat fielding, are acquired at the beginning, middle, and end of each night of
observations since the SNIFS’ transmissivity is assumed to be very stable.
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In fig. 5.3 the different kinds of illumination are shown, from an arc, a continuum, and a
star, with the images they would produce on the CCD. We can see how calibration images
differ with respect to science observations.

5.2.1 Calibration pipeline

A usual SNIFS observation night is split into science observations (e.g. SNe or host galaxy
references) and a set of standard stars which are observed throughout the entire night to
trace the atmospheric extinction evolution and to provide the flux calibration. The SNIFS
calibration pipeline performs the following steps:

1. Preprocessing: bias and dark subtraction.

2. Background subtraction: diffuse scattered light is subtracted by fitting a polynomial to
regions of the CCD where no light is expected (between the spaxels).

3. From the arc exposure of the related science exposure, an optical model is computed
and the obtained mask is used to extract the spectrum from the CCD (i.e., each CCD
pixel is mapped to a wavelength in a spaxel). After this, the wavelength calibration is
performed, producing a wavelength calibrated datacube.

4. A spectro-spatial flat fielding cube is computed from the composition of the several
continuum exposures of the night and, after correcting the dichroic features with the
raster exposure, it is applied to the wavelength-calibrated science cube to correct for
spaxel-to-spaxel variations and spectral features, that belong to the instrument used
rather than to the science spectrum observed.

5. The cosmic rays are then removed using sigma clipping. This method consists in
computing a spatial median on the spaxels, after renormalization, and subtract the
median from the input datacube and then flag the values which are ten times bigger
than the standard deviation of the data.

6. For the flat-fielded datacube of the observed standard stars, a 3D (where x and y are
along the spaxels and in the third dimension are the wavelengths) Point Spread Function
(PSF) model is fitted to extract their spectra. In case of standard stars observations,
the tails of the PSF are assumed to be the sky background component. While the
light from an astrophysical source crosses the Earth atmosphere, it undergoes an effect
called Atmospheric Differential Refraction (ADR, Filippenko, 1982), which displaces
the observed light chromatically (the center of the object is shifted as function of
wavelengths) and another effect called a seeing, for which the dimensions of the object
increase for the bluer wavelengths (see sec. 5.3). SNIFS field of view is large enough to
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Fig. 5.3 Working principle for the IFS under several forms of illumination. Left: spatially
and spectrally uniform illumination, for example with the continuum calibration lamp.
Middle: spatially uniform illumination with emission lines, for example with the arc lamp
for wavelength calibration. Right: continuum spectrum point like source, as for example
from a standard star. From Copin (2013).
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Chapitre 3. Du CCD au cube
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Figure 3.1 – Schéma de réduction des cubes snifs, des poses ccd brutes (en h.) aux cubes étalonnés en
longueur d’onde, corrigés du champ plat spectro-spatial et nettoyés des rayons cosmiques (en b.).

Illuminated permet une meilleure e�cacité quantique, de même que l’utilisation d’un ccd Deep Depleted
dans le rouge/proche infrarouge (0,7–1 µm). Les caractéristiques techniques des détecteurs sont rappelées
dans la Table 2.2.

3.1.1 Preprocessing
Quelles que soient leurs qualités, les détecteurs introduisent dans le signal mesuré leurs propres

signatures, qu’il est nécessaire de caractériser et de corriger afin de retrouver le véritable signal incident
à la surface du capteur : c’est l’objet de l’étape du preprocessing (pré-traitement), préalable à toute
opération de réduction spécifique à la spectrographie à champ intégral. Je ne traite ici que du preprocessing
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Fig. 5.4 Calibration scheme with pipeline steps from 1 to 5 (sec. 5.2.1). From Copin (2013).
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observe the entire star at all wavelengths and its PSF model accounts for this changed
size due to these effects, as the model is fitted for each wavelength. This step allows to
extract the flux of the star and obtain a spectrum from a 3D datacube.

7. A nightly flux calibration is computed through comparing the extracted spectra of all
the standard stars observed with their reference fluxes. It corrects for the instrumental
response and the atmospheric extinction (see sec. 5.2.2).

8. Now flux calibrated datacubes can be obtained by applying the flux calibration on
flat-fielded datacubes.

9. Finally the science object spectra are extracted (again fitting a PSF model as before)
and they are now in flux units. In the case of SNe or host galaxy spectra the extraction
procedure is more complex, as the sky and galaxy contributions have to be separated
from the star one. This is outside the scope of this thesis.

In fig. 5.4 a schematic of the SNIFS calibration pipeline is shown, performing the steps
from 1 to 5.

5.2.2 Atmospheric extinction

The SNfactory atmospheric extinction correction is described in detail in Buton et al. (2013)
and summarized here.

The dominating contributors to the total extinction as function of wavelength are:
Rayleigh and areosol scattering, ozone absorption and telluric lines. Rayleigh scatters
is due to light scattered by molecules and atoms in the atmosphere, whose dimensions are
smaller than the incident wavelength. Its value as function of wavelength depends only on
the surface pressure for a given observing site, which in our case is always measured.

The areosol particles expected at Mauna Kea are mostly sea-salt particles with the same
dimensions as the scattered wavelengths. Their amount is expected to be very small at the
summit (assumed constant through the night) and their scattering amplitude follow a power
law with the inverse of wavelength. The parameters of this trend are adjusted in the fit of the
atmospheric model.

The ozone component of the atmosphere is responsible for absorption. Its behavior with
wavelength is given by a template in fig. 3 of Buton et al. (2013). The scale factor of this
template is a parameter of the fit, as well.

Buton et al. (2013) verified that the scattering due to water (clouds) is grey and hence
only its time variability is evaluated. If there is no time variability, the night is considered
photometric and non-photometric otherwise. In fig. 5.5, the median atmospheric extinction
in units of airmass from SNIFS observations (using 7 years of observations) and its median
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Chapitre 5. Du spectre au flux

Figure 5.2 – Extinction atmosphérique médiane du Mauna Kea (trait plein), et sa décomposition en
composantes physiques (pointillés). Pour comparaison, les estimations antérieures sont également a�chées
(� : Boulade, 1987, � : Bèland et coll., 1988, � : Krisciunas et coll., 1987). Figure extraite de Buton
et coll. (2013).

L’atténuation par les nuages. À la décomposition de la composante stationnaire Katm de l’extinction
atmosphérique, il convient d’ajouter sa dépendance temporelle �Ti(�, ẑi, t). Dans notre modèle, elle est
exclusivement due à la di�usion par les gouttelettes d’eau et les cristaux de glace des nuages qui peuvent
se trouver sur la ligne de vue au moment de l’observation. On peut vérifier par simulation numérique que
�T est alors essentiellement achromatique 3 (on parle alors d’extinction grise) :

�T (�, ẑ, t) = �T (ẑ, t). (5.9)

C’est uniquement la présence de cette composante qui permet de contraindre l’extinction atmosphérique
en condition non photométrique.

La Fig. 5.2 présente l’extinction atmosphérique médiane mesurée par SNfactory à partir de 4285 spectres
d’étoiles standards, observées sur une période de 7 ans (478 nuits) dans une grande variété de conditions
atmosphériques. La décomposition en composantes physiques (exceptée pour l’absorption tellurique) y est
également illustrée. Un code de modélisation de l’extinction atmosphérique reprenant cette décomposition
a été mis à la disposition de la communauté 4.

5.2.3 Photométricité
La qualité photométrique d’une nuit est une quantité essentielle dans le schéma d’étalonnage en flux :

la procédure n’est pas la même selon que la nuit est photométrique (P) ou non (N). Telle qu’introduite
précédemment (Sect. 5.1), la photométricité est définie par l’absence de fluctuation de la transmission
atmosphérique (�T � 1). Cependant, cette définition n’est pas su�sante en pratique, puisqu’elle n’est
applicable dans un premier temps (lors de la construction de la solution en flux) qu’aux étoiles standards :
la stabilité de l’atmosphère n’est pas estimée durant les poses sur les SNe.

Il a donc fallu mettre en place une évaluation « multi-sonde » de la photométricité d’une nuit, en
combinant la mesure des �Ti à d’autres estimateurs de la stabilité atmosphérique :

3. La nuit, tous les nuages sont gris.
4. http://snfactory.in2p3.fr/soft/atmosphericExtinction/
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Fig. 5.5 Median atmospheric extinction on Mauna Kea (full line) and the single physical
components (dotted lines). The model is compared with older observations (triangular and
circular markers). From Buton et al. (2013).

contributions are shown. The airmass measures the optical path length of the light observed
through the atmosphere along the line of sight (line between observer and star) and it depends
on the distance from the object observed to the zenit. The minimum airmass value achievable
with ground observations is 1. Usually observations are performed at airmasses between 1
and 2, corresponding to 90� and 30� altitude.

The telluric lines are due to the presence of O2 and H2O in the atmosphere. Their
absorption affects only small wavelength regions and therefore it is not evaluated in the fit of
the atmospheric extinction model, but on a separate step. A mean value of the absorption
width of these lines is computed from all the SNfactory observations, for O2 and H2O
separately. Then, once the nightly smooth atmospheric extinction and the reference spectrum
is divided out from the observed standard star spectrum, only those lines are left in the
residual spectrum. These lines are then integrated, and their values show a linear trend in
function of airmass. This trend is fitted using the mean values (over all SNfactory data),
computed before, as slope and the intercept from the fit provides the intensity of the lines
for the night. Having the width and the intensity of the lines, they can be removed from the
spectra observed.
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The atmospheric extinction evaluation is, hence, based on the comparison between
standard stars observations with their known SED values, as in:

Xobs(l , ẑ) = Xint(l )⇥Tsnifs(l )⇥Ttel(l )⇥Tatm(l , ẑ), (5.1)

where Xobs(l , ẑ) is the standard star spectrum observed at airmass ẑ, Xint(l ) is its intrinsic
value, Tsni f s(l ) is the throughput of SNIFS (including the QE of the CCD), Ttel(l ) is the
throughput of the telescope and Tatm(l , ẑ) is the atmospheric transmission for that specific
observation, composed of the parts mentioned above. The system throughput and atmospheric
extinction are evaluated at the same time and cannot be measured independently with the
current pipeline – any variability not captured by the components above is incorporated into
the instrumental response.

When the atmospheric conditions are considered stable across the night (photometric)
the throughput of the system – Tsnifs(l )⇥Ttel(l ) – can be estimated by the pipeline. In this
case the instrumental response (from the flux solution in the case of airmass ẑ= 0) is divided
by the flat fielding datacube (steps 4 and 7 of sec. 5.2.1) and a datacube with the throughput
of the system is then derived. The pipeline, then, stores a median instrumental response
of the "SNIFS+telescope" system, which we call Sl . We will use this to compare it with
our calibration results as will be described in sec. 9.2.3. In SNfactory collaboration, Sl is
only used to measure large scale evolution of the system over timescales of years and never
directly applied to the data.

5.3 Integral Field spectrophotometry and SNfactory
Splitting the field of view in many spaxels allows to have a spectrum for each one of them.
With respect to the more common slit spectrographs, where only the light from a slit is
dispersed, this approach can provide a cleaner way to remove the sky and galaxy contribution
from the SN spectrum. In fact SNIFS’ field of view is centered on the SN and includes part
of the host galaxy and the sky, simplifying the difficult task of disentangling the contributions
of each of them. In the slit spectrograph case, on the other hand, the spectrum of the galaxy
can only be removed using templates, and the light collected from the SN depends on the
precision with which the slit is centered on the object. All the cases in which the SN is located
near the center of the galaxy are even harder to treat since the galaxy component is brighter.
However, slit spectrographs are generally used to observe galaxies and study their properties
(hence they do not need to remove SNe spectra). For ground based observations one has
to consider also the ADR (described before) and the seeing. Due to the ADR (which is a
static and predictable effect), the position of the object with respect to the slit will vary with
wavelength and airmass. The seeing, on the other hand, is due to changes in the refractive
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index of the atmosphere caused by turbulence in its layers. It is therefore different from night
to night, and also within the same night. The overall effect is that the position of the image of
the object will slightly move while acquiring the image, hence, blurring the final image. The
total dimension of this effect depends on the amount of turbulence. This phenomenon makes
the observed size of the object grow with airmass, and with the inverse of wavelength. One
would have to fix these issues in order to avoid light losses from some wavelengths when
observing an object with a fixed slit dimension. In the case of SNIFS, the 3D PSF model
fit to the data (step 6 in sec.5.2.1) allows more flexibility as it extracts the flux of the star
specifically for each wavelength and SNIFS field of view is sufficiently big to fit the entire
PSF for each wavelength.

SNfactory collected several hundreds SN Ia spectra over the last 10 years. Large field
surveys, such as Palomar Transient Factory (PTF) or LaSilla-Quest (LSQ), observe the sky
every night and as soon as they find a new transient, comparing images of patches of sky
with older ones, they send alerts to several other telescopes. After receiving such an alert,
SNIFS observes the object and, if the transient is a spectroscopically confirmed SN Ia, a
follow up campaign starts. The SN is observed at regular time intervals, thereby building a
spectropotometric time series of its evolution in time. One example of this is the series from
the explosion of SN 2011fe shown in fig. 5.6. From top to bottom the spectral evolution of
the SN light is shown from 15 days before to 97 days after peak brightness. Light curves can
be produced by integrating the spectra in different bandpass filters. From the time series in
fig. 5.6 we obtain the light curves shown in fig. 5.7 in the U, B, V, R, I SNfatory filters. These
filters are simple top-hat functions with sensitive wavelength range between: 3300�4102Å,
4102� 5100Å, 5200� 6289Å, 6289� 7607Å and 7607� 9200Å respectively. One can
also obtain the light curves by integrating the spectra with any other filter curves. This allows
to compare results with other programs.

The great advantage of using SNIFS is the possibility to perform spectral analysis
simultaneously with the usual photometry. The additional information provided by the
spectra can be used to improve the standardization of SNe by studying their spectral features.
Since the progenitors and the explosion mechanism are not entirely understood yet, the
spectral behavior of SNe can be very different for each of them, also depending on the phase
and redshift (Fakhouri et al., 2015). Monitoring their evolution in detail has proven to be a
very strong tool for assessing possible biases in future surveys targeting high redshift objects.

Furthermore, as SNIFS observations are always accompanied by spectra, K-correction
errors (see sec. 3.2.3) are by definition zero, removing a major source of error for most
surveys (Saunders et al., 2015). All these qualities, that an IFS has compared to a regular
imager, are the reasons why a similar design has been proposed for future satellite mission
for high-z sample, such as WFIRST2.

2https://wfirst.gsfc.nasa.gov/index.html

https://wfirst.gsfc.nasa.gov/index.html
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R. Pereira et al.: Spectrophotometric time series of SN 2011fe

Fig. 1. SNIFS spectrophotometric time series of SN 2011fe from �15 to 100 days relative to B-band maximum light. Breaks in the axis on the right
indicate gaps and changes to the observing cadence. The first break corresponds to a four-day gap in daily cadence before maximum. The second
marks the change from daily to alternating two/three day cadence. The final break is a 50 day hiatus imposed by lack of accessibility to the target
from Mauna Kea.

A27, page 5 of 22

Fig. 5.6 SN2011fe time series observed with SNIFS. From top to bottom is the spectral
evolution in time. From Pereira et al. (2013).
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Fig. 2. SN 2011fe synthesized light curves using the UBVRISNf filter set. Filled and open symbols stand for photometric and non-photometric
nights respectively. The results of a SALT2 simultaneous fit of UBVRSNf in the phase range �16 < t < +25 d are shown as solid lines, along with
the corresponding residuals (SALT2 – SNIFS) on the lower panel. The shaded areas represent the SALT2 model error. The residuals for the first
points of USNf and BSNf fall outside the panel, and the rms on the residuals for each band ignores the first 2 points. The break in the time axis
corresponds to the �50 day gap in follow-up during which SN 2011fe was not visible during the night from Hawaii. Note the change of scale of
the extended time axis covering the late observations.

This magnitude system is based on the Bessell (1990) filter
transmissions, shifted to match Landolt (1992) observations.
If we use instead the magnitude system based on the BM12
transmissions, the e�ect on the fitted parameters is very small,
and completely within the quoted uncertainties.

The fit was performed using all available observations within
four weeks of maximum light, including the very first one, which
falls just outside the default SALT2 phase range of �15 < t <
+45 d. Early observations are deweighted by the SALT2 error
model. Simply omitting the first four observations (phases <
�12 d) results in a shift in the date of maximum of �0.018 d,
well inside the quoted error.

The light curves, fits and corresponding residuals can be
seen in Fig. 2 (for a comparison with light curve results already
published on the literature see Sect. 3.1). The fitted B maxi-
mum of 9.94 ± 0.01 mag was reached on 2011 September 10.5.
The best-fit SALT2 parameters are x1 = �0.206 ± 0.071, c =
�0.066 ± 0.021 (see Table 3 for a full summary of extracted
photometric and spectroscopic parameters). Excluding USNf-
band data from the fit, we obtain a negligible shift for the

date and magnitude at maximum, and x1 = �0.149 ± 0.096,
c = �0.061 ± 0.027. The light curve shape parameters are typ-
ical of a “normal” (if slightly blue) SN Ia: the median values
for the x1 and c distributions of the nearby (z � 0.1) SNe Ia
used by Conley et al. (2011) are respectively �0.249 and �0.026
(J. Guy, priv. comm.). The V-band absolute magnitude (assum-
ing µ = 29.04 ± 0.19, Shappee & Stanek 2011) at B peak,
MmaxBV = �19.05 ± 0.19 mag matches perfectly the average
found by Riess et al. (2009, �19.06 ± 0.05 mag).

The rms of the residuals of the four fitted filters, ignoring
the first two exposures due to the large discrepancies with the
SALT2 model (cf. Sect. 4.2), are respectively 0.06, 0.03, 0.04
and 0.04 mag. The points that deviate the most from the fit are
those for phases t < �10 d, showing the inadequacy of the
SALT2 model for such early phases. Nevertheless, the exposure
of night MJD 55 805 (t � �9 d, cf. Fig. 2) seems to present a
systematic error in its flux calibration of �0.1 mag, since it is
brighter than we would expect based on observations on neigh-
boring nights.

A27, page 6 of 22

Fig. 5.7 Light curves in different filters obtained by integrating SN2011fe time series observed
with SNIFS. From Pereira et al. (2013).





Chapter 6

SNIFS CALibration Apparatus

As mentioned, this thesis focuses on the development and test of a flux calibration device to
lower the systematic uncertainties on calibration, that limit SN Ia cosmology (sec. 3.2.3). In
this chapter a general overview of the SNIFS CALibration Apparatus (SCALA, Lombardo
et al., 2014) design and components is given. SCALA’s goal is to provide a precision (to
within 1%) calibration of the "SNIFS+UH88" system to then recalibrate the standard star
network. As previously mentioned at the end of sec. 4.3.3, by calibrating a spectrograph such
as SNIFS, the calibrated standard star spectra can be ideally used by every other observer
and not just by SNfactory.

The final design of SCALA came about through a long series of developments from the
one proposed initially. Before building the components (described in sec. 6.2), an intense
optical simulation phase helped optimize and prove the design (sec. 6.3.1 and 6.3.2). After
the construction of the individual parts, they were tested in the laboratory environment
to characterize their response as function of wavelength before the assembly in the final
configuration. In sec. 6.4 there is a description of these tests and their results.

Tests performed on the final configuration using the calibrated reference photodiodes
(which are SCALA’s flux standards), to establish a reliable data taking technique in combina-
tion with SNIFS, can be found in the next chapter.

6.1 Requirements: from SNIFS to SCALA

From the description of SNIFS in the previous chapter, we can deduce a series of requirements
that the calibration unit has to fulfill, to reach our goal. These are also based on the
characteristics that an ideal flux calibration instrument should have as seen in sec. 4.3.3:
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1. Capability to uniformly illuminate a field of view larger than 90 ⇥90. The device can,
in this way, be used also to calibrate the imaging channel and its filters (number 1 of
the list in sec. 4.3.3).

2. The device must be able to scan the 3300–10000Å range, to ensure coverage of SNIFS
range of usage (3300–9700Å).

3. Its light has to be continuously monitored to check for intensity variations or irregulari-
ties (number 4 of the list in sec. 4.3.3).

4. The device has to illuminate the entire telescope entrance pupil, or at least a good
fraction of it, to sample possible achromatic large scale gradients across it. It also
has to have an illumination close to the science object one (number 2 of the list in
sec. 4.3.3).

5. It should be fixed to the telescope dome at an elevation that is within the range of
normal science operations in order to have the ability to account for the gravitational
load on the telescope optics + baffling that could, in principle, affect flux calibration.

6. It has to be fully remotely controllable. These last two qualities permit its usage at any
time.

All these requirements, combined with the limited space available in the dome and safety
concerns, have brought us to SCALA final design as presented in the next section.

6.2 SCALA Design
SCALA consists of 18 f/4 (i.e. focal length of 80 cm) parabolic mirrors with diameters of
20 cm each, distributed over the entrance pupil in a nearly hexagonal arrangement (see Fig.
6.1, top panel). Integrating spheres fed by a wavelength-tunable light source (from UV to
IR) illuminate the mirrors producing 18 collimated beams with small divergence of 1� – the
beams are not perfectly parallel. This is the characteristic that allows us to fulfill the number
1 and 2 requirements in the list in sec. 4.3.3, which would normally exclude each other.

To monitor the stability of the light source, as well as the flux produced by the device, we
installed two Cooled Large Area Photodiodes (CLAPs) in front of two of the 18 f/4 mirrors,
in such a way that they can measure part of the reflected light. These photodiodes are the
flux standards meant to transfer NIST calibration to the light source (SCALA light-beams),
according to the scheme shown in fig. 4.5. Finally, because the light-beam of SCALA does
not illuminate the entire UH88 mirror, a mask was created that can be mounted at the top
of the telescope. With the mask mounted, the standard stars observed illuminate the same
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Fig. 6.1 Top: hexagonal arrangement of the six submodules of SCALA. This structure is
mounted in front of the entrance pupil of the telescope. Bottom: SCALA scheme showing
the lamp system and the flip mirror which allows to select the lamp output illuminating the
monochromator entrance, the fiber bundle that feeds the IS, and the calibrated photodiode
(CLAP), which faces the parallel beam reflected by the mirror. The dotted lines represent the
light path. The flipping mirror is placed in the same housing as the Halogen lamp to avoid
light leaks. From Lombardo et al., 2017 (in prep.).
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region of the primary mirror calibrated with SCALA. A conceptual scheme summarizing the
device is shown in the bottom of fig. 6.1 (for the simplified case with only one mirror). In the
next subsections we provide a more detailed description of each component of SCALA: the
lamp system, the modular composition and the light monitoring system.

6.2.1 Light sources

Input light for SCALA is generated by either an APEX-Illuminator with a 150W Xe lamp,
for calibration of the wavelength range 3300-7020Å, or a halogen lamp used between 7020
and 10000Å. As shown in fig. 6.2 the Xe lamp shows strong and narrow emission lines
above 7020Å that would be difficult to calibrate. The dual-lamp solution enables to create
an emission-line free light source and avoid these issues.

23

SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE DATA

Fig. 3  Spectral irradiance of various Arc Lamps.

Fig. 4  Spectral irradiance of various Arc Lamps.
Fig. 6.2 Xe lamp spectra for three different lamp models from the Newport cata-
log: https://www.newport.com/medias/sys_master/images/images/hfb/hdf/8797196451870/
Light-Sources.pdf. The one selected for SCALA is the Ozone free lamp (dotted line). The
high and narrow emission lines above 700 nm prevent its usage in the redder wavelength
range.

The combined SCALA spectrum with the Xe+halogen lamp will be shown in the next
chapter (sec.7.3). The spectral resolution of SCALA is about 35Å, in order to have a good
balance between spectral resolution and light level. It is set by the dimension of the entrance

https://www.newport.com/medias/sys_master/images/images/hfb/hdf/8797196451870/Light-Sources.pdf
https://www.newport.com/medias/sys_master/images/images/hfb/hdf/8797196451870/Light-Sources.pdf
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and exit slit of the monochromator (Cornerstone 260, Newport) used in the configuration
with two gratings, of 1200 l/mm and blaze wavelength of 3500Å and 7500Å respectively.
The two gratings are selected separately depending on the wavelengths range to calibrate.

The lamp system is also equipped with order sorting filters, to prevent the light, that will
be dispersed as second order, from entering the monochromator. Even with these filters, one
with cut-on at 3090Å, and the other with cut-on at 4950Å, we still observe second order light
starting from 9000Å. We can see from SNIFS exposures that its effect is subdominant until
9700Å, but we conservatively limit our calibration range up to 9000Å. Future works could,
in principle, model this contribution and extend the calibration range to higher wavelengths.

In Table 6.1 the different configurations of lamps, gratings and filters, used in the
wavelength range (Dl ) during regular calibration, are shown. For gratings and filters the
value reported are the blaze and cut-on wavelengths respectively.

l Range [Å] Lamp Grating [Å] Filter [Å]
3200-4500 Xe lamp 3500 none
4500-5220 Xe lamp 3500 3090
5220-6240 Xe lamp 7500 3090
6240-7020 Xe lamp 7500 4950
7020-10000 halogen lamp 7500 4950

Table 6.1 Configurations of lamps, gratings and filters, used in the wavelength l range during
SCALA operations. Table from Lombardo et al., 2017 (in prep).

6.2.2 Fiber bundle and integrating spheres

A Ceramoptec (Optran WF1) fiber bundle brings the light from the monochromator to the six
integrating spheres (ISs), splitting into six different arms, as shown in the technical drawing
in fig. 6.3. The fibers inside these arms are composed in such a way that every arm has
33 fibers distributed across the exit slit of the monochromator to guarantee a homogeneous
sampling of the entire slit (fig. 6.4).

The beam produced by SCALA and imaged in the focal plane of the telescope is an
image of the light emitted by the integrating spheres. An integrating sphere is a spherical
cavity coated with white and diffuse reflecting material, usually made of barium sulfate or
PTFE (teflon) for use in the visible spectrum. Due to its characteristics the light entering
from an input port is scattered inside the sphere many times before reaching the exit port,
which is hence uniformly illuminated.

1http://www.ceramoptec.de/products/fibers/optran-uv-wf.html

http://www.ceramoptec.de/products/fibers/optran-uv-wf.html
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Fig. 6.3 SCALA’s fiber bundle technical drawing: we can see the fiber input on the left and
the six outputs on the right. The dimension on the drawing are in mm and the table on the
top right corner specifies its construction details (private communication with Ceramoptec).3 Components of SCALA

Figure 3.5: Image of the entrance of the fiber bundle. Each colour in the image corresponds to one arm of the
fiberbundle

• Illuminating a MC with monochromatic light and measuring the throughput in dependence of the
wavelength set on the MC

In the second case the grating will behave like a mirror. By changing the set wavelength the grating
is rotated and the image of the entrance slit is moved across the exit slit. The light distribution in the
entrance slit can be approximated as flat because the image of the flashing arc or the filament on the
entrance slit is bigger than the slit. The light distribution follows a top hat function with the width equal
the width of the entrance slit. The acceptance of the exit slit is one in the open slit and zero beside it.
The output intensity can be calculated, by doing the convolution convolving both distributions. Because
it is a convolution with a top hat function we can also describe it as a moving average with the window
width equal the width of the exit slit.
The convolution of two top hat functions with equal widths is a triangle. This bandpass shape can be
seen by plotting the photo current against the wavelength set at the MC. By varying the slit width of
the entrance and exit slit the distribution changes to a trapezoid distribution. To measure the bandpass
shape we use low pressure gas lamps, for which we can can take the line width as small (compared to
3 nm). In figure 3.4 we can measure a FWHM of roughly 3 nm for the slit with a width of 1mm. The
FWHM of the bandpass with the exit slit is just a reference point because the fiber bundle will modify
the bandpass shape anyway, as visible in figure 3.4.

3.3 Fiber Bundle

The fiber bundle consists of 198 fibers, on one side they are grouped to six circular outputs for the
integrating spheres (see figure 3.6). On the input side they are grouped in a rectangle (1 x 10mm). The
fibers are sorted to ensure that all six outputs collect the same light distribution. The fibers are sorted in
rows, which cross the exit of the MC. In figure 3.5 we see images of the entrance of the fiber bundle,
while the fibers were illuminated from the other side. The images were colourized and stacked.
To calculate the shape of the bandpass with the fiber bundle as exit slit,the bandpass shape with one fiber
as exit was calculated. For this the fiber entrance was sampled with rectangles orthogonal to the slit. The
illumination of the entrance slit (top hat function of 1mm width) was convolved with a top hat function
of the width of the rectangle. The light cone coming out of the MC is narrower than the acceptance
light cone of the fiber. Because of this we can say that the fiber will guide all the light incident on the
core of the fiber. The convolution with this top hat function was done for each rectangle. The di�erent
distributions were summed up. To get the bandpass shape of the whole fiber bundle, the distributions
for each fiber were added with the appropriate shift of 200 µm. The distribution of fibers belonging to
one of the six arms in the exit of the MC are not the same. Because of the deviations visible in figure
3.5 the summation was adapted. The result of the calculation together with a measurement is shown in

18 25th September 2014 14:25

Fig. 6.4 SCALA’s fiber bundle input, designed to match the monochromator output slit.
Fibers represented with the same color belong to the same fiber arm. From Küsters 2014.

SCALA’s ISs (fig. 6.5) have been designed and produced to achieve a flat field with
variations < 1%. They have three 1.4 cm exit ports, each illuminating one mirror. They
consist of an outer housing of black anodized aluminum with a cylindrical shape. Within
this housing we placed the massive PTFE cylinder, constructed by cutting the cylinder in
half, machining hemispheres (8 cm inner diameter) on the abutting faces, roughening the
hemispheres’ surfaces to improve the diffusion properties, and reconnecting the cylinder.

6.2.3 Projector module

SCALA is composed of six projector modules, as the one shown in Figure 6.6, arranged in a
hexagonal pattern (see fig. 6.1).

As already mentioned, the fiber bundle feeds the light from the monochromator to the
ISs, which illuminate the f/4 parabolic mirrors. The mirrors are in an off axis configuration,
which allows to reflect the light into collimated beams – with 1 degree divergence due to
the dimension of the ISs exit ports – without being obstructed by the IS itself. The flux of
the reflected beam varies across the mirror due to the asymmetric illumination introduced
by the off-axis configuration. This flux gradient is canceled by the other two beams of the
same projector module placed symmetrically with respect to the first one. The other projector
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Fig. 6.5 One of SCALA’s integrating spheres. The cylindrical aluminum housing and the
white PTFE inside can be seen through one of the exit ports. The rectangular aluminum
plates extending from the cylinder are the light baffles discussed in sec. 6.3.1. On the side it
is also visible the entrance port for the fiber bundle.

modules are placed symmetrically (with an hexagonal arrangement) in front of the entrance
pupil of the telescope, providing further cancellation of potential residual gradients.

Most components of SCALA are constructed from aluminum (for a total weight of
150 kg), and the hexagonal aluminum profiles that hold the projector modules are attached
to a steal ladder in the dome of the telescope. This construction is sufficiently robust that
SCALA can, in principle, preserve its position in an environment exposed to wind loads and
earthquakes.

6.2.4 Reference system

The reference system continuously monitors the light produced. For this task we use
two CLAPs (Cooled Large Area Photodiode), which were, in turn, directly calibrated to
photodiodes calibrated by NIST (National Institute of Standards and technology). The
CLAPs (Hamamatsu S3477-04) have a sensitive area of 5.8⇥5.8mm and are equipped with
a Peltier cooler (that is an electrified junction made of two different semiconductors in which
the current flowing cools one surface and heats up the other where a heat sink dissipates the
heat) that keeps them at a temperature of �14�C in the UH88 dome.

During operations, one photodiode is used to monitor the light emitted by SCALA. The
second photodiode is used for calibration and system monitoring. More details about them
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Fig. 6.6 One of SCALA’s projector module. The triangular shape of the mounting with the
three mirrors facing the integrating sphere is visible. The calibrated photodiode (CLAP) is
mounted in front of one of the mirrors. From Lombardo et al. (2014).

are given in the next chapter where we exclusively focus on their description and on how
their data look like.

6.2.5 Mask

The 18-mirror design of SCALA only illuminates 17% of the primary mirror, which could
produce calibration offsets if the mirror reflectivity varies with wavelength and position. To
eliminate such errors, we designed a mask to cover the non-illuminated 83% (plus a little more
– up to 90% – for safety). This mask is used both when calibrating the “telescope+SNIFS”
system’s response and when observing the standard stars to calibrate them. This way, the
effective optical path of the celestial targets will be calibrated. Once the stars are calibrated,
the mask can be removed for standard observations.

The mask is mounted at the top of the UH88 telescope tube. It is made of ALUCORE
painted with a matt black finish and has holes of 16 cm of diameter aligned to match the
SCALA beams, as shown in fig. 6.7. Being undersized allows a position tolerance of ±2 cm
transverse to the beams. The mask is further described in Küsters et al. (2016).
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Fig. 6.7 Entrance pupil mask used when observing standard stars in combination with
SCALA.

6.3 Simulating the design

Before constructing SCALA, the design has been extensively simulated with the photon
engineering software FRED2. Refinement and optimization of many design details (an
example is discussed in sec. 6.3.1) and a theoretical proof of concept (sec. 6.3.2) were made
before construction. Only a selection of the simulations performed are shown in this section.

6.3.1 Refining the design: baffles for integrating spheres

The original plan for SCALA was to build a set of 4 projector modules to be placed in a
horizontal, or vertical configuration. Such projecting row (or column) was meant to be moved
in front of the entrance pupil of the telescope to ensure full illumination, as schematically
illustrated in fig. 6.8.

Hexagonal masks for each of the mirrors were planned to avoid over- or under-exposing
the primary, due to overlapping regions of the beams while scanning the primary mirror
of the telescope. The illumination generated by the projector modules summed along one
direction – y axis if we consider a row of projector modules – is illustrated in fig. 6.9 in the
case without hexagonal masks applied. This would produce a non uniform pattern (on the

2http://photonengr.com/software/
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Fig. 6.8 Original design for SCALA with a column of 4 projector modules placed one next
to each other on a moving stage. The middle grey circle represents the obscuration due to
the secondary mirror, the light blue circles are the SCALA mirrors and the yellow ones the
integrating spheres. The dimensions shown are in cm.

entrance pupil) due to the overlapping regions illuminated by the SCALA beams. The usage
of masks allows a more homogeneous and flattened illumination of the primary mirror of
the telescope. Among the simulations performed to refine the design, also the shape and
dimensions of the masks were simulated to obtain a more uniform illumination of the primary
mirror.

Simulations were crucial to introduce elements for baffling and reducing the stray light
produced. The integrating spheres illuminate a much wider area than the mirror, and it is
possible that some of the light from an output port also hits the other two mirrors of the same
projector module or of other modules, this way increasing the amount of stray light directed
to the telescope. We limit this unwanted feature by mounting some light baffle around the
exit port of the IS, as shown in the IS picture in fig. 6.5. This construction was used for the
final SCALA design.

Simulations of the entire SCALA system, including the hexagonal masks applied on the
mirrors (as in fig. 6.10), provide an excellent tool for analyzing the system performances.
The results of the simulations of the set-up shown in fig. 6.10 are presented in fig. 6.11 where
the module row is centered with respect to the primary mirror of the UH88 (the central
obscuration due to the secondary is shown as well). The effect due to IS baffles can be seen
through comparing the left panel (illumination without baffle) with the right (with baffle) of
fig. 6.11. The figures show the pattern created on a plane surface, placed in the immediate
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Fig. 6.9 Projected sum along the x axis of the UH88 primary mirror of the 12 mirrors
illumination from SCALA without hexagonal masks.

Fig. 6.10 SCALA –original– full set-up reproduced in the simulations. The 12 mirrors with
hexagonal masks are visible. The small white circle in the middle of every projector module
are the simulated integrating spheres holes.

vicinity of the primary mirror, by the propagation of the rays reflected from the SCALA
mirrors. Every SCALA beam has a different color and in the case without baffles (left figure)
the light from the ISs holes clearly illuminates more than just one mirror. Introducing the
light baffle (right plot of fig. 6.11) greatly reduce the unwanted reflections and scattered light,
ensuring that only the collimated beams from SCALA hit the primary mirror.

These simulations are only strictly true for the ideal case where the structures holding
SCALA, its components and the dome environment (where it is mounted) are absorbing
light at a 100% level, without any scattering. Unfortunately all surfaces and coatings have
different reflection properties, and very rarely they are close to zero. Therefore there will
still be some light scattered as function of wavelengths as discussed in sec. 10.2. In the
simulations the idealistic approach of perfectly absorbing surface was kept for simplicity,
and therefore the holding structures of SCALA and the mounting of the UH88 optics were
not simulated.

We eventually decided not to use the moving design outlined above, as we could not
guarantee the stability of the system (which has to be tilted to be observable by the telescope).
We thus opted for a safer, static and more compact design. We were able to cover a more
extended part of the entrance pupil by increasing the number of projector modules to six,
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Fig. 6.11 Pattern created on a plane surface in the vicinity of the primary mirror of the UH88
from simulations of the set-up in 6.10, in the case without (left panel) and with (right panel)
integrating sphere light baffles. Every SCALA beam has a different color and the x and y
axis are in mm.

without compromising the light level per beam. As mentioned before, the combination of
this design with a mask on the primary mirror still allows to calibrate the same regions of
entrance pupil, as that illuminated by stars.

A simulation of the illumination of the primary mirror of the telescope generated by the
final design of SCALA is shown in fig. 6.12. This time we have the 6 projector modules
configuration as in fig. 6.1, and since it is a static design we do not need the hexagonal masks
on the mirrors and the beams are, therefore, circular.

6.3.2 Flatness of the beam

We can also use the simulations to check whether the selected design delivers the desired
results. Since our goal is to create an extremely uniform and flat illumination of the focal
plane of the telescope, the entire SCALA and UH88 system was simulated and the light
distribution in the focal plane checked, as schematized in fig. 6.13. The resulting overlap of
the 18 beams from SCALA is shown in fig. 6.14 ,where the entire illumination of the focal
plane is shown on the left hand-side plot and on the right hand-side there is a cut through its
center along the x-axis. From these figures we see that the beam produced is flat to within 1%
(<0.6% on the right plot) over its entire extension of 1�. We must keep in mind, though, that
SNIFS’ field of view is of 6.4”⇥6.4”, which corresponds to a square with a 0.6mm side in
the focal plane. The expected variations on the spectrograph field of view are, therefore, even
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Fig. 6.12 Pattern of the SCALA illumination created on a plane surface in the vicinity of the
primary mirror of the UH88 from simulations of the set-up in 6.1. Every SCALA beam has
a different color and the x and y axis are in mm.

smaller than 0.6%. However, with the computation resources at our disposal, we are not able
to increase the resolution of the simulation and sample the focal plane with an appropriately
finer grid.

6.4 Testing the performances

A very precise knowledge and control of SCALA is fundamental to reach our precision goal.
After building the component, all of them were therefore tested to characterize their response
as function of wavelength. Different set-ups (fig. 6.15) were created to measure fiber bundle
arms, mirrors and integrating spheres transmissivity using a Xe lamp and monochromator
(same models as finally used in SCALA) and a chopper in combination with two lock-in
amplifiers, to amplify the signal received by the reference and signal photodiodes (two UV-
035 EQC, thus not CLAPs). Each measurement was made 10 times and their averages and
standard deviations, over the 10 acquisitions, were then stored. In the following subsections
these measurements and their results are described in more detail.

These measurements did not use a halogen lamp. As the final goal is to compare the
lab measurements with the in-situ ones to prove that we can reconstruct the overall color
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Fig. 6.13 Set-up for the simulation of the SCALA + UH88 system, in the simplified case
of a point source and only one SCALA mirror. In the figure are visible the primary and the
secondary mirror of the UH88 telescope with its focal plane.

Fig. 6.14 Left: illumination of the focal plane of the UH88 telescope simulating the final
SCALA design. Right: cut through the middle of the beam along the x-axis direction. Note:
SNIFS field of view corresponds to a square of 0.6mm side.
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trend, figures shown here stop at 7000Å (where the halogen lamp is selected in the in-situ
measurements). The pre- and post-commissioning setups, are systematically different and
non comparable above 7000Å. Furthermore, the narrow and bright emission lines (fig. 6.2)
of the Xe lamp above 7000Å cause too much variability in the comparison between different
sets of laboratory measurements. This is due to the SCALA fibers distribution that samples
the exit slit of the monochromator (see fig. 6.4): a small shift (0.5Å) of the peak wavelength
of the SCALA bandpass is found between the six fiber bundle arms (as shown in Küsters
2014). This effect is present, at a reduced level, between 4500-5000Å, where some weaker
emission lines are present. However, as the line amplitudes are smaller and the lines wider,
the lamp can still be used in this wavelength range.

Before moving on to the description of SCALA components characterization, we sum-
marize the working principle of photodiodes, the detector used for this set of measurements
(and already mentioned several times in the thesis).

Photodiode A photodiode uses the same working principle of a CCD (discussed in sec. 4.1):
the inner photoelectric effect. It is a p-n junction which generates a photocurrent once an
electron-hole pair is formed and the build in electric field at the depletion region moves them
towards the anode (holes) and cathode (electrons). The current generated is readout with a
chosen frequency and integrated over a very small and fixed time (close to the maximum
readout frequency usable). Thus, a photodiode can not integrate light as a CCD, by selecting
the exposure time. As in the CCD case, we use photodiodes made from Silicon, as we wish
to be sensitive to visible wavelengths.

An important quantity, that characterizes a photodiode, is its spectral responsivity: the
ratio of the generated current to the incident light power as function of wavelength. This
quantity is usually expressed in A/W but can be also given as a Quantum Efficiency (unitless).

The dark current, described in sec. 4.2.1, is another quantity to consider in a photodiode.
As in the CCD case, we can measure a current also when the photodiode is not exposed
to light. It is therefore fundamental to account for this effect when performing a precise
measurement. Since photodiodes do not have a shutter to obscure their sensitive area, dark
current measurements, usually, include the background/ambient light as well.

6.4.1 Fibers

For these tests, SCALA’s fiber bundle was mounted at the exit of the monochromator. One
fixed end was monitored with a reference photodiode (UV-035 EQC), and another photodiode,
of the same kind, measured the light from one of the remaining 5 fiber bundles (as schematized
in the top of fig. 6.15). The combined use of the chopper and lock-in amplifiers allows to
correct the two photodiodes measurements for their darck current + background light and to
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Fig. 6.15 Schematic representation of the set-ups for the laboratory tests of the SCALA
components: fiber bundle (top), mirrors (middle), integrating spheres (bottom).
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Fig. 6.16 Relative response of SCALA fiber bundles with respect to one of them, normalized
at 5000Å. The gray band delimits the region where the weak emission lines of the Xe
lamp are located (4500-5000Å) and the colored bands around the curves are the standard
deviations of the measurements.

amplify the signal (this is used for the ISs and mirrors characterization as well). The spatial
gap between the photodiodes and the fiber bundle ends was kept very small to observe the
full light cone emitted. The response of every fiber bundle has been scanned in steps of 30Å
and plotted with respect to the reference bundle, as in fig. 6.16, according to:

tfi,1(l ) =
Siig(l )
Ref(l )

·
R1
ef(l )

S1ig(l )
, (6.1)

where Siig is the measurement of the signal photodiode for the i-th fiber bundle arm and Ref is
the one from the reference photodiode, i = 1 is for the reference bundle. The fibers show
very similar wavelength sensitivity, with relative color trends smaller than 1%.

6.4.2 Mirrors

The responsivities of the 18 mirrors were measured similarly to the fibers, again using the
lamp and monochromator system, but this time a beam splitter splits the light between a
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Fig. 6.17 Relative response of SCALA mirrors with respect to one of them, normalized at
5000Å. The gray band delimits the region where the weak emission lines of the Xe lamp are
located (4500-5000Å) and the colored bands around the curves are the standard deviations
of the measurements.

reference photodiode (always the same) and the entrance of a liquid light guide. The exit
of the latter was illuminating a SCALA mirror, which then focused the light on the other
photodiode (as represented in the middle of fig. 6.15). Fig. 6.17 shows the responses of the
18 mirrors with respect to one of them according to:

tmk,1(l ) =
Skig(l )
Ref(l )

·
R1
ef(l )

S1ig(l )
, (6.2)

where Skig and Ref have the same meaning as before for the k-th mirror, and k = 1 is for the
reference mirror. Again, the color trend in these reflectivity comparisons is mostly gray,
except below 4000Å where it reaches 1%.

6.4.3 Integrating spheres

Finally, the integrating sphere responses were measured using the same set-up as for the
fiber bundles, by connecting one fiber bundle arm with the IS entrance port and positioning
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Fig. 6.18 Relative response of SCALA ISs with respect to one of them, normalized at 5000Å.
The gray band delimits the region where the weak emission lines of the Xe lamp are located
(4500-5000Å) and the colored bands around the curves are the standard deviations of the
measurements.

the second photodiode immediately in front of one of the exit port (as in the bottom plot of
fig. 6.15). The set up was built in such a way that the relative distances between the elements
was not changing when measuring the other ISs. Once again fig. 6.18 shows the response
function of the 6 ISs used for SCALA with respect to one of them:

tIS j,1(l ) =
S j
ig(l )

Ref(l )
· Ref(l )
S1ig(l )

. (6.3)

Here, color trends reach the 6-8% level, likely due to the slightly different characteristics of
the PTFE blocks from which they were machined. A small variation in the reflectivity of the
material would correspond to a larger variation in the efficiency of the IS3.

3For more information, look at eq. 12 of https://www.labsphere.com/site/assets/files/2551/
a-guide-to-integrating-sphere-theory-and-applications.pdf

https://www.labsphere.com/site/assets/files/2551/a-guide-to-integrating-sphere-theory-and-applications.pdf
https://www.labsphere.com/site/assets/files/2551/a-guide-to-integrating-sphere-theory-and-applications.pdf
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6.4.4 Putting it all together

In the previous subsections we have seen that the relative responses of the SCALA compo-
nents have different behaviors as function of wavelengths (significantly so for the ISs). Since
we are interested in the overall light produced by SCALA, we combine the above single
components to match the final arrangement as in fig. 6.1 as:

Pi, j,k(l ) = tfi,1(l ) · tIS j,1(l ) · tmk,1(l ), (6.4)

where Pi, j,k(l ) is the relative response of the SCALA beams with i-th fiber bundle, j-th
integrating sphere and k-th mirror with respect to the reference beam, which is the same
beam where the reference CLAP is positioned in the in-situ setup. The t functions in the
equation are the ones plotted in figs. 6.16-6.18, but without normalization at 5000Å.

In those figures we always plotted the ratio between the signal and the reference mea-
surement, to correct for lamp light level variations. Additionally we compare this quantity
to the signal/reference ratio of the reference component, i = k = j = 1 (as in eq. 6.1-6.3).
Therefore, by using eq. 6.4, we obtain a quantity that does not depend on the two photodiodes
QEs or on the wavelength trend of the component scanned by the reference photodiode for
each measurements.

Mirrors and fiber bundles do not present variations larger than 1% with respect to the
reference for the wavelength range scanned. The IS curves will thus have the biggest impact
on the overall wavelength trend of the SCALA beams in eq. 6.4.

Even if the ISs show strong trends as function of wavelength, repeated measurements
of the same IS were very reproducible (as shown in Appendix A.1). The measured ISs
responses, thus, allow us to properly account for these differences.



Chapter 7

CLAP calibration and output data

As mentioned in sec. 6.2.4, we equipped SCALA with two Cooled Large Area Photodiodes
(CLAPs, two Hamamatsu S3477-04) of which one of them is used as flux standard to monitor
the light (CLAP1) and the other one (CLAP0) to perform systematic checks. The two CLAPs
have been produced by the DICE team for us (Regnault et al., 2015) and similar ones have
also been used by their calibration experiments, SnDICE and SkyDICE. The CLAPs are
detailed in this chapter, including the calibration procedure adopted, by the DICE team, to
build the sensitivity curves of both photodiodes (sec. 7.1). Laboratory measurements meant
to characterize them are presented as well, in sec. 7.2. We conclude presenting an estimate
of the exposure times for SCALA wavelength observations used during the commissioning
campaign in 2014 and their final version (sec. 7.3).

7.1 Photodiode calibration

Each CLAP module is composed of a front-end and a back-end board. The front-end board
(box of 50mm x 180mm x 15mm) includes the photodiode and a low noise amplifier; in its
back-end the signal digitization is performed (box of 120mm x 120mm x 35mm). These
devices are small and compact enough to be placed in front of our beams without obscuring
the light from the integrating sphere. The CLAPs calibration precision reaches a level better
than 0.6% over the wavelength range of interest. For our in-situ measurements we set their
sampling frequency to 1kHz.

The CLAPs have been calibrated relatively to a NIST calibrated photodiode (the flux
laboratory standard previously described in sec. 4.3.3), in 2013. In their spectro-photometric
lab-bench, the DICE team used stable LEDs (described in Regnault et al., 2015)) as light
source input to a monochromator. The output of the monochromator was, then, focused on
the CLAP photodiode, firstly, and the NIST one secondly. They compared the light level
measured by the two of them and subtracted by the dark current. By using several LEDs with
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central emission wavelengths ranging from 3500Å to 9500Å they sampled the responsivity
of the CLAPs across wavelengths. One of the LED spectra as measured by the CLAP1 and
NIST photodiodes is shown in fig. 7.1. It is hard to, by eye, separate the two curves as they
mostly overlap. For the two CLAPs calibration, the DICE team used only the data of the
LEDs spectra observed, whose values, normalized at peak, are between 0.5 and 1, to keep a
high signal to noise ratio.

3 Calibration curve

CLAP-2 calibration was performed on our spectro-photometric bench in Paris. We used our ex-
tremely stable LEDs light source1 whose central emission wavelength go from 350 to 950 µm as
calibration light source at the entrance of a monochromator.

The principle is to focus the monochromator output beam inside both photodiode (CLAP-
2 and NIST) to reduce the stray light estimated to be for every wavelength below 0.1%. We
improved the alignment procedure of our LED beam with respect to the optical axis of the
monochromator, leading to higher luminosity and better accuracy.
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Figure 3: Both NIST and CLAP-2 spectra superimposed (normalized at peak) for LED 14
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The inter calibration curve is obtained (after dark current subtraction) by the ratio of NIST
1LED fluxes dispersion was measured to be on average less than 5.10�4 over three weeks.

3

Fig. 7.1 Spectrum of the LED 14 (lpeak ' 625 nm) as observed by NIST and CLAP1
photodiode plotted superimposed and normalized at peak. (From the CLAP calibration report
by Kyan Schahmaneche and the DICE team).

The ratio between the NIST and CLAP1 measurements is shown in fig. 7.2 with different
color for each of the LEDs used. A five degree polynomial is fit to the ratios, to properly
consider the different quantum efficiencies in the gaps between the datapoints and at the ex-
treme wavelengths (UV and IR), where no LED was used. This yields a complete calibration
curve over the entire range of wavelengths where the CLAP1 is sensitive. This fit and its
residual are visible in fig. 7.2. Even if the rms (root mean square) of the residuals is < 0.1%,
for the response curve a conservative value of 0.15% has been chosen as additive error to
the NIST calibration error. The calibration for CLAP0 is performed in the same way as for
CLAP1 yielding almost identical results and precision. The response curves for both CLAPs
are shown in fig. 7.3 where the CLAP0 response has been multiplied by 10 to make them
comparable (since it has a 10 times smaller internal gain).

The two photodiodes have five readout channels that can be used one at the time. The first
readout the signal registered by the photodiode without any additional gain, and the second
with a gain of 41.05± 0.002 for CLAP0 and 43.5± 0.002 for CLAP1. The other three
channels readout the measurements of temperature of the photodiode, of the photodiode’s
head and of the backend electronic box.
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measurement by CLAP-2 measurement for each LED spectra. One can see on figures 3 and 4
the two superimposed spectra (NIST and CLAP-2) for two LEDs at different wavelength (in log
scale). To get the better signal to noise ratio and to have enough measurements, we keep the upper
half part of each spectra.

Then, a polynomial of degree five is fitted to take into account different quantum efficiency
variations at the two edges of the bandwidth (cf figure 5). The RMS of the normalized residuals to
this fit is below 1.10�3 (cf figure 5). But to keep a conservative value of our relative additive error
of our cross calibration procedure, we decided to keep it at 0.15%.
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Figure 5: Intercalibration curve NIST/CLAP - between 350 and 950 µm

The figure 6 gives the calibration curve in CLAP - gain 1- ADU perWatt, given the NIST Amp.
per Watt calibration curve. The table 1 gives the effective calculated numbers and the estimated
error bars from the NIST calibration and from this inter calibration.

4

Fig. 7.2 Top: intercalibration between NIST-CLAP1 photodiodes: each short colored line
correspond to the relative calibration derived from one LED, the red line is the 5 degree
polynomial fit to the data. Bottom: residuals of the fit. (From the CLAP calibration report by
Kyan Schahmaneche and the DICE team).

7.2 Background measurements of the photodiode

Every time a photodiode measures the light level, this quantity includes also the ambient
light, from the surrounding environment, and its own dark current (as mentioned in sec. 6.4).
These have to be carefully removed to have a proper measurement of the light emitted by
SCALA.

Since the CLAPs do not have a shutter, we overcome this issue by performing three
measurements for each wavelength observation: before and after the light exposure we
expose the photodiodes for about 2 s with the monochromator’s shutter closed to measure the
background level (which is temperature and time dependent), and between these we perform
the light exposure with the monochromator’s shutter opened. The photodiodes continuously
measure during these three phases.

The element ultimately setting the exposure time for the SCALA wavelength observation
is, therefore, the shutter of the monochromator. CLAP data are thus not only used as light
monitor, but also as independent mean to retrieve the exposure time information (further
discussed in sec. 10.2.5). Furthermore, with the selected sampling frequency (1kHz) for the
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Fig. 7.3 Response curve in ADU/W of the two photodiode, CLAP1 (the reference) in red and
CLAP0 in blue multiplied by 10 (as this has a lower internal gain).

in-situ measurements, we are able to measure the rising and falling ramp due to the opening
and closure of the monochromator shutter.

In fig. 7.4 (left hand side plot) an example of a typical CLAP data-set with the entire
SCALA wavelength range sampled in 60Å steps is shown. The light level from SCALA
is continuously recorded together with the two background exposures which precede and
follow it. The following CLAP data reduction steps were applied to the data shown in the
two plots. First of all (left hand side plot of fig. 7.4) the cosmic rays are removed from the
data with a sigma clipping technique, by rejecting the data whose value is higher than the
average ±5 times the standard deviation. Secondly we compute the parameters that describe
a line passing through the first and the second background, by a linear regression. This line
is subsequently subtracted from all the data (background and light exposures) of a single
wavelength observation (right hand side of fig. 7.4).

On the left hand side plot we notice the presence of ambient light slowly varying with
time from the background exposures (the blue data). By applying the background removal
procedure we are able to correct the light measurements (in red) for this effect as shown in
the right hand side plot. The method described allows a background removal better than
0.3% for nighttime data, and 2.6% for daytime data, where these variations can occur on
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smaller time scales, as shown in Küsters et al. (2016). More details about the background
removal technique are discussed in the systematics section.

After removing the cosmic rays and the background level from the data, we have the
option of directly averaging the signal. We obtain, therefore, a series of data, one for each
wavelength observed, in units of ADU. The next steps of the data reduction and the other
data reduction path – with SNIFS observations – are discussed in sec. 7.4 and sec. 9.2.2
respectively.

7.2.1 Laboratory tests of dark current evolution

The high precision reached for the nighttime background removal is mostly due to the very
stable dark current of the calibrated photodiodes. Before commissioning, we verified this
very important characteristic of the SCALA reference system as follows.

Because of the overall dimensions of SCALA, of about 2.2m lateral size, we assembled
it in an empty cellar of the Physics Institute (in Bonn) for testing, as shown in fig. 7.5. We
performed most of the tests at this location. The entrance to the cellar was sealed with black
foils, to make it as dark as possible.

Even with this precaution, small light leaks due to the presence of holes in the sealing,
were still present and also the smallest one of them can cause visible variation in the light
level registered by the CLAPs. Furthermore the presence of warm water pipes inside the
room, caused varying temperature of the room, which can affect the dark current of the
photodiodes. However, as mentioned in sec. 6.2.4, the CLAPs are mounted on a Peltier
cooling system which keeps them at a temperature of about 0�C in the cellar environment (it
is even lower in the UH88 dome, ⇠�14�C).

In the set-up shown in fig. 7.5 the background level of both CLAPs was measured for
almost 48 hr consecutively. The result of such measurements is shown in fig. 7.6 where every
point is an average over 1 s of background exposure with a sampling frequency of 250 kHz.
Considering that the longest exposure performed with SNIFS to observe a SCALA line is
about 5min, we can conclude that in this time the dark current of the photodiodes varies
negligibly and smoothly. The larger variations noticed in the data (fig. 7.6) might be due to
the above mentioned light leaks during daytime measurements, represented by the shaded
areas. We can conclude that the two background exposures for each SCALA line observed
(as in fig. 7.4) are representative of the dark current level presents during the light exposure.
By subtracting the background level as explained in sec. 7.2 we properly account for the dark
current of the photodiode for nighttime measurements, when the dark current is the major
contribution to the background level.
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Before background 
removal

After background 
removal

Fig. 7.4 A typical CLAP1 multi-wavelength observation over the entire SCALA wavelength
range. The spectrum emitted by SCALA is sampled every 60Å with 5 s expure times. In blue
are the pre- and post-background exposures and in red the signal exposures. The data are
plotted against time (lower x-axis) and wavelength observed (upper x-axis). The CLAP1 gain
set for these exposures is 43.5. Left: the measurements are shown before background removal
and in the bottom there is a zoom of few wavelengths observed. Right: the measurements are
shown after the background has been removed from each wavelength individually. In the
bottom, there is a zoom of few wavelengths observed. The blue line shows where the zero is.
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Fig. 7.5 SCALA mounted in the cellar of the physics institute in Bonn. The lamp system with
monochromator and fiber bundle are visible on the left and the two photodiodes (CLAPs) are
mounted in front of two of SCALA mirrors.

7.3 Lab determination of optimal SCALA exposure times

SCALA produces an artificial planet with a known spectrum. Pre-commissioning observa-
tions of this spectrum sampled with monochromatic steps of 30Å, are extremely useful for,
e.g., determining an initial set of exposure times for each wavelength. We want to achieve a
mostly constant S/N ratio for every monochromatic SCALA line observation with SNIFS. To
have an idea of how many photons SNIFS would collect for each wavelength, we can convert
the fluxes measured by the calibrated photodiode. We thus have to scale the photodiode
field of view and surface into SNIFS’ and combine it with the typical "SNIFS+telescope"
response, Sl . As the CLAPs are calibrated, we can use the responsivity curves in fig. 7.3 to
convert the ADUs measured by the CLAPs (as discussed in sec. 7.2) in energy units. More
details about this conversion will be given in sec. 9.2.2 and systematics. At this stage we
do not need high precision on the conversion between ADU and W, therefore, we simply
interpolate linearly the CLAPs responsivity curves in fig. 7.3 to obtain their values in the
SCALA central wavelengths observed. After multiplying these energies by 18, under the
simplified assumption that every SCALA beam is the same, one can estimate the amount of
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2nd day 3rd day

Fig. 7.6 Dark exposures for CLAP0 (in blue) and CLAP1 (in red) plotted against the hour
of the day when they were acquired. Usual SCALA light level are around 4000 ADU for
CLAP1 and 1300 ADU for CLAP0. The different behavior of the two dark current levels
might be due to light leaks evolution affecting the two devices differently since they were
located on different mirrors and oriented differently with respect to the light leaks. The gray
bands represents the time of the day between 8:00 am and 18:00 pm, when the light leaks are
supposed to be more visible.

photons observed in a spaxel of SNIFS in one second, Npl , using:

Npl =
Cl [W ]

E 0
l

18
G
Sl , (7.1)

whereCl [W ] is the CLAP averaged signal measurement in Watt and E 0
l is the energy of the

photon of wavelength l . Considering the sensitive area of the CLAPs (Parea), the aperture
angle of SCALA (WSCALA), the area of a SCALA mirror (ASCALA) and the field of view of a
spaxel of SNIFS (Wspx), the geometric factor G is:

G=
Parea ·WSCALA

ASCALA ·Wspx
. (7.2)

By using eq. 7.1, CLAP observations of SCALA spectrum sampled with 30Å steps and
an ideally perfect response for "SNIFS+telescope" (Sl = 100%), we obtain the flux in units
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of number of photons/s/spaxel as shown in the two plots of fig. 7.7. In the top plot of fig. 7.7,
the very high and narrow IR emission lines are visible. The presence of these emission lines
is the reason why we switch to the halogen lamp above 7020Å, as mentioned in sec. 6.2.1.
These narrow lines would likely be resolved by SNIFS, but not by SCALA’s passband, of
35Å, which would cause many issues in the calibration.

The usage of the halogen lamp in these wavelengths fix this problem as shown in the
bottom of fig. 7.7: now, the spectrum looks very smooth on the entire wavelength range
scanned, except for few broader and fainter emission lines between 4500-5000Å, as discussed
in sec. 6.4.

We now have an estimate of how many photons per wavelength are observed by each
spaxel of SNIFS in a second. By introducing a more reasonable "SNIFS+telescope" response
computed from standard stars observations as explained in sec. 5.2.2, we invert eq. 7.1 to
obtain the exposure times for every single monochromatic line, such that a signal-to-noise-
ratio S/N>100 is reached in SNIFS. This means that every integrated line from SCALA
must account for more than 104 electrons. With this S/N we would not be dominated by
shot noise, which is due to the particle nature of light and follows Poisson statistics. This
issue concerns CCDs only, as photodiodes are not single photon counter devices. In fact, for
the lowest light level we observe by illuminating a CLAP with SCALA, we anyway count
⇠ 107 electrons. The predicted exposure time curve (in dotted black) in fig. 7.8, shows, as
expected, an inverse trend with respect to SNIFS transmissivity (in red). In the plot is also
shown the effective exposure time (black circles with full line) used for SNIFS observations
made during commissioning. The effective exposure times were computed by measuring
the number of photons in SNIFS CCDs for several wavelengths and roughly scaling the
correspondent exposure time to reach the S/N>100 goal. The predicted data are quite close
to the effective ones, only some adjustments were necessary for the exposure times in the IR
region.

7.4 CLAPs data reduction steps

For the in-situ CLAPs measurements we perform a more precise data reduction with respect
to the steps already described in sec. 7.3. After removing the background level and the
cosmic rays (sec.7.2), the data are corrected to account for optical cross talk effect within
SCALA. As shown in Küsters et al. (2016), the IS illuminates an area much broader than just
the SCALA mirror. This extra light is scattered by the surfaces hit and then observed by the
reference photodiode. The overall behavior of this scattered light is measured by closing the
IS shutter of the reference beam and by performing a scan through all the wavelengths used
for regular calibration. The diffused light measured as a function of wavelength from these
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tests, agrees with the reflection properties of black anodized aluminum. This suggests that
the light is mostly scattered by the holding structure of SCALA and, thus, can be considered
constant over time, as repetition of such tests has confirmed. The correction would have
more influence over the IR region, since the cross talk trend is almost flat (around 2% of the
light produced) until 7000Å and then increases linearly up to 6% at 10000Å.

The reduction steps described until now, i.e. background and cosmic rays removal and
optical cross talk correction, are applied to all CLAPs data. After these, however, there are
two possible data reduction paths for CLAPs data, depending on our final goal: we can just
measure the observed light level as function of wavelengths, or, more generally, we can
measure the amount of light emitted integrated over the exposure time, if we are comparing
photodiode data with SNIFS exposures of SCALA. The former case will be exemplified in
the following chapter (sec. 8.4) and the latter in chapter 9 (sec. 9.2.2).

Whatever is the final quantity we want to measure with CLAPs data, after computing it,
we have to convert that (in ADU) into flux units. Since the CLAPs are calibrated, we can
convert the ADU in energy units according to the following conversion factor:

Di
m(lc) =

R
Bi
SCALA(l )dl

R
Km(l ) ·Bi

SCALA(l ) ·hmdl
, (7.3)

where Km(l ) is a linear interpolation of the CLAP sensitivity curve, in ADU/W (fig. 7.3),
m = 0 for CLAP0 and m = 1 for CLAP1, Bi

SCALA(l ) is the (triangular) normalized line
profile of the SCALA emission and hm is the CLAP signal gain – 43.5 for CLAP1 and 41.04
for CLAP0 (sec. 7.1). A line profile has been separately measured for each SCALA fiber
bundle arm, hence, i goes from 1 to 6. The uncertainties related to the line profiles will be
discussed later, in sec. 10.2. The precision of the interpolation for the CLAP calibration
curve Km(l ) will be also described there (sec. 10.2.7).

Di
m(lc) provides therefore the converting factor from ADU to W, properly weighted to

account for the light distribution of the line emitted by SCALA, for the i-th fiber bundle arm
and m-th CLAP, computed at the central emitted wavelength lc. We can thus multiply the
CLAPs measurements in ADU by the appropriate Di

m(lc) and convert them into fluxes.
After describing in detail the CLAPs devices, their characterization tests and their data

reduction, we show, in the next chapter, how SCALA was mounted in the UH88 dome and
the tests performed during commissioning.
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Fig. 7.7 Xe lamp (top) and Xe/halogen lamp (bottom) spectrum from one of the beam
of SCALA, measured scanning with steps of 30Å and monitoring with CLAP1. After
converting ADU to energy, the number of photons as observed in a SNIFS spaxel was
calculated, assuming that all 18 beams would be the same. The presence of emission lines in
the IR region is highlighted in the top plot.
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Fig. 7.8 Exposure time for each SCALA line observation with SNIFS predicted (dotted black
line) and effectively used (black circles with full line), compared to the SNIFS transmissivity
curve in % for February 24th in 2014 (red line).



Chapter 8

SCALA: commissioning, alignment and
relative efficiency

SCALA was commissioned in 2014 and fully deployed in 2015. During the 2014 commis-
sioning the entire structure was mounted to a ladder on the inside of the UH88 dome. This
location allowed to keep the structure stable, so that it would not tilt or shake when rotating
the dome during observations. The alignment procedure of SCALA with the telescope was
tested, as was the controlling software, and other hardware tests were performed. The entire
commissioning was performed during down time of the telescope. Even if this was very
advantageous for the first installation, it didn’t allow observations of standard stars.

We therefore planned another commissioning in 2015 to fully deploy SCALA. We
reperformed the alignment, and a general maintenance of the optics (such as cleaning), we
upgraded the system installing a mask for the primary mirror, so that the standard stars
(that this time was possible to observe) would illuminate the same optical path calibrated by
SCALA.

8.1 Alignment procedure
To ensure the correct alignment of all the SCALA optics with the telescope, we mounted a
LED light source at the focal plane of the telescope and used its optics to illuminate SCALA
with a collimated, parallel beam as fig. 8.1 shows. Such beam was then focused, adjusting
the SCALA mirrors, onto the center of the integrating spheres holes, using small shutters
mounted on the ISs, as shown in fig. 8.2. These shutters, which can be manually opened and
closed to block the light from one hole, have spots painted on the location of the center of
the IS hole, to facilitate the alignment.

The alignment of the SCALA optics has been performed in both commissioning phases,
in 2014 and 2015, without finding a change the second time except for an overall tilt of the
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Fig. 8.1 SCALA mounted on the ladder of the UH88 dome and illuminated by the LED in
the focal plane of the telescope. In this configuration the telescope shines a parallel beam as
big as its primary, which is visible on the dome wall.

entire structure due to a slightly loose screw, which set the tilt of the SCALA mounting with
respect to the dome ladder. We conclude that the alignment of the SCALA optics is very
stable.

Placing SCALA on the ladder of the UH88 dome has advantages, e.g. stability and
easy access from the back, but also some disadvantages. For example, the dome rotation
is not as precise as the telescope pointing. We, therefore, used the following technique to
compensate the intrinsic error from the dome encoder. A rough alignment is made using
marks indicating the ideal SCALA position, painted painted both on the dome and the fixed
walls below, and, while checking their position with a webcam, we move the dome until
they match, allowing a 0.1 degree alignment. We switch the dome power off, to keep it in
that position. Then we use SCALA to illuminate SNIFS and take an image with the SNIFS
imaging channel in combination with its pin-hole grid. Such grid provides several images
of the entrance pupil and one can use the SCALA illumination pattern to slightly move the
telescope until it matches with a reference image where SCALA was well aligned. This
last step is automatically performed. The software first point the telescope in the SCALA
coordinate and then acquire an image of SCALA, illuminated with white light (obtained by
setting one grating to 0th order) with the imaging channel and the pin-hole grid filter.
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Fig. 8.2 SCALA integrating sphere. The shutters used to close the exit ports of the IS are
highlighted with a bright contour, in this picture.

In fig. 8.3 an example of one of the entrance pupil images from the imaging channel+pin-
hole grid is shown. In the figure SCALA was illuminated with white light and the lights
in the dome were on, hence SCALA beams are visible as well as the entrance pupil of the
telescope and the SCALA holding structure with the dome ladder.

8.2 Instrument calibration strategy

The ideal way to perform a calibration sequence with SCALA would be to illuminate SNIFS
one wavelength per time selecting a wavelength sampling of 30Å, matching the SCALA
passband. However, SNIFS’ readout time is 90 s and would make this strategy too time-
consuming. Instead, we observe more than one wavelength per SNIFS exposure, as we can
use the monochromator’s shutter to illuminate the device. However, SNIFS frames would
become more crowded with spectra. We, hence, need to select these wavelengths in the best
way possible.

The SCALA passband has a nearly triangular shape with a FWHM of 35Å. We have
verified that selecting a separation of 500Å between the wavelengths observed within one
SNIFS exposure yields negligible cross talk issues and overlaps between adjacent wavelengths
(Küsters et al., 2016). Furthermore, we avoid crowded images or long exposures with SNIFS,
as the maximum number of wavelengths observed per exposure is limited to 4 for the blue
channel calibration (3300 - 5000Å) and to 10 for the red one (5000 - 10000Å).
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Fig. 8.3 Some of the entrance pupil images from the imaging channel+pin-hole grid are
shown with a zoom in on the right for one of them. Illumination of SCALA and the light of
the dome switched on allow to see the SCALA beam and the entire entrance pupil with the
SCALA hexagonal structure and the ladder of the UH88 dome. The axis are in number of
pixels.

A schematic example of the calibration strategy is shown in fig. 8.4. In this conceptual
diagram, background and light exposures are also shown. These belong to the calibrated
photodiode measurements only, as previously seen in sec. 7.2. To recap, a SCALA calibration
sequence is made of a complete SNIFS calibration with the specified wavelength sampling
(from 30Å on), consisting of several SNIFS exposures (for both blue and red channel) in
which some – 4 or 10 – SCALA’s wavelengths are observed. A typical SNIFS exposure is
shown in fig. 8.5 for a observation of SCALA in the blue channel.

Setting the exposure time for each wavelength observation such that we get S/N > 102

per spaxel (spatial pixel, or in other words, the pixels illuminated by the same lens of the
micro lens array), the overall time required for a complete SNIFS calibration is 8 hrs with
typical exposure times from 30s to 180s (as shown in fig. 7.8) per wavelength. However, the
flexibility of our acquisition software, allows to considerably reduce the exposure time for a
calibration sequence using larger wavelength steps between the different SNIFS exposures. It
is possible, for example, to calibrate SNIFS with steps of 150Å , instead of 30Å, in less then
2 hours. Even if in this way the wavelength sampling becomes sparser, the data is enough to
e.g. monitor system throughput evolution.
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SNIFS ON

SCALA start

SCALA shutter closed (Background)
SCALA shutter open (light exposure)
SCALA shutter closed (Background)

Change 
wavelength 

+500 Å

SNIFS readout

SNIFS OFF

Change starting 
wavelength +30 Å

Fig. 8.4 Data taking scheme for the SCALA calibration. The round box refers to the measure-
ments performed by the CLAPs and the rectangular ones to the spectrograph obesrvations.
The arrows indicate the logic chain of steps. From Lombardo et al., 2017 (in prep.).

8.3 Commissioning tests

During the two commissioning phases many tests were performed to characterize the calibra-
tion device as well as to put limits on possible systematics.

Commissioning 2014

The first commissioning was scheduled during telescope down time. Since we could not
observe any standard star during that time, there was no need for the mask to be applied on
the primary. After having optimized our controlling software and observing strategy, we tried
to obtain some information on the reflectivity properties of the primary mirror.

Several tests involved the calibration of SNIFS using only one module of SCALA to
illuminate the primary, and, by changing the module selected, we study how the reflectivity in
different parts of the mirror would influence the calibration. We, therefore, closed all the ISs
shutters except the three belonging to the same projector module. For these measurements we
always had to illuminate at least one of the calibrated photodiode to know the amount of light
generated. The modules selected are shown in fig.8.6 and within three nights we performed
full SCALA calibration sequences of the following combinations: module 1, module 2 and
modules 2+3. Unfortunately during these measurements we experienced several failures of
the monochromator shutter due to the cold environment. This inconvenience made the data
set acquired mostly unusable, but we are still able to recover some important information.
These results will be discussed in sec. 10.3.1.
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Fig. 8.5 Example of the data obtained for a spaxel of a datacube of SNIFS illuminated by
SCALA, for the blue channel. This is a typical exposure where it is possible to notice the
500Å separation between the different wavelengths observed and also the almost constant
number of electrons per wavelength due to the chosen selection of the exposure time for
the different wave. The characteristic passband of SCALA with its triangular shape and a
FWHM of about 35Å is also evident. The steps of the data reduction to obtain these kind of
data are described in sec. 9.2.1. From Lombardo et al., 2017 (in prep.).
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Fig. 8.6 SCALA projector modules selected to test the UH88 primary mirror reflectivity
properties are pointed out by lighter colors. We also indicate the positions where the CLAPs
are located.

Commissioning 2015

We performed a set of tests in 2015 to measure the amount of scattered light within the
telescopes optics and the spectrograph and to see how these would behave as function of
wavelength. The well collimated beams of SCALA are designed to minimize the amount
of scattered light, typically one of the most severe issue for calibration units. However, the
beam aperture is still of about 1� which can be source of stray light in the internal optics of
telescope and SNIFS, whose field of view is much smaller (6.4”⇥6.4”).

To study this phenomenon we built a beam reducer – a black anodized aluminum disc
with a hole – which make the angular aperture of SCALA beams half the size of the original
one. Using SCALA to illuminate SNIFS photometric channel with white light, we produced
several flat fielding images with the different SDSS-like filters (u,g,r, i,z) and compared the
results between the usage of the reducer (0.5� beam) and the regular case (1� beam). The
effect of the stray light is clearly visible from this comparison (Küsters et al., 2016), but it
appears as a smooth gradient, with no wavelength dependencies, across the entire field of
view of the imaging channel.

We additionally observed a set of SCALA lines, with the spectroscopic channel, with
and without beam reducers and with and without mask applied on the primary. These are
compared, and evaluated as systematic uncertainties in sec. 10.2.4.
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8.4 SCALA relative efficiency

A key step for using SCALA is the determination of the relative sensitivity of the 17 beams
not continuously monitored by CLAP1, to that which is. In order to have a proper estimation
of the light produced by SCALA and observed by SNIFS we need to quantify the response
of each of the 18 beams produced. In conjunction with the planned SCALA calibration
sequences we measure this quantity using our two calibrated photodiodes. This is done as
follows: CLAP1 is fixed as reference so that it monitors always the same SCALA beam,
while the other one is moved to sample each of the remaining 17 mirrors. For each mirror
several wavelengths were observed to build a single beam response curve. The scaling factor
converting the measured flux by CLAP1 (at one mirror) to what is expected to reach SNIFS
can be described as:

Es(l ) = 1+
18

Â
i=n=2

Ci(n)
0 (l )
Cn
1(l )

, (8.1)

whereCn
1 is the n-th flux measurement by CLAP1 corresponding to theCi

0 flux measured by
CLAP0 in the i-th beam; l is the wavelength. Es is given in units of the light measured by
CLAP1, such that, if all the beams were identical to the reference one, Es would be equal to
18 for every wavelength.

SCALA mirrors are in an off-axis configuration and there is, therefore, a gradient in the
flux across the beam reflected (as mentioned in sec. 6.2.3). This means that the sensitive
area of the photodiode experience a different amount of light depending on which part of the
beam it is sampling. Hence, we carefully position these detectors to always face the same
region of the SCALA beam which is monitored, reaching a reproducibility better than 0.8%
in the wavelength range of interest (as shown in sec. 10.2.3). Es has been measured during
the two commissioning phases in 2014 and 2015.

The measuredCn
1 andC

i
0 are, as mentioned, the fluxes observed by the two CLAPs for

each SCALA line. We explained in sec. 7.2 the first steps of the CLAPs data reduction
to remove the background level and the cosmic rays, and, in sec. 7.4, how we remove the
optical cross talk within SCALA and convert the ADU into flux units. In this section we
only need CLAP measurements of SCALA observations and therefore we do not need to
consider the exposure times for each wavelength observation. In this case the SCALA
observation strategy is exemplified by fig. 7.4. As seen there, a typical SCALA relative
efficiency beam measurement thus consists of a scan in wavelengths (upper x-axis) performed
linearly increasing with time (lower x-axis) and with a fixed exposure time of 5 s. This is the
chosen SCALA calibration strategy in case we are only interested in the data from CLAPs to,
e.g., perform systematic tests on SCALA or SCALA relative efficiency measurements.

After removing the background level, the cosmic rays and the otical cross talk from
the CALPs data, we compute an average of the data with fully opened monochromator
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shutter, which means pure light exposure. We obtain, therefore, a series of data, one for
each wavelength observed, in units of [ADU]. We multiply these CLAP0 and CLAP1
measurements by the appropriate Di

m(lc) defined in eq. 7.3 – CLAP1 will be always using
the same fiber bundle arm line profile (i= 1) as it does not move. In this way we obtain the
Cn
1 andC

i
0 in flux units and we can compute the SCALA relative efficiency as in eq. 8.1.

8.4.1 SCALA light reproducibility

We can now compare the relative efficiency, Es(l ), as measured with the same quantity
calculated based on the lab measurements of individual components. The sum over all 18
beams from eq. 6.4, selecting the appropriate IS, fiber bundle arm and mirror to reproduce
the in-situ set-up, is used as estimation of the total light produced by SCALA and represents
the component-wise version of eq. 8.1.

The comparison between these measurements of the SCALA sensitivity vs wavelength,
provides two important pieces of information regarding our system: how well we control it,
comparing the sum over the 18 beams from eq. 6.4 and the quantity from eq. 8.1 as measured
during the 2014 commissioning, and its evolution on timescales of a year, comparing the two
in-situ measurements from 2014 and 2015.

The laboratory measured sum over the 18 relative responses is shown with green squares
in the top panel of fig. 8.7. This curve is compared with the 2014 measurements of the fully
integrated system, according to eq. 8.1 (blue circles). The measurements in this plot stop
at 7000Å, since the lamp used for the laboratory tests is a Xe lamp making a comparison
with the other data set impossible above that wavelength where the halogen lamp is selected.
The measurements have been normalized to their average values since we are only interested
in comparing their color trend and not their absolute values. These averages are computed
on the wavelength range shown in the plot and are 19.12 and 18.95 for the lab and 2014
curves respectively (Lombardo et al., 2017, in prep.). The trend in both curves fulfills our
expectations from sec. 6.4.4 showing a behavior similar to the IS transmissivity (fig. 6.18).
As can be seen in fig. 8.7 (bottom panel) the component-wise measurements and the in-
situ in 2014 match well within the errors (shadowed area around the line), for the entire
wavelength range measured. The mean and standard deviation of the ratio is 1.000±0.004.
This shows how well the two curves (after normalization) agree with each other as function
of wavelength. Those two measurements were separated by only 2 months and the system
did, thus, not evolve in the meantime. The agreement of the curves in fig. 8.7 together with
the consideration that they have been measured with independent setups, prove that we are
able to reconstruct the wavelength behavior of the SCALA relative efficiency with a precision
better then 1%.
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Fig. 8.7 The SCALA relative efficiency, Es, is shown in the top panel. In green with dashed
line is the SCALA relative efficiency estimated from the laboratory measurements, in blue
with full line the one from the commissioning in May 2014. Both have been normalized
with respect to their average to compare their color trend. The bottom panel shows the ratio
between the laboratory measurement and the 2014 commissioning measurements and the
dashed gray lines represent the 1% range around the averaged ratio of 1.000 (black full line)
and the dotted lines are the standard deviation (±0.004). The gray band delimits the region
where the weak emission lines of the Xe lamp are located (4500-5000Å). The measurements
have been performed with the Xe lamp only and we therefore show these up to 7000Å. The
colored bands around the data are the errors computed as explained in Appendix A.4. From
Lombardo et al., 2017 (in prep.)

We can observe an evolution of the system on longer time scales as shown in fig. 8.8,
which shows Es for 2014 (blue circles) and 2015 (red circles), where a difference can be
noticed at bluer wavelengths in the 2015 estimation (left panels). These curves (left and
right panels) are normalized with respect to their average values of 20.09 and 19.46 for the
2014 and 2015 measurements respectively, computed over the full wavelength range. Note
that the SCALA mirrors were cleaned before performing the measurements in 2015 and
the reference mirror was cleaned more accurately with respect to the others, due to easier
accessibility. Hence, a relative difference between the different beams and the reference
beam is expected. From 4700Å the two curves match again within 1% and this trend is kept
also in the measurements above 7000Å (right panels), with an overall mean and standard
deviation of 0.995±0.005 (black full and dotted lines respectively). This evolution might
be due to a more accentuated degradation of the reference beam respect to the others. More
specifically, a comparison between the responses of the beams belonging to the same IS as
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Xe lamp halogen lamp

Fig. 8.8 The SCALA relative efficiency, Es, is shown in the top panels. In blue with full line
the SCALA relative efficiency from the commissioning in May 2014 and in red with dotted
line the one from the latest commissioning in May 2015. One of the beams illuminated by
the same IS as the reference for the 2015 SCALA relative efficiency measurements is with
black circles, normalized to its average value. The bottom panels show the ratios between the
two commissioning measurements and the dashed gray lines represent the 1% range around
the averaged value computed for the measurements from 4700Å to 10000Å where a gray
offset is present. The dotted lines show the standard deviation (±0.005). The quantities in
the left figure refer to Es measured with the Xe lamp and so goes only up to 7000Å. The
right figure instead refers to measurements with the Halogen lamp only. The colored bands
around the data are the errors computed as explained in Appendix A.4. From Lombardo et
al., 2017 (in prep.).
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the reference beam do not show a deviation in the blue end, excluding a different degradation
of CLAP1 with respect to CLAP0. Instead a color trend appears when the other beams are
included in the comparison (more info in Appendix A.3). This suggests that we measure
an evolution of the reference IS and/or fiber bundle arm with respect to the others. One of
the beams illuminated by the same IS as the reference beam is plotted in fig. 8.8 in black
circles with the name "single beam 2015", normalized with its average value of 0.70. We
can notice how smooth and mostly achromatic its curve is, suggesting that the two CLAPs
did not degraded differently. The larger dispersion on the right hand panel of fig. 8.8 is due
to the smaller statistics caused by the lower light level generated by the halogen lamp (see
fig. 7.7). For this SCALA relative efficiency measurements we set the exposure time of each
wavelength to just 5 s, while for regular SCALA observations the exposure time is adjusted
on the light level generated and on SNIFS transmissivity (as shown in fig. 7.8), hence keeping
a constant S/N.

The less frequent wavelength sampling of the curves in 2014 respect to the one in 2015
is simply due to a reduced fraction of time devoted to the Es measurements. In 2015 we
opted for a more refined sampling and performed the measurements during three days. We
repeated one of the beam measurements twice, once on the first day and once again on the
last day, to verify the reproducibility of our measurements. The result of this test is discussed
in sec. 10.2.3. We thus conclude that we understand how the SCALA components combine
to the full system. We also find that the relative system throughput can change on longer
time-scales, and that Es should be remeasured in connection with any extensive calibration
campaign.

Before moving to the next chapter it is worth noticing that the shaded areas around the
data in fig. 8.7, 8.8 are the errors of the datapoints computed as explained in Appendix A.4.
The errors presented in this thesis are always only statistical. The systematics affecting our
measurements are described in a dedicated section (sec. 10.2). The full error propagation
and covariance matrix is part of an ongoing thesis work by D. Küsters.
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Observations and data processing

We here describe the SNIFS observations of standard stars that were made during the 2015
commissioning (sec. 9.1), and how the flux calibration from these is compared with the flux
calibration from nighttime SCALA measurements (sec.9.2).

9.1 Standard star network observation strategy

During 2015 we observed in the nights from the 3rd till the 7th of June several standard
stars and our calibration device. Dividing the nights in blocks of standard stars and SCALA
observations allows to track possible evolution of SNIFS during the night and verify its
repeatibility.

Due to non photometric conditions (clouds) and telescope issues, the last night of obser-
vations, performed with an average seeing of 1.35", was the only one considered suitable
for this program. In tab. 9.1 the stars observed during that night are listed together with the
number of observations performed during the same night.

The observations of each star was distributed throughout the night to sample a large
airmass range (between 1 and 2 for the full sample). Furthermore, care was taken so that
stars of different color - i.e. different temperature - also sample this range. In this way we can
limit the systematic error on the atmospheric extinction correction computed as in sec. 5.2.2.
The consideration of these systematics is a very important part of the standard star network
calibration process, which is the final goal for SCALA but not part of this thesis.

The night was subdivided into 5 sections: we initially performed a ⇠ 2hrs SCALA
calibration sequence starting from 3330Å with steps of 180Å before twilight, when the
influence of ambient light in the dome was already much suppressed, then we opened the
dome and performed regular SNIFS star observations for ⇠ 2hrs. Subsequently we closed
the dome and repeated another SCALA calibration sequence with the same steps but starting
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Star name # obs. airmass
HD93521 2 1.17; 1.19
GD153 3 1.01; 1.03; 1.16
Feige34 2 1.41; 1.72
BD+332642 2 1.26; 1.75
P177D 2 1.21; 1.41
P041C 2 1.61; 1.41
P330E 2 1.15; 1.47
EG131 2 1.13; 1.18
HR7596 1 1.13
BD+284211 3 1.63; 1.19; 1.05
BD+174708 2 1.30; 1.14

Table 9.1 List of stars observed together with regular observations of SCALA during June
7th. On the central and right columns are the number of times the stars have been observed
during the same night and their airmasses.

at 3390Å this time. After that, stars were observed until morning twilight, after which a final
SCALA calibration sequence starting from 3450Å was made.

Adding together all the SCALA calibration sequences performed during the night we can
carry out a complete SNIFS calibration sampled with 60Å steps, which translates into 111
measurements on the instrumental response.

Furthermore, to ascertain the stability of the “telescope+ SNIFS” system during the
night, the alignment of SCALA with the telescope, and that we do not make any mistake
combining the three SCALA calibration sequences, we repeated the observations of a set
of SCALA lines during each sequence (these additional observations are called A, B and
C). The comparison between these repeated observations is shown and discussed in the
systematic section.

In addition to what has already been described for SCALA observations, we also acquired
at the beginning of every SCALA observing block an arc exposure plus a raster exposure (as
described in sec. 5.2). Moreover, continuum exposures were taken at the beginning and end
of the night, such that the usual SNIFS calibration can be run.

9.2 Data processing

We will now discuss the processing of data based on observations of SCALA, first from
SNIFS and then from photodiode obsverations. Note that the latter differentiates slightly
from what was used during the previously described system tests (sec. 8.4).
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9.2.1 SCALA data from SNIFS

The SNIFS calibration pipeline as described in sec. 5.2, was run based on all star observa-
tions acquired during the night. The pipeline produces a nightly flat fielding datacube, by
combining the continuum exposures of the night, and a flux solution which convert electrons
in flux units. This flux solution corrects for the instrumental response, assumed constant
during the night, and is applied together with the nightly atmospheric extinction, which is
airmass dependent. The atmospheric extinction is fit by the model from Buton et al. (2013)
at the same time as the instrumental response. The degeneracy between instrument and
atmosphere is broken by the airmass dependency of the latter. Any systematic residuals in
the atmospheric extinction model is thus incorporated in the instrumental response. If we are
interested in a comparison of this instrumental response with the one derived from SCALA
observations, some systematic differences are expected. For SNIFS flux calibrated data, this
is not a problem since the atmospheric extinction and instrumental response are never used
separately.

There are two kinds of data that we want to produce to exploit SCALA observations
from SNIFS: wavelength calibrated data, to compute the throughput of the system, and flux
calibrated data to have a direct comparison of the two calibration techniques (from standard
stars and from SCALA). Both will be better explained later in this section.

The initial steps of the SNIFS data reduction of SCALA observations are performed
according to the pipeline (see sec. 5.2) up to the wavelength calibration (step 3). The arc
exposure, acquired before starting the SCALA observation, is used to achieve the wavelength
calibration of SCALA data as in the usual pipeline and the raster exposure – acquired
immediately after the arc – to correct for transmissivity variations due to the dichroic (this is
used in a later stage of the production after wavelength calibration, step 4).

These wavelength calibrated data present cosmic rays, which would make the analysis
much harder and possibly biased. We can eliminate the problem following the pipeline for
two further steps: we, first, apply the flat fielding datacube (step 4), then we can run the
cosmic rays removal script (step 5), as usual, and finally we reapply the inverted flat field, to
obtain cosmic ray cleaned and wavelength calibrated datacube, i.e. 225 spectra. Note that
the dichroic correction has not been applied to these data. An example of data from SNIFS,
produced in this way, was shown in fig. 8.5.

For the flux calibration we perform the steps described above, but we avoid reapplying
the inverted flat field. Instead, we apply the dichroic correction and the flux solution of
the night computed by the standard stars observation (as described in the previous section).
Considering that the atmospheric model depend on airmass, we set the airmass value of
SCALA data to zero so that no atmospheric extinction will be used in this case. This is
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Fig. 9.1 Example of the data obtained from CLAP1 for four wavelength exposures. Notice
the different exposure time for each wavelength, depending on the light level and SNIFS
sensitivity, and also the presence of about 2 s background exposures before and after observing
a wavelength. The big outliers in the data are cosmic rays which are subsequently removed
by the analysis software. The numbers above each of the exposure are the wavelengths
observed. This observation matches the SNIFS exposure shown in fig. 8.5. From Lombardo
et al., 2017 (in prep.).

the last step to obtain flux calibrated SCALA datacubes from the spectrograph in units of
erg/cm2/Å/s.

All the steps described in this section are performed by a dedicated script which uses all
the sub-blocks of SNIFS pipeline and it is written to specifically handle SCALA data.

9.2.2 SCALA data from photodiode

The reference photodiode data face a different kind of processing. As discussed above
(sec. 8.2), each SNIFS exposure combines multiple wavelengths as shown in fig. 9.1. The
light level from SCALA is continuously recorded together with the two background exposures
which precede and follow it. Note that we here use the strategy where exposure times are
adjusted to reach similar signal-to-noise levels, as described in sec. 7.3.

As in this section we are interested in comparing CLAPs and SNIFS observations of
SCALA, we only process CLAP1 data. The steps for cosmic rays and background level
removal and optical cross talk correction described in sec. 7.2 and 7.4 are performed.
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The photodiode data – still in ADU units – are integrated with Simpson method including
background and light exposures. We are also able to account for the rising and falling ramp
due to the monochromator shutter opening and closure. A description of the error on this
procedure is in sec. 10.2.5. This step is particularly important as SNIFS integrates over the
entire exposure time, which includes many wavelengths (as described in sec. 8.2), and thus
cannot yield the specific exposure time of single wavelengths. We could in principle use
the requested exposure time, but this would be sensitive to systematic errors in the effective
monochromator shutter time. Only the CLAP data can, therefore, provide the information
needed to scale SNIFS data for each wavelength observation. Note that we do not need to
explicitly measure the exposure time and scale SNIFS data with it, as we already integrate
CLAP1 data over time.

After integration, we obtain data for each wavelength observed, in units of ADU·s and
we can convert them in units of energy J by multiplying with Dl from eq. 7.3. We are now
ready to compare the information from the spectrograph and the photodiode as detailed in
the following section.

The error propagation on the background removal is computed as explained in Ap-
pendix A.1 and to each data (first background exposure, light expose and second background
expose) a variance is assigned according to eq. A.3. These errors are propagated through the
integration with the composite Simpson’s rule (Appendix A.5) and finally combined with the
errors on Dl from the linearly interpolated errors on the responsivity curve of CLAP1.

9.2.3 SCALA data products

The main goal of SCALA is to perform an independent measurement of the throughput of the
“telescope+SNIFS”. This is accomplished by comparing SNIFS observations of SCALA
with the simultaneously obtained CLAP measurements according to the following equation:

Tli,spx =

R
IWSNIFS(li,spx)E 0

li
dl

C1li
·Dli

· G
Esli

·X , (9.1)

where IWSNIFS(li,spx) is the SCALA intensity in each spaxel spx in number of electrons from
the wavelength calibrated datacubes produced as described in sec. 9.2.1 and E 0

li
is the energy

of a photon of wavelength li;C1 is the integrated light (over the SCALA line exposure time)
from the reference CLAP produced as described in sec. 9.2.2; Dli is the conversion factor
from eq. 7.3; G is the geometrical factor in eq. 7.2; Esli

is the SCALA relative efficiency
as in eq. 8.1. Finally X is the unknown factor due to the different reflectivity of the non
sampled parts of the primary mirror respect to the sampled part illuminated by SCALA (is
not expected to, but could, depend on wavelength). As we here observe SCALA and the
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primary standard stars with a mask applied on the telescope (sec. 6.2) so that they illuminate
the same patches of the primary mirror, we can remove the term X .

Once scaled for the SCALA mirror and CLAP area, the factorC1li
·Esli

provides the total
illumination generated by SCALA as function of wavelength, since, essentially, Esli

is given
in units ofC1li

.
If we, instead, wish to make a direct comparison of the final flux calibration (sec. 9.2.1)

we get the equation:

Rli,spx =

R
IFSNIFS(li,spx)dl

C1li
·Dli

· G0

Esli

(9.2)

which fulfills the relation:
Rl =

Tl
Sl

, (9.3)

where IFSNIFS(l ) is the SCALA flux calibrated intensity, Tl is defined in eq. 9.1, Sl is the
instrumental response estimated by the SNIFS pipeline using standard star observations
(derived as described at the end of sec. 5.2.2), and G0 = G ·Atele ·10�7 is the same geometric
factor as before multiplied by the UH88 primary mirror area, Atele, and by the factor to
convert erg in J (the SNIFS flux calibration is given in ergs, while the calibrated CLAP unit
is J).

In the next chapter we show the results achieved analysing SCALA data according to
eq. 9.1 and eq. 9.2 and discuss the systematics affecting these quantities.
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Results

In this chapter we present the transmissivity measurement of the "SNIFS+UH88" system
obtained from SCALA observations (sec. 10.1). We then describe and constrain the main
sources of systematic errors affecting the measurements (sec. 10.2). As we, in conjunction
with the SCALA measurements, also observed standard stars we next compare the SCALA
flux calibration with that of the standard SNIFS pipeline (sec. 10.3).

Finally, we describe the possible usage of the SCALA calibration device (sec. 10.4).

10.1 Throughput

We here show the SCALA flux calibration derived from measurements made June 7th 2015.
While SCALA observations were made during several nights, this is the only night with
photometric conditions, SNIFS fully operational and we experienced no monochromator
shutter failures.

The observation strategy used during that night splits the time between standard stars and
SCALA observations, as described in sec. 9.1. The throughput measurement is accomplished
comparing the observations of SCALA made by SNIFS, with the reference light recorded by
the CLAP (eq. 9.1), where we use the SCALA relative efficiency from 2015 (red curve in
fig. 8.8). By averaging the throughput measurements over all spaxels in SNIFS, we obtain
the mean throughput shown in fig. 10.1. This curve combines the data from the three blocks
of SCALA-calibration-sequences (acquired as explained in sec. 9.1).

Fig.10.1 illustrates the main features of SNIFS’ transmissivity: the fast decline in the
transmission of both channels in the region where the dichroic splits the light between them
(5000 - 5300Å), and the dichroic features in the blue channel, between 3900 and 4200Å,
which look like a series of small wiggles in the throughput curve. In the regions affected
by the dichroic features, the transmission is variable during the night. This variability is
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corrected by the SNIFS pipeline (step 4 in sec. 5.2.1), but in the case shown in fig.10.1 the
data have not been fully processed and the dichroic features have not been accounted for.

Fig. 10.1 The nighttime throughput Tl ,spx averaged over the spaxels is shown as per-cent of
the incoming flux. The blue and red circles represent the throughput measured by illuminating
the telescope+spectrograph (blue and red channel respectively) with SCALA. The colored
bands indicate the throughput variation between SNIFS spaxels (the standard deviation), and
are thus not an estimate of the throughput uncertainty. The gray bands represent the region
affected by the dichroic features. From Lombardo et al., 2017 (in prep.).

The colored bands around the data in fig. 10.1 are the standard deviations of the average
over the different spaxels and are, thus, not the errors on the measurements. In fig. 10.2 the
contributions to the relative statistical uncertainty on the throughput are shown. In blue is
the contribution due to the term C1li

·Dli ·Esli
from eq. 9.1, that provides the wavelength

dependency of the light generated by SCALA (from CLAP data). The plot illustrates that
the error is smaller than 0.2%. The statistical error of SNIFS observations (i.e., the factor
R
IWSNIFS(li,spx)E 0

li
dl in eq. 9.1) is <0.5% and plotted in red, for one spaxel. This error is

due to photon counting statistics (error =
p

Np where Np is the number of photons). The
data in red show a parallel trend. This behavior can be easily explained considering that
the exposure time of the last SCALA sequence (the morning block) have been erroneously
set to be 1.5 times smaller than the default. As consequence the statistical error on these
measurements become larger. The total statistical error on the throughput (in green) is mostly
following the statistical error on the SNIFS data and it is <0.6%.
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In the following section we describe the main systematics affecting the measurements
and their upper limits.

Fig. 10.2 Relative statistical error contributions to the throughput, for CLAP (blue full line)
and SNIFS measurements (red circles) are plotted in %. The first is the error on the light
level measured by CLAP1, converted in flux units and scaled to account for the other 17
SCALA beams. The red circles are the errors on the flux measured by SNIFS as function of
wavelength for one spaxel (#97 is plotted here) due to photon counting statistics. In green
squares is plotted the complete relative statistical error on the throughput.

10.2 Systematics
Our calibration precision is ultimately limited by the reference system used: the CLAPs
are calibrated by the DICE team (Regnault et al., 2015), as described in sec. 7.1, and have
uncertainties – mostly dominated by the NIST photodiode calibration uncertainties – around
0.74% between 3200 and 3400Å, then <0.32% up to 4700Å and <0.18% between 4700
and 9500Å. In this we have assumed that the 2s uncertainties quoted by NIST are Gaussian,
so we can convert them into 1s uncertainties.

In Table 10.1 we summarize the other systematic errors that contribute to the total error
budget. In the following subsections each contribution will be discussed in more detail. A
full calculation of the (correlated) systematic errors will be presented by Küsters et al. (in
prep.).

From the elements composing equation 9.1, the biggest contribution to the error is due to
the SCALA relative efficiency, Esl , estimation. As Esl is determined in different conditions,
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Systematics sT/T
Ambient light on SCALA relative efficiency <0.5%
Wavelength uncertainty <0.2%

SCALA relative efficiency stability <0.7% l < 4700Å
<0.02% l �4700Å

Stray light on 0.5� beam <0.4%
CLAP integration over time error <0.07%
Optical cross talk in SCALA <0.05%
Optical cross talk in SNIFS <0.1%

SCALA and SNIFS reproducibility 0.3% l �4000Å
2% l<4000Å

Table 10.1 List of systematic uncertainties that contribute to the total uncertainty on the
throughput measurements. From Lombardo et al., 2017 (in prep.)

this is subject to several additional potential sources of contamination. This particular set of
measurements has been performed in rather different conditions than the usual ones, making
it subject to several sources of contamination:

• since the measurements were made during daytime, they can have ambient light
contamination,

• wavelength uncertainty caused by the monochromator reproducibility,

• reproducibility of how well we can place the photodiode on the same region of each
mirror.

Some of these systematics are also present in nighttime observations, but at a reduced
level. Additionally these data will also have lower statistics due to shorter exposure time
(hence less data). In the following we will describe the systematics, both for the nighttime and
daytime measurements, and also the systematics related to the other elements of equation 9.1
(and 9.2).

10.2.1 Ambient light contamination

The throughput measurements (fig. 10.1) were performed mostly during nighttime and with
the telescope dome closed. Ambient light (or background light from other illumination
sources in the room) contamination can, therefore, be neglected in the calibrated photodiode
data analysis.

On the other hand, Esli
was measured during daytime and, therefore, dome light leaks

could create varying levels of ambient light contamination.
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There are two cases that can occur: diffuse and scattered ambient light that smoothly
drifts with time, and scattered ambient light that quickly varies on a time scale of seconds,
probably modulated by clouds crossing the sky. The former case, appearing on time-scales
longer than individual SCALA line exposures, can be accurately accounted for using the
CLAP background measurements as shown in sec. 7.2. Hence, it does not affect the accuracy
of the calibration. This situation is always attained during nighttime measurements, where we
only have dark current variations, and during daytime when the weather conditions are stable.
For these cases the background measurements before and after the light exposure (fig. 9.1) are
representative of the dark current and ambient light level during the light exposure, reaching
a precision better than 0.7% in the background removal (Küsters et al., 2016).

The case of quickly varying background light, on the other hand, is more complicated
to handle. To estimate this uncertainty we have obtained a series of daytime measurements
where the CLAPs are continously monitoring the amibent light in the UH88 dome. We can
test the precision of the background reconstruction by artificially dividing these data into
background and signal, and measuring how well we subtract the background – in this case
how close to zero counts we get. A full description of these tests can be found in Küsters et al.
(2016), we here only summarize the results. We confirm that most background variations
are slow, but that occasional faster modes exist (see fig. 10.3). Fortunately, fast variations
with non-optimal background removal are all found to be strongly correlated between the
two CLAPs. Thus, taking this correlation into account we found that the total error on Esli
(which is a ratio between data from the two CLAPs) can be constrained to 0.5%

10.2.2 Wavelength uncertainty

SCALA produces monochromatic light through a monochromator, for which the wavelength
reproducibility is declared to be about 1Å from the manufacturer. For the SNIFS system
throughput estimation we use the wavelength calibration from SNIFS data to evaluate the
central wavelengths observed, therefore this error doesn’t directly appear in the systematics
budget (the wavelength uncertainty of SNIFS, estimated through arc exposures, is negligible).

The monochromator wavelength uncertainty is, however, present in the determination of
the SCALA relative efficiency Esl since these measurements are not accompanied by SNIFS
exposures.

We used the SNIFS wavelengths calibration to verify the stated wavelength precision,
comparing the central SCALA wavelengths estimated from a set of SNIFS exposures with
the ones requested to the monochromator (recorded in the header of the photodiodes). They
follow a linear trend, which can be fitted for the blue and red wavelengths as shown in
fig.10.4 (top and bottom plots) together with their residuals (bottom panels in each plot).
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Fig. 10.3 Results from ambient light measurements. A: Comparing the residuals of back-
ground estimates for the two CLAPS (one on each axis). Blue points highlight low-amplitude
residuals from slow background variations. Note that these constitute 95% of the sample,
but are all overplotted in this graph. Red points show large amplitude variations due to
variations on similar time-scales as exposures - these are strongly correlated between CLAPs.
B: Example of rare ambient light fluctuations where the linear background removal (black
line) leaves a residual (systematic) background component. Blue and green shows the pre-
and post-light background, red region the time when an exposure would have been made.
C: Example of standard, slowly changing, background conditions. D-E: distributions of
the mis-estimates of the high-and low-frequency background variations respectively. The
standard deviation in D is 6.1ADU and in E 0.7ADU where the minimum light level for
measurements is 100ADU. From Küsters et al. (2016).
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Blue

Red

Fig. 10.4 Wavelengths estimated by the SNIFS exposures for the blue channel, on the
top, and the red channel, on the bottom, vs the ones requested to the monochromator,
plotted together with the linear fit (black line going through the points). Lower panel in
each plot: residuals of the linear fit centered around zero (black line). The values for
the fits are: slope= 0.9984± (2⇥10�4) and intercept= 19.87±1.02 for the top plot, and
slope= 0.99836± (5⇥10�5) and intercept= 22.87±0.39 for the bottom figure. The errors
on them are computed as in eq. A.2. From Lombardo et al., 2017 (in prep.)

Even though the monochromator is highly reproducible, we consider as conservative
wavelength error estimate ±3Å (twice the standard deviation of the residuals) corresponding
to the maximum value of the residuals. Such error does not constitute an issue in the Esl
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measurement (Esl only requires wavelength reproducability) since we obtain the same result
within 0.2%, when recomputing it using a wavelength increased (or decreased) by 3Å.

10.2.3 SCALA relative efficiency stability

We have tested the reproducibility of the SCALA relative efficiency in 2015, Esli
, by repeating

the measurement of one of the 18 SCALA beams at the start and end of the four days test run.
We call these measurements a and b respectively and they represent the ratio between the
moving photodiode and the reference one. The a run was made directly in connection with
the nighttime SCALA calibration, and we thus wish all relative efficiency measurements to
match this.

The mean reproducibility is excellent, having a mean of 0.999 (blue line in fig. 10.5)
with standard deviation ±0.008. The measurements on the reddest wavelength range are
noisier since they have low flux levels. These fluctuations are further suppressed when all 17
beams are combined. In regular nighttime observation for wavelengths with lower intensity
emission we expose longer, and this maintains a constant S/N. When measuring the SCALA
relative efficiency, such long exposure times are not feasible as the measurement has to be
remade 18 times (once for each non-reference beam + the reproducibility sequence). We
here use a constant exposure time of 5 s per wavelength.

Signs of a possible system evolution on shorter time-scales (days) exist at the blue
wavelength end as the ratio between a and b shows a 0.8% difference between 3200 and
4700Å (see fig. 10.5). Since measurements of beams from the same (reference) module
do not show any evolution (as shown in fig. 8.8), a relative evolution between the IS+fiber
bundle combination belonging to the reference module with respect to the other modules is
the likely explanation (see sec. 8.4.1). Note that SCALA relative efficiency measurements
were performed in a mixed order – not module by module – and the reference module beams
were measured on the second day.

The SCALA relative efficiency is used to correct the nighttime SCALA measurement
of June 7th. From fig. 10.6, we see that CLAP data from this night mostly agree – or show
a much smaller deviations than the one in fig. 10.5 – with the a run (note that the CLAPs
were kept fixed during these observations). The source of this evolution at blue wavelength
is currently being investigated. For the sake of computing an error, as b was the final
measurement made, we can use this ratio as a (relative) systematic error. This systematic
error is propagated to each of the SCALA beam measurements, except for the two beams
that belong to the reference module and thus are illuminated by the same fiber/IS path. As
each beam ratio has a similar amplitude, the total error on the SCALA relative efficiency is
of the same order as the one from a single beam. The final error, after combining all beams,
is 0.7% for wavelengths <4700Å.
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Fig. 10.5 Ratio between the same SCALA beam measurements, a/b . The shaded blue
region is the standard deviation, ±0.008, of the points around the blue line that represents
their average of 0.999. The vertical dashed line at 4700Å separates the region where the
offset is found. Lombardo et al., 2017 (in prep.)

10.2.4 Stray light

The well-collimated beams of SCALA are designed to minimize the amount of scattered
light. However, the beam aperture is still 1�, which might be a source of stray light in the
internal optics of SNIFS. Note that all telescopes will have some amount of stray light, and
the error we consider is thus the difference in stray light between a point source and a 1�

beam.

To study this question we use a beam reducer – effectively a smaller aperture in the IS
output ports – to reduce the SCALA angular aperture to half its original size. Using SCALA
to illuminate the SNIFS photometric channel with white light, we produce several flat fielding
images in the different filters (u,g,r, i,z) and compare the results between the usage of the
reduced 0.5� beam and the regular case 1� beam.

The effect of the stray light is clearly present, but it appears as a smooth spatial gradient,
with no wavelength dependencies, across the entire CCDs of the imaging channel (see full
discussion in Küsters et al., 2016).

We also observed a set of monochromatic SCALA lines with and without beam reducers
using the spectroscopic channels of SNIFS. The ratios between these measurements are
shown in fig. 10.7. The mean ratio is offset form 1, thus confirming finding some amount
of scattered light (as in Küsters et al., 2016). However, we again find that any wavelength
dependency to the scattered light is small (well below 1%). A linear trend growing from blue
to red wavelength (in fig. 10.7) is still < 0.4% over the wavelength region of interest.
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Fig. 10.6 Ratio between the CLAP0 and CLAP1 measurements (in ADU), for the different
acquisitions in June 7th, a (June 8th) and b (June 11th) of the same two SCALA beams.
The data are not scaled to compensate for the factor 10 due to the different internal gains of
the two CLAPs. Top: the entire wavelength range scanned is shown. Bottom: a zoom in the
range between 3300 and 5000Å is shown. The statistical errors on these lines are similar
to the errors shown in fig. 10.5 and are not plotted here for clarity. The June 7th (nighttime,
blue) and a (first daytime, green) agree within statistical errors.
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Fig. 10.7 The ratio between the quantity Tli is shown for the same SCALA wavelengths
observed with and without beam reducers. The mean amplitude is 0.899 with 0.003 standard
deviation. The offset from 1 shows that some amount of scattered light exist, but the lack
of a trend with wavelength (dashed lines show 1% offset from mean) shows this to be grey.
The shadowed area around the circles is the standard deviation among all spaxels. From
Lombardo et al., 2017 (in prep.)

We thus find no signs of significant wavelength dependent stray light at the 0.5� to 1�

scale. We are currently planning future tests of stray light at even smaller scales. A complete
comparison between observations with and without beam reducer and with and without mask
on the primary mirror is shown in the Appendix A.2, where similar results are found again
(gray offsets).

10.2.5 Exposure time error

In order to minimize the error on the SCALA exposure time we again use the CLAP data,
integrating over the entire exposure using Simpson’s method (see sec. 9.2.2). The sampling
frequency (1kHz) allows us to sample up and down the ramp of the signal due to the shutter
of the monochromator opening and closing (as shown in fig. 9.1).

We derive a conservative upper limit on the exposure time error by integrating only on the
time with fully opened shutter. For each wavelength, we use only the exposure time computed
from the number of data with fully opened shutter scaled with the sampling frequency, and
we multiply it with the averaged light level. In this way, we also obtain an upper limit on the
error due to the integration method. The two integration techniques show consistent results
within <0.07%.
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Fig. 10.8 Left: SCALA line profile (blue line) and a top-hat function centered at the line’s
peak wavelength (green line) are shown. Right: ratio between the CLAP measurements
converted into fluxes using the SCALA profile (SignalSP) and using a top-hat function
(SignalTH). The ratio for CLAP1 is in red and the ratio for CLAP0 is in blue.

10.2.6 SCALA line profile

Every time a photodiode observes a light source, the measured value is the light intensity
integrated over the SED of the source and weighted by the wavelength dependent photodiode
responsivity. One has to know these two quantities, SED of the source and photodiode respon-
sivity, to find how much light is emitted by the source as function of wavelength. SCALA
emits monochromatic light (35Å FWHM bandpass), which makes the first requirement more
relaxed, and the CLAPs are calibrated photodiodes, hence, we have their responses.

We now want to quantify how well we need to know the SCALA bandpass (or line
profile), which is the factor Bi

SCALA(l ) in eq. 7.3. As the CLAPs sensitivity curves are
smoothly and almost linearly varying in the wavelength region of interest, the difference
between using a realistic SCALA line profile (blue line in left hand side plot of fig. 10.8)
and a top-hat filter (twice the previous FWHM, green line), centered at the central emission
wavelength, is negligible. This is shown in the right hand side plot of fig. 10.8, which
shows the ratio between the signal measured by CLAP (in blue CLAP0, in red CLAP1) and
converted into flux units, one time using a top-hat function (SignalTH) and the the second
time using the SCALA bandpass profile (SignalSP), to weight the response functions of the
CLAPs. These ratios deviate less than 0.2% from 1, and represent conservative errors, as
using a top-hat function as passband is an extreme case. From this we conclude that the
precision requirements on the line profile estimate are well satisfied. We use the SCALA line
profile to be closer to the effective passband shape.

We now have to verify that no systematic error is introduced by using the same line
profile for each wavelength. The SCALA line profile from fig. 10.8 was measured in the lab
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for each of the SCALA fiber bundle arms. As shown in Küsters 2014, a series of low pressure
arc lamps (Ne, He and Xe) were used to illuminate the entrance slit of the monochromator,
one at a time. The exit slit was then replaced by the SCALA fiber bundle and a photodiode
was used to monitor the fiber bundle arms (one at a time). The output light was therefore
given by the lamp spectrum convolved with the SCALA bandpass of the specific fiber bundle
arm monitored. As the emission lines of the lamps were very narrow, their shapes were given
only by the SCALA passband. The photodiode measured the SCALA passband by sampling
these line profiles with a 4Å step. The SCALA line shown in fig. 10.8 is an average over the
many emission lines observed for one of the fiber bundle arms. SCALA fiber bundle arms
have very similar line profiles. The main difference between them is that their peak emission
wavelengths are slightly shifted, with maximum absolute shifts of 0.5Å. Even if these shifts
create issues when comparing the observed light from two different arms in a wavelength
region where Xe emission lines are present (see sec. 6.4), they do not change the conclusions
from fig. 10.8. We also verified that the shape and width of SCALA line profiles does not
change with wavelengths. We can therefore apply these profiles to each wavelength observed
by the CLAPs.

10.2.7 Interpolation of CLAPs responsivity

As mentioned in sec.7.4, we linearly interpolate the responsivity curves of the two CLAPs to
obtain their calibration values in the wavelength ranges of usage. The curves provided by the
DICE team have different sampling: 50Å for CLAP0 and 100Å for CLAP1.

To estimate the error due to this linear interpolation we compare the responsivity curves
that a cubic spline interpolation produces. The total error (squared) on the CLAPs response
curves is therefore computed by adding in quadrature the linear interpolation of the response
curve errors (provided by the DICE team) and the difference between the linear and the cubic
interpolation.

The square root of this error is shown in fig. 10.9 in blue for CLAP1 and green for CLAP0.
The interpolation gives uncertainties smaller than 1% for the majority of wavelengths. They
reach 1% in the wavelength regions where the response curves of the CLAPs are quickly
changing (below 4000Å and above 9990Å). These uncertainties especially increase for
CLAP1, whose response has a sparser sampling. For wavelengths bluer than 3500Å the
errors are dominated by the calibration errors rather than the interpolation, reaching the 1.2%
level. As the total error is well below <0.4% for the wavelength range of interest, we do not
need to improve the interpolation for the photodiode responses.
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Fig. 10.9 The relative error, on a combination of the CLAPs responsivity uncertainties with
that of the interpolation of the responsivity curves for the CLAPs, is shown in blue for CLAP1
and in green for CLAP0.

10.2.8 Optical cross talk within SCALA and SNIFS

There are two possible sources of optical cross talk for SCALA observations: the photodiode
might receive scattered light from other beams, and in the SNIFS datacube part of the light
belonging to one spaxel might be collected in another spaxel, and, because of the geometry
of SNIFS optics, such light would be displayed in other wavelengths. In the second case the
effect is negligible, since the light from another spaxel is <0.1% of the light integrated in the
monochromatic line (Küsters et al., 2016).

The cross talk due to scattered light from another beam hitting the calibrated photodiode
has been already described in sec. 7.4. The measurements have errors <0.05% (fig. 4 in
Küsters et al., 2016). As this effect is mostly due to the reflection properties of the SCALA
holding structure (black anodized aluminum), it can be assumed constant over time. The
reference calibrated photodiode measurements in eq. 9.1,C1l , have been corrected for this
indirect illumination. In the SCALA relative efficiency measurements, eq. 8.1, the ratio
between the two photodiode measurements highly suppresses the cross talk effect, since the
different beams have similar contamination.

10.2.9 Scattered light within the monochromator

The monochromator out-of-bandpass light-leakage is 0.15% (manufacturer), which will be
further reduced by the SNIFS background subtraction, yielding a final 0.05% contamination
from an entire line. This is an estimate evaluated from the background level between SCALA
lines in the SNIFS datacube. However, the photodiode integrates the entire spectrum observed
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weighting it with its own responsivity. This is currently the limiting systematic uncertainty.
We are currently performing narrow filter measurements to quantify this effect. If we confirm
a 1% effect or more, a second monochromator, in series with the first, could be installed to
effectively remove this contamination.

10.2.10 SCALA and SNIFS reproducibility

As mentioned in sec. 9.1, a set of wavelengths were repeated during each of the three
SCALA sequences on June 7th. The system stability can be examined through computing the
ratios between the throughput of the reobserved wavelengths, A/B and C/B. From 4000 to
9000Å, the two ratios are consistent with each other and centered around 1.001 with standard
deviation ±0.003 (fig. 10.10). In the 3300-4000Å region, the morning run (C) shows a 2%
offset, which is added to the systematic uncertainty here. Thus, above 4000Å we are not
limited by reproducibility of our system.

Fig. 10.10 Ratios of the throughput measured from the same SCALA lines observed during
the three calibration sequences of June 7th, 2015. The shaded blue region in the plot indicate
the variations from spaxel to spaxel (standard deviation from the mean value). The black line
is the average of the ratios from 4000Å on, which is 1.001. From Lombardo et al., 2017 (in
prep.)

10.3 Throughput comparison
After estimating the atmospheric extinction with the model by Buton et al. (2013), it is possi-
ble to compute the throughput using the flux calibration from the standard star observations.
This is done by the SNIFS pipeline, whenever the atmospheric conditions are considered
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photometric (so that time evolution of the atmospheric extinction during the same night can
be neglected), as explained in sec. 5.2.2.

In this section we compare the calibration achieved through SCALA observations with
the flux calibration from the standard stars observed during the same night, June 7th 2015.
In fig. 10.11 (top panel), the throughput of the "SNIFS+UH88" system from these two
calibration methodologies is shown. The two curves, blue circles from SCALA and black
line from stars calibration, show a systematic difference resulting in what looks like a linear
trend of⇠20%, comparing the bluest to the reddest wavelength (bottom panel of fig.10.11). In
the bluest end we also find a larger scatter, as already noticed in fig.10.10. The offset around
6240Å might partially be a consequence of the light scattered within the monochromator
(as explained in sec. 10.2.9), as at that wavelength we introduce an order sorting filter. The
overall effect, however, would be of just 1-2%, and even if it is larger than our precision
requirements, it does not explain the linear trend observed.

Fig. 10.11 Top: the throughput of the "SNIFS+UH88" system is shown in % for the
calibration from SCALA obsevations (Tl as in fig.10.1), with blue circles, and from standard
stars observations in the same night (Sl ), with a black full line. The measurements were
performed on June 7th with the primary mask applied. The black line is multiplied by 10 to
scale it for the primary mirror surface covered by the mask. Bottom: ratio between the two
calibration methodologies (as in the right hand side of eq. 9.3). The gray bands represent the
regions affected by the dichroic features. The shaded blue bands in both panels in indicate
the variations from spaxel to spaxel (standard deviation from the mean value).
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As the decreasing linear trend appears to be too large to be due to a mis-calibration of
SNIFS from the standard star observations, in the following sections, we describe a series of
tests performed to uncover the origin of the discrepancy.

10.3.1 Investigating potential sources of the SNIFS/SCALA calibra-
tion trend

We performed several tests to understand the origin of the discrepancy found between the two
flux calibration technique (from SCALA and standard star observations). In the following
paragraphs a selection of these tests will be explained and shown in detail.

Flux calibrated SNIFS data

As consistency check, to ascertain that the linear trend is not caused by some conversion
factor, e.g. from electrons to erg, or to some systematically off interpolation of the SNIFS
pipeline calibration data, we also use the flux calibrated SNIFS datacubes of the SCALA
calibration sequences, as described in sec. 9.2.1. From these datacubes we obtain a direct
comparison of the "SNIFS+UH88" system calibration performed through SCALA and
standard star observations, as in eq. 9.2. We, thus, compare this result with the results shown
in the bottom panel of fig. 10.11 (as in eq. 9.3). The two curves are shown in fig. 10.12
where we plot the measurements from flux calibrated data multiplied by 0.986 (computed just
comparing the two curves), as a scaling factor might be present due to a non exact geometric
factor estimation. Note that SCALA is not meant to provide an absolute flux calibration, but
a relative calibration in wavelength, and hence a gray scaling factor is allowed. In the plot,
the curves show the same decreasing linear trend. They match very well from 4200Å, but
disagree before that. The reason of this disagreement is under investigation. However, as the
dichroic features are corrected for the flux calibrated data, we can expect some differences
in those regions. These corrections might also affect regions nearby. We thus conclude that
SNIFS data processed to full flux calibration produce similar SCALA comparisons as with
the default mode of using the wavelength calibrated results. From now on the data from
SNIFS will be only wavelength calibrated.

Extraction window for SNIFS data

We reduce SNIFS observations of SCALA following the standard SNIFS pipeline steps
to be able to directly compare the calibration with the pipeline output. However, SCALA
illuminates SNIFS in a different way than the calibration sources (continuum and arc lamps)
or a star would. The pipeline steps, might therefore yield wrong results when applied to
SCALA observations. For example one possibility is due to the extraction window used to
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Fig. 10.12 Comparison between SCALA and traditional SNIFS flux calibration, evaluated
first through comparing SNIFS throughput estimated by the pipeline and from SCALA
observations, wavelength calibrated, (blue dashed line) and then if using the data as existing
after the full SNIFS reduction pipeline (red dotted line). The measurements were performed
on June 7th with the primary mask applied. The red line is multiplied by 0.986. The gray
bands represent the regions affected by the dichroic features.

group the pixels, in a CCD, belonging to the same spaxel in SNIFS images (i.e. to obtain
datacubes from CCD images). This might be too small and cut some counts depending on
wavelength. To better understand this point, we should consider this extraction window as
a rectangle which has the long dimension in the direction of the dispersion. The spectrum,
which is to be extracted and belongs to one spaxel, comes from the sum of the counts in the
pixels in the orthogonal direction to the dispersion – cross-dispersion – hence the short side
of the rectangle. If the pixels considered for extraction (in this direction) are not enough,
then the observed flux in SNIFS would be systematically different from the flux estimated by
the CLAPs, that do not have this issue.

Four SNIFS wavelength calibrated datacubes of SCALA observations, two for the red
channel and two for the blue channel, were reduced (as described in sec.9.2.1) using different
extraction windows width of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14 pixels. Note that the default width for
the SNIFS pipeline is of 5 pixels. For each SCALA line observed, one can plot the maximum
emission value of the line averaged over the 225 spaxels, as a function of the extraction
window (growth curve). There will be a residual background contribution to the number of
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electrons measured that we can estimate with a linear fit on the larger extraction width data
in the growth curve.

We can thus obtain an estimate of the true number of electrons belonging to a SCALA line,
as shown in fig. 10.13 (chapter 5 of Howell, 2006, and references therein). The dashed line
in the plot passes through the last two points of the plot, and the black solid line represents
the estimated true number of electrons (the intercept of the dashed line). We compare this
result with what we obtain from the default extraction width of 5 pixels (chosen to have a
better S/N). By plotting this comparison against wavelength, we find the corrections to apply
to the extracted default flux for each wavelength. The ratio between the true counts and the
number extracted using a 5 pixel width is shown in fig. 10.14 where we find no significant
trend for the blue channel of SNIFS and a falling trend, almost linearly, for the red channel.

Fig. 10.13 Number of electrons in the maximum emission of a SCALA line (at 6431Å)
observed by SNIFS, as function of extraction width (blue circles). The peak values shown
are averages of the peak values in every spaxels. The dashed black line indicates the line
passing through the last two points and the black full line is the optimal number of electrons
to extract. The red circle is the averaged peak value for the default extraction width. The
errors are not visible in the plot as they are ⇠0.1%.

The errors on the data shown in fig. 10.13 are
p
Ne/Ns where Ne is the number of

electrons and Ns the number of spaxels, as we are averaging over the 225 spaxels of SNIFS.
These are not visible in the plot as they are ⇠ 0.1% level. By propagating them to the
intercept computed, we produce the error bars in fig. 10.14.
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Fig. 10.14 The ratio between the optimal number of electrons extracted from SNIFS frames(as
in fig. 10.13) and the values obtained for the default width is shown with the errors for each
SCALA line observed in the four datacubes reduced.

The trend shown in fig. 10.14 agrees with the results for regular SNfactory observations
as shown in fig. 3.9 of Copin (2013). That study predicts a faction of flux extracted by the
default 5 pixels width of ⇠ 96% for all wavelengths in the blue channel and between 91%
and 95% from 5546 to 9648Å in the red channel. Additionally for an extraction width of
8 pixels Copin (2013) shows a faction of flux extracted of 0.99% for the blue channel (all
wavelengths) and ⇠0.98% for the red channel (all wavelengths), which is close to what we
obtain. These quantities (for the 8 pixels width) agrees with the offsets from 1 shown in
fig. 10.14 and the results with the 5 pixels width match the trend decreasing with wavelength
observed by us in the red channel, and the gray behavior found in the blue channel. We
conclude that there is no significant difference in the cross-dispersion line profile of a SCALA
observation and of a star. We hence expect this effect to be accounted for in the instrumental
calibration performed by the pipeline (Sl ) and canceled out in the ratio with the SCALA
throughput (Tl ). Future tests could be made, e.g., using different width to extract the spectra
of a calibration frame (such as a continuum exposure) and repeating the analysis again.

SCALA relative efficiency accuracy

Fig. 8.8 shows that, above 4700Å, the SCALA relative efficiency has a trend growing, almost
linearly, with wavelengths. For a rigorous analysis we want to test the assumptions that the
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laboratory component-wise and the fully assembled in-situ measurements of the SCALA
relative efficiencies (from sec. 8.4.1) are correct and that we are not dominated by some –
yet unknown – systematic.

During the 2014 commissioning (sec. 8.3), we performed a series of SNIFS nighttime
calibrations, illuminating only one module and closing all IS shutters of the other modules
(as illustrated in fig. 8.6). As already mentioned, the elements dominating the color trend of
the light emitted by the SCALA modules are the ISs (see fig. 6.18). If now we illuminate only
one module at a time, where one of the CLAPs is mounted, we can disregard the SCALA
relative efficiency and consider the three SCALA beams equals – in first approximation. It is
therefore enough to consider the measurements from the CLAP illuminated, times three. In
this case we do not need to correct for cross talk effects within SCALA (as in sec. 7.4).

As the measurements of module 1 (from fig. 8.61) are mostly compromised by monochor-
mator shutter failures, we can use only the measurements from module 2 for this test. The
ratio between these throughput measurements (night of June 8th) and the closest throughput
from standard star observations (from July 24th) is shown in fig. 10.15. Even without using
the SCALA relative efficiency we still obtain the 30% decreasing linear trend as function of
wavelengths. The SCALA relative efficiency is therefore not its cause.

2014 
Cal. SCALA  June 8th/  

Cal. standard star July 24th

Fig. 10.15 Ratio between the calibration of the "SNIFS+UH88" system from SCALA
observations in June 8th, 2014, and from standard star observation in July 24th, same year.
The SCALA measurements were performed illuminating only the module 2 from fig. 8.6.
The gray bands represent the regions affected by the dichroic features.
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Primary mirror mask effect on calibration from standard stars

During the 2015 nighttime observations, the standard stars were observed with the mask
applied to the primary mirror of the telescope. As described, the mask covers 90% of the
primary and the PSF, produced by this illumination, will be different from the usual. This
difference might cause a systematic difference in how standard stars are extracted, as these
algorithms were tested on stars observed using the full primary. Hence the flux calibration
will result "wrong" correspondingly.

A straightforward way to verify if this is the case is to compare the throughput calculated
with the mask with what is determined on a close-by night, without mask. In fig. 10.16 the
ratios between the calibration from SCALA observations in June 7th and the standard star
observations in June 7th (blue circles), May 25th (red circles and dotted line) and July 19th
(magenta squares) are shown. The linear trend is present and even enhanced in all cases. We
only show the results from May 25th and July 19th as they are the instrumental responses
produced by the pipeline closest in time to June 7th. Note that these throughputs are produced
only for photometric nights. Also, looking at the diagnostic plots of the residuals of the PSF
extraction, generated by the pipeline, we don’t find any significant hint of a "bad" extraction.
From this we conclude that the PSF extraction code is able to handle the PSF produced by
the presence of the mask and that this does not constitute the cause of the linear trend in
fig. 10.11.

A better understanding of the mask effect on the PSF will be crucial for future studies,
where the star spectra will be extracted for recalibration.

The discrepancy in the results of the calibration of the "SNIFS+UH88" system with
standard star observations and SCALA observations has not been solved yet and investigations
are still continuing. These tests will include a calibration of the imaging channel, where a
lack of a trend with wavelength would show that the difference arise internally in the SNIFS
spectroscopic channels. In the next section we focus on the possible usage for SCALA.

10.4 Potential uses and possible applications

As already mentioned there are several possible additional applications for SCALA some of
which are already in use for SNIFS:

1. Direct measurement of second-order contamination in the spectrograph.

2. Stray light study in the telescope optics, as briefly shown in the systematics section.

3. Individual SCALA wavelengenth exposures can be used to measure cross-talk between
spaxels.
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Fig. 10.16 The ratios between the two calibration methodologies from SCALA observations
(in June 7th) and standard star observations are shown. The standard star observations were
performed with mask June 7th (blue circles and full line) and without mask May 25th (red
circles and dotted line) and July 19th (magenta squares and dashed line). The blue circles
have been scales by 10 to make the curves comparable.The gray bands represent the regions
affected by the dichroic features

4. UH88+filter+CCD curves for the imaging channel filter set.

We have also tested throughput measurements with reduced exposure times, and during
daytime. This would allow daily telescope throughput determinations.

10.4.1 Daytime usage of SCALA

We will in this section evaluate whether SCALA could be used to provide regular, daytime,
throughput estimates. During 2015 we tested this possibility running a SCALA calibration
with a wavelength sampling of 30Å reducing the exposure time by a factor 3. This measure-
ment set was performed during daytime, three days before the nighttime measurements of
fig. 10.1, for about 4 hrs and the result is shown in fig. 10.17. Even though the statistical
precision is lower than usual and there is some ambient light contamination, the overall result
is still a smooth, high-precision measurement. Note that, as with the previous throughput
curves, the shaded regions show the scatter between spaxels - not the throughput uncertainty.
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Fig. 10.17 Daytime measurements of the throughput Tli,spx averaged over the spaxels are
shown in %. The blue and red circles represent the throughput measured by illuminating
the spectrograph (blue and red channel respectively) and the telescope with SCALA during
daytime on June 4th, 2015. The colored bands indicate the throughput variation between
SNIFS spaxels (the standard deviation), and are thus not an estimate of the throughput
uncertainty. The gray bands represent the regions affected by the dichroic features. From
Lombardo et al., 2017 (in prep.).

In fig. 10.18 we compare this June 4th SCALA calibration with the SCALA nighttime
calibration made on June 7th, in red circles with dashed line (the primary mirror mask was
applied for both cases). In the same figure we have included the ratio between the pipeline
calibrations derived for these nights, in blue with full line. Both ratios have been scaled
by their mean values computed in an interval between 5500Å and 8000Å, as we are just
interested in their relative comparison as function of wavelength. The plot shows how well
SCALA data follow the quickly changing transmissivity of SNIFS in wavelength, and match
the one from the standard star flux calibration. A difference between the two is present in the
wavelength region between 4500 and 5000Å. This difference might be due to the variation
of the dichroic mirror during these two days, as it could influence SNIFS transmissivity not
only in the small wavelength regions in gray, but also in the range where the transmissivity
is more steeply falling. These features are corrected in the SNIFS pipeline but not in the
SCALA data used here. This difference might be enhanced as we interpolate the June 4th
SCALA results (as more densely sampled) in order to build the ratio between the two SCALA
measurements. More data from other days would be necessary to ascertain the origin of the
difference (between pipiline and SCALA calibration of SNIFS) observed in the wavelength
range 4500-5000Å.
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We find another difference between the two ratios above 9000Å. This is most likely due
to the presence of OH emission lines in the standard star spectra that are not removed by
the nightly atmospheric extinction model. These features are partially removed by the sky
background subtraction performed in the pipeline (step 6 in sec. 5.2.1). Their residuals will
be imprinted in the instrumental response since the two quantities are fit together by the
pipeline, as previously mentioned in sec. 5.2.2. The usage of an instrument like SCALA
allows to calibrate the system at all wavelengths without being biased by external factors (e.g.
the degeneracy of instrumental response and atmospheric extinction). An external calibration
device might allow a better atmospheric extinction model and sky background subtraction,
by providing an independent instrumental response.

Fig. 10.18 The ratios between the throughput of the "SNIFS+UH88" system measured on
June 7th and 4th, 2015, are shown in red with dashed line for SCALA observations and
blue full line from standard star observations. The SCALA and standard star measurements
have been normalized with their averages of 0.969 and 0.931 respectively, computed in the
wavelength range 5500-8000Å. The gray bands represent the regions affected by the dichroic
features.

From fig. 10.18 we conclude that daytime observations of SCALA can be used without
compromising too much the overall precision of the calibration. SCALA can therefore
be used also for fast estimation of throughput changes in case, e.g., of cleaning of the
optics or filters replacements. Moreover, considering the large dimension of the calibration
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beam produced in the focal plane of the telescope, such a device can be used also by other
instruments mounted at the telescope having larger field of views than SNIFS.



Chapter 11

Summary and conclusions

The description and first results obtained with the SNIFS Calibration Apparatus, SCALA,
were presented in this thesis. SCALA is built as part of a Nearby Supernova Factory effort
to reach 1% color-calibration with the SuperNova Integral Field Spectrograph (SNIFS).
It belongs to a global effort in astrophysics that in the past decades has tried to link the
telescope+instrument calibration to laboratory flux standards. Such devices are necessary
to improve the cosmological constraints from observations of SNe Ia, since systematic
uncertainties on calibration are soon limiting factors when comparing SN Ia distances.

SCALA generates 18 beams, which are collimated at the 1� scale and illuminate the focal
plane of the telescope uniformly. The SCALA light source system, lamp+monochromator,
produces monochromatic light with a triangular line profile and a FWHM of 35Å. The flux
calibration of a NIST photodiode has been transferred to two photodiodes used as reference
system (Cooled Large Area Photodiodes, CLAPs). SCALA is meant to transfer the NIST
flux calibration to the UH88+SNIFS system, and use this calibrated system to determine
a NIST-traceable flux calibration of the standard star network. As SNIFS is an Integral
Field Spectrograph, a SNIFS recalibrated standard star spectra could be used by any other
astronomical observer.

Simulations and lab tests SCALA development had several testing and commissioning
stages. After defining the overall design, simulations with a ray tracing software were
performed. These simulations were used to improve the baffling system and to minimize,
the already low, scattered light produced. Stray light is one of the limiting factors for the
precision reached.

After the simulations the device was built and tested in the laboratory. All the color
responses of the SCALA components (6 ISs, 6 fiber bundles and 18 mirrors) were charac-
terized. These responses showed that the ISs, having relative color trends at the 6-8% level,
dominate the overall color trend of the final SCALA beam.
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Also the two CLAPs, the flux standards for SCALA, have been characterized. Their
responsitivities were provided by the DICE team. We tested the evolution of the dark current
which has to be subtracted for a precise light level measurement. We found that during
nighttime, when the ambient light is not the dominant source of background variations, the
dark current evolves smoothly. It shows a negligible variation when considered on the time
scale of the longest, SCALA, exposure time, for which we have to subtract the dark current.
By reading the CLAPs with the monochromator shutter closed before and after the light
exposure (monochromator shutter opened) we can efficiently correct for the dark current.

SCALA characterization in-situ During commissioning we again measured the transmis-
sion of the SCALA beams, in the fully deployed set-up. We held the reference photodiode sta-
tionary, to always monitor the same SCALA beam, and we moved the other one sequentially
to the 17 remaining beams. For each one of them we observed a series of monochromatic
lines obtaining the relative response of the 17 beams with respect to the reference one, as
function of wavelength. The normalized sum over these relative measurements provides
the color of the SCALA light that illuminates SNIFS. Comparing this quantity with the
independent component-wise measurements, we showed that we can reproduce the color
trend of the total light generated by SCALA at a level better than 1%. By repeating the
in-situ measurements after one year, we showed how the system evolves over time scales of
years. It is therefore essential to repeat the 18 beams characterization before recalibrating the
standard stars – the ultimate goal for SCALA.

Observational strategy, results and systematic errors The calibration strategy selected
for SCALA allows us to perform a complete SNIFS+UH88 calibration from 3300Å to
10000Å with steps of 30Å in about 8 hrs and exposure times for each SCALA line between
30 s and 180 s. We use the monochromator’s shutter to control SCALA illumination and we
limit the maximum number of wavelengths observed per SNIFS exposure to 4 for the blue
channel calibration (3300 - 5000Å) and to 10 for the red one (5000 - 10000Å).

In the 2015 commissioning, we mixed observations of standard stars with observations
of SCALA, from which we calibrated the "SNIFS+UH88" system with a sampling of
60Å. During the same night we performed three SCALA calibration sequences (at twilight,
middle of the night and after sunrise), and standard stars in the remaining available time
slots. Combining these three SCALA observations, we produced a throughput curve of the
"SNIFS+UH88" system. Reobserving nine SCALA lines for each of these observations, we
verified that the SCALA+SNIFS system is reproducible within 0.3% above 4000Å and 2%
below that. We also showed that we achieve a relative statistical uncertainty < 0.6% on these
throughput measurements.
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The main systematics currently measured are all < 0.7% in the wavelength range of
interest (4000-9000Å). We show, for example, that we can remove the ambient light con-
tamination and the variations in the dark current from the photodiodes data by continuously
monitoring the light from SCALA before the monochromator shutter opens and after it closes.
SCALA can, therefore, be used for daytime throughput monitoring.

The stray light contribution due to the extended moon-like illumination provided by
SCALA is found to be < 0.4% and mostly gray. The only limiting factor, to be verified,
is the out-of-band-scattered-light within the monochromator, which could could lead to
contamination larger than 1�2%. This scattered light would be observed by the reference
photodiode and integrated over its range of sensitivity, while the spectrograph would disperse
the light over its spectral range, yielding to a negligible contamination in SNIFS and a larger
one in CLAP data.

Comparison of SCALA and standard star flux calibration of SNIFS Since we ob-
served also standard stars in the 2015 commissioning, we were able to compare the flux
calibration achieved through the standard pipeline of SNIFS, with the SCALA observations
during the same night. The ratio between these two calibrations shows an overall color
trend of ⇠20% (from bluest to reddest wavelengths), decreasing towards redder wavelengths
almost linearly. Many tests have been performed to ascertain the origin of the trend, but
so far none of them gave indication of its cause. For example, we tested whether the pres-
ence of the primary mirror mask would cause a systematic difference in the estimated flux
calibration through standard star observations. By using other pipeline throughput, from
nights when the mask was not applied, we found the same trend again. We obtained the
same trend also illuminating the "SNIFS+UH88" system with only a single SCALA module
(2014 commissioning test-data) and neglecting the SCALA relative efficiency term in the
throughput.

The origin of this discrepancy in therefore still under investigation, and is the single
missing step before a NIST-tracable calibration can be achieved.

Future steps and improvements There are several possibilities to improve the calibration
results achieved. For example, one could use a more specific line profile to integrate the
SCALA lines observed by SNIFS. These are currently integrated just using a Simpson
method, but a line profile function might help to define more precisely the extended wings
and pedestal of these lines. These corrections would improve the precision on the per mill
scale.

Other checks are planned to put more stringent limits on some systematics, such as the
scattered light form the monochromator and the optical stray light within SNIFS and the
telescope. The former will be tested using narrow filters. We will hence compare the results
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from SNIFS and CLAP observations with filters, inserted at the monochromator exit slit,
and without. If this contamination is found to be above the 1% level, one could mount a
second monochromator to suppress the effect. The stray light can be tested by unfocused
observations of standard stars, such that the star would illuminate an area larger than the
SNIFS field of view (closer to the SCALA illuminated area). By comparing the spectrum of
the unfocused with the same focused star we could give limits on the impact of stray light.

The work so far has provided several lessons for a potential second generation SCALA
project, SCALA 2.0. An improved calibration system should have as few optical components
as possible, hence one would use only one light beam. In order to gain a better stray light
control, this light source should be extremely collimated. For this purpose one could illumi-
nate the focal plane of a small telescope with a light source – LEDs + monochromator+IS, or
lamp+doublepass monochromator+IS – creating a parallel beam, called a projector beam,
of the dimension of the primary mirror of this telescope. This projector beam should be
monitored by a NIST-calibrated photodiode. By moving and rotating it in front of the primary
of the telescope+instrument system to calibrate, one would calibrate the entire field of view
observed.
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Appendix A

A.1 Reproducibility of lab measurements for SCALA ISs

During the laboratory measurements performed in 2014 as described in sec. 6.4.3, we repeated
the measurement of the response of IS4 three times (a, b and c). These measurements were
made in different days and in mixed orders with all the other ISs. We show in fig. A.1 the
ratios of two of the IS4 measurements with the third one.

These ratios show an offset with no wavelength dependencies, as expected. The position
of the output port of the IS with respect to the signal photodiode might differ of some tens
of mm making the flux collected by the photodiode slightly different in absolute value, but
not in color. This is also the reason why we usually normalize these results (we are only
interested in the relative response of SCALA components).

A.2 Stray light tests

As explained in sec. 10.2.4 we performed several tests to study the stray light produced inside
the telescope and SNIFS by SCALA illumination. We repeated the same set of SCALA
lines observations with SNIFS in the following configurations: beam reducer+mask (beams
of 0.5� and 16 cm diameter), mask only (beams of 1� and 16 cm diameter), beam reducer
and no mask (beams of 0.5� and 20 cm diameter) and finally no mask and no beam reducer
(beams of 1� and 20 cm diameter). The ratio between the case with mask+beam reducer and
mask without beam reducer is already shown in fig. 10.7 and plotted again in fig. A.2 for
completeness among the other possible combinations. From the plot in fig. A.2 we do not
see any significant wavelength dependency for all the cases shown. We conclude that the
lowest amount of stray light are for the cases with beam reducer and primary mask applied.
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Fig. A.1 Ratios of the relative responses of SCALA IS4 a, c with respect to the third one, b.
The gray band delimits the region where the weak emission lines of the Xe lamp are located
(4500-5000Å). The full lines are the averages of these ratios and the colored bands are the
standard deviations (a/b= 1.002±0.004, c/b= 0.992±0.004).

Fig. A.2 The ratio between the quantity Tli is shown for the same SCALA wavelengths
observed with and without beam reducers (in blue with mask and red without mask), with
and without mask (for the case with beam reducer in green and without beam reducer in
magenta). The shadowed areas around the squares are the standard deviations among all
spaxels.
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Fig. A.3 Single SCALA beam in-situ measurements, for the SCALA relative efficiency
performed in 2014, are shown with different colors for each beam. The black line in the
middle distinguish the wavelength range for which we used the Xe lamp and the halogen
lamp. The CLAPs measurements are in W. The responses that corresponds to the beams
belonging to the same module as the reference beam (measured by CLAP1) are pointed by
black arrows and are in acid green and yellow sand.

A.3 SCALA relative efficiency accuracy

In fig. A.3 and A.4 are shown the single SCALA beam in-situ measurements for the SCALA
relative efficiency performed in 2014 and 2015 respectively and discussed in sec. 8.4.1. We
can see how the responses of the two beams from the same projector module of the reference
beam (in acid green and yellow sand) are mostly gray (no trend as function of wavelength)
with respect to the other beams in both figures. Comparing the figures from 2014 and 2015
we can additionally see that the bluest ends of each curve of the other projector modules are
steeper in the 2015 than in the 2014 in-situ measurements, and in the 2015 a more pronounced
"bump " appears between 3700 and 4700Å. These differences between the two SCALA
relative efficiency measurements are causing the color trend shown in the bottom of fig. 8.8.
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Fig. A.4 Single SCALA beam in-situ measurements, for the SCALA relative efficiency
performed in 2015, are shown with different colors for each beam. The black line in the
middle distinguish the wavelength range for which we used the Xe lamp and the halogen
lamp. The CLAPs measurements are in W. The responses that corresponds to the beams
belonging to the same module as the reference beam (measured by CLAP1) are pointed by
black arrows and are in acid green and yellow sand. The curve in acid green is the same as
the black curve in fig. 8.8.
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A.4 Statistical error propagation

For this thesis work, all errors shown are statistical errors computed with standard error
propagation:

s2
y = Â

i

✓
∂y
∂xi

sxi

◆2
, (A.1)

where s2
y is the variance on the function that depends on i variables (xi) under the assumption

that these variables are uncorrelated.

In the case of fig. 8.7, the errors on the laboratory measurements where propagated
starting from the single components responses, computed from averaged measurements over
10 acquisitions.

For the two commissioning curves in fig. 8.7 and 8.8 the error is propagated according to
eq. A.1 through each of the data reduction steps performed: removal of background level,
cosmic rays and optical cross talk, averages of light-only exposures and conversion from
ADU to W. For example, the background removal is performed (for each wavelength) by
subtracting the result of a linear regression on the background exposure data only. From
these data we compute the slope of the line passing through them (y = x · a1 + a2) as
a1 = Cov[X ,Y ]/Var[X ] where X is the sampling in time and Y are the counts level registered.
In this case the variance on slope and intercept are:
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whereN is the number of data belonging to the background exposures and s2
Y =ÂiY 0

i
2/(N�2),

with Y 0 = Y � y.

If now we translate our reference system so that X ! X 0 and its average is zero (X̄ 0 = 0),
we have Cov(a1,a02) = 0. Therefore, after subtracting the line described by a1 and a02 = Ȳ to
the data (the two background exposures and the light exposure), Y 0 = Y � y, we can compute
the variance on each data point as:

s2
Y 0
i
= s2

a1X
02+s2

X̄ a
2
1+s2

Ȳ , (A.3)

where s2
X̄ is the variance on the mean of X , s2

Ȳ is the variance on the mean of Y and s2
a1 is

the same as before. We then use eq. A.1 to obtain the error on the mean of the pure light
exposure data, used in this section (we take the square root of the sum over all the variances
of the pure light data divided for the squared number of data used).
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A.5 Composite Simpson’s rule
The composite Simpson’s rule to integrate is:

Z b

a
f (x)dx⇡ h

3

"
f (x0)+2

n/2�1

Â
j=1

f (x2 j)+4
n/2

Â
j=1

f (x2 j�1)+ f (xn)

#
, (A.4)

where n is the number of data, h= (b�a)/n, x0 = a and xn = b.



Appendix B

B.1 Reducing astrophysical uncertainties on SN Ia cosmol-
ogy

Using the SNfactory dataset, we recently demonstrated a correlation between the SN stan-
dardized brightness and the intensity of local host star formation activity (Rigault et al., 2013,
2015). This seems to explain the well known –yet not understood– SN dependency with the
global host stellar mass. The next step to fully understand the origin of these effects is to
access the SN progenitor properties themselves.

With that goal, I have developed a statistical analysis based on the spectral energy
distribution (SED) fit of the several hundreds local host spectra of SNfactory. Fig.B.1.
exemplifies such a SED fit – using the ppxf code by Cappellari and Emsellem (2004), as
in Pan et al. (2014) – and the derived local star formation history. This enables me to build
the first delay time distribution (DTD) based on stellar information in the SN vicinity. In
comparison to the usual global measurements this allows to mitigate the influence of the
potentially strong gradients of galaxy stellar population properties. The goal of my analysis
is to deliver a more accurate SN progenitor DTD. With fits to data complete, I am currently
estimating uncertainties through simulated/perturbed spectra.
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Fig. B.1 Top: example of fit of an SNfactory host galaxy (PTF10qjq) spectrum: in black the
galaxy spectrum, in blue the stellar templates and in red the best fit. Bottom: Age distribution
obtained from the fit shown on the top. A consistent fraction of the mass is located in very
young star populations (age <200Myr).
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